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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While some still claim SARS-CoV-2 doesn’t actually exist, this seems to Ey in the face of several

well-established facts. The virus has actually been photomicrographed,  whole-genome

sequences of the various strains are available,  and with the appropriate credentials anyone can

obtain the live virus to conduct research.

While I am absolutely no fan of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, they do grow

the virus in cell culture to ensure widespread availability for researchers who want to study it.

Examples of research where you need the actual virus include antiviral research, vaccine

development, virus stability research and pathogenesis research.

What’s the Confusion?

At least part of the confusion appears to be rooted in how the term “isolated” is deRned. Some

insist a virus is not isolated unless it’s also puriRed, while others say a virus doesn’t have to be

puriRed in order to be “isolated.”

Steve Kirsch claims to have asked several experts about this, noting that all, including Dr. Robert

Malone and Dr. Li-Meng Yan, say that the virus has indeed been “isolated.” “So, it has been

‘isolated’ according to their belief in what the term means,” Kirsch writes, adding:

“Others interpret the term differently and would claim the virus hasn’t been isolated. In

fact, according to their de=nition, no virus in history has ever been isolated. That’s

important to know. They use that as justi=cation for their belief that there is no virus here

since viruses don’t exist at all.”

When Kirsch asked his readers for input, one pointed out:

“The real question is ... has it been isolated from a HUMAN subject w/o passing it

through (say) Monkey Kidney Cells? Because there is plenty of evidence out there that

says it hasn't been isolated directly (no intermediaries) from a HUMAN subject.”

According to Kirsch, the scientists he spoke with did not agree that this was a concern, and

“Sabine Hazan veriRed that the sequence of the virus obtained from ATCC [the American Type

Culture Collection, a global resource center for reference microorganisms] matched exactly what

she found in people who have the virus.”

As noted in Hazan’s paper, “Detection of SARS-CoV-2 From Patient Fecal Samples by Whole

Genome Sequencing”:

“Study participants underwent testing for SARS-CoV-2 from fecal samples by whole

genome enrichment NGS [next-generation sequencing] (n = 14), and RT-PCR

nasopharyngeal swab analysis (n = 12).

The concordance of SARS-CoV-2 detection by enrichment NGS from stools with RT-PCR

nasopharyngeal analysis was 100%. Unique variants were identi=ed in four patients, with

a total of 33 different mutations among those in which SARS-CoV-2 was detected by

whole genome enrichment NGS.”

Germ Theory and Terrain Theory Both Have Merit

As noted by independent journalist and political analyst Jeremy Hammond in a March 2021

interview,  the claim that SARS-CoV-2 has never been isolated and actually doesn’t exist at all is

perhaps one of the most counterproductive arguments of the health freedom movement.

By insisting that there is no virus, and that COVID-19 is caused by things like 5G radiation alone,

allows the mainstream media to dismiss entirely legitimate concerns about electromagnetic Reld

exposure (EMF) and 5G — including the possibility that it might make some people more

vulnerable to infections.

Like Hammond, I believe the pathogenesis of COVID-19 involves both germ theory and terrain

theory, not just one or the other. “SARS-CoV-2 infection is an insuhcient but necessary factor in

the pathogenesis of COVID-19,” Hammond says, adding that “the virus is constantly being

isolated and whole genome sequenced by scientists all over the world.”

“ COVID-19 pandemic should be a wake-up call to
the human population, and especially the
populations of developed countries, about the
need to focus on natural means of maintaining
good health and living in greater harmony with
our natural environment. ~ Jeremy Hammond”

That said, environmental factors can clearly play a role, in that they can make you more or less

predisposed to severe infection when you encounter this virus. This includes EMFs, toxins like

glyphosate, previous vaccine injuries and much more.

Hammond argues that the “COVID-19 pandemic should be a wake-up call to the human

population, and especially the populations of developed countries, about the need to focus on

natural means of maintaining good health and living in greater harmony with our natural

environment.”

Indeed. And, as Hammond points out, pathogenic challenge is absolutely necessary for general

good health and strong immunity. When we shield ourselves too much from everyday pathogens,

we make ourselves vulnerable to chronic diseases instead.

SARS-CoV-2 Genome Sequencing From Italy

As for whether SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated and exists as a viral entity, the answer appears to

be yes. For example, an Italian paper  published in the Journal of Virology, dated May 18, 2020,

detailed the isolation and full-length genome of the virus taken from COVID-19 patients in Italy:

“At the beginning of March 2020, the =rst nasopharyngeal swabs positive for SARS-CoV-

2 started to be detected in the Northern Eastern Region of Friuli-Venezia Giulia ... Swab

contents were seeded on Vero E6 cells and monitored for cytopathic effect and by an RT-

PCR protocol using primers for the N region.

Cell culture supernatants from passage 1 (P1) of four isolates were collected, and RNA

was extracted with QIAamp viral RNA minikit (Qiagen) and quanti=ed with an in vitro-

transcribed RNA standard ... The quantity and quality of the RNA were assessed ... For

each sample, 100 ng of total RNA was processed using Zymo-Seq RiboFree ribosomal

depletion library preparation kit (Zymo Research).

All the obtained libraries passed quality check and were quanti=ed before being pooled at

equimolar concentration and sequenced ... Sequenced reads that passed the quality

check (Phred score ≥30) were adaptor and quality trimmed, and the remaining reads

were assembled de novo using Megahit (v.1.2.9) with default parameter settings.

Megahit generated in all cases 7 contigs with more than 1,000 bp and 100× coverage; all

of these assembled contigs were compared (using BLASTn) against the entire

nonredundant (nr) nucleotide and protein databases.

In all cases the longest and more covered contigs were identi=ed as MT019532.1,

‘Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 isolate BetaCoV/Wuhan/IPBCAMS-

WH-04/2019, complete genome,’ with 99% identity and 0 gaps.

The longer sequences were named hCoV-19/Italy/FVG/ICGEB_S1, _S5, _S8, and _S9 and

were deposited in GISAID ... Sequence analysis showed an uneven coverage along the

SARS-CoV-2 genome, with an average range from 126 to 7,576 reads and a mean

coverage per sample of 1,169× ... Phylogenetic trees were inferred using the maximum

likelihood method ...

The =rst sequences deposited in GISAID (EPI_ISL_410545 and EPI_ISL_410546) were

collected in Rome from a Chinese tourist from Hubei province who got infected before

visiting Italy, and another one (EPI_ISL_412974) was from a test-positive Italian citizen

returning from China.

Only two sequences were reported from the Lombardy cluster (EPI_ISL_412973 and

EPI_ISL_413489). In this report four additional sequences from cases epidemiologically

linked to northern Italy have been examined ... Sequence analysis showed a good

coverage along the SARS-CoV-2 genome for all four isolates.

Based on the marker variant S D614G, all four sequences grouped in the Bavarian rooted

subclade G, which is dominant in Europe, including the sequence from Lombardy, but

distinct from the three sequences mentioned above originating directly from China.

Intriguingly, the new isolates were more closely related to EPI_ISL_412973, while

EPI_ISL_413489 was more distant. No evidence could be found for the putative 382-

nucleotide (nt) deletion in ORF8 detected in Singapore, which has been proposed to

indicate an attenuated phenotype.”

SARS-CoV-2 Genome Sequencing From Germany

Similarly, the complete genome sequence of the virus taken from a German woman has been

published, this one in the journal Microbiology Resource Announcements, in June 2020.

Here, an oropharyngeal swab sample from a female patient who tested positive but had no

symptoms at the time of the test was used to isolate the strain.  Table 1 in the paper compares

the nucleotide variants found in the sampled virus and those of a reference strain already logged

in the gene bank.

Another paper  in Annals of Internal Medicine, published in August 2020, isolated the virus from

ocular (eye) secretions of an Italian COVID patient:

“The patient, a 65-year-old woman, travelled from Wuhan, China, to Italy on 23 January

2020 and was admitted on 29 January 2020, 1 day after symptom onset. At admission to

the high isolation unit ... she presented with nonproductive cough, sore throat, coryza,

and bilateral conjunctivitis. She had no fever until day 4, when fever (38 °C), nausea, and

vomiting began.

Infection with SARS-CoV-2 was con=rmed by performing real-time reverse transcription

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assay on sputum samples (cycle threshold value

[Ct], 16.1) on the admission day, followed by viral M gene sequencing (GenBank

accession number MT008022), and virus isolation on Vero E6 cell line (2019-nCoV/Italy-

INMI1).

The full genome sequence was obtained from either clinical sample or culture isolate

(GISAID accession numbers EPI_ISL_410545 and EPI_ISL_410546).”

Genome Sequencing From India and Colombia

SARS-CoV-2 has also been isolated from the urine of a COVID-19 patient.  A November 2020

paper  sought to determine “whether various clinical specimens obtained from COVID-19

patients contain the infectious virus,” and found SARS-CoV-2 RNA “in all naso/oropharyngeal

swabs and saliva, urine and stool samples collected between Days 8 and 30 of the clinical

course.”

Viable SARS-CoV-2 was also found in the nasal washes of ferrets that had been inoculated with

urine or stool from a COVID-19 patient. The virus has also been isolated by researchers in the

U.S.,  China,  India,  Canada,  Australia,  Korea  and Colombia.  The Colombian paper reads

in part:

“Objective: To describe the isolation and characterization of an early SARS-CoV-2 isolate

from the epidemic in Colombia. Materials and methods: A nasopharyngeal specimen

from a COVID-19 positive patient was inoculated on different cell lines.

To con=rm the presence of SARS-CoV-2 on cultures we used qRT-PCR, indirect

immunotuorescence assay, transmission and scanning electron microscopy, and next-

generation sequencing.

Results: We determined the isolation of SARS-CoV-2 in Vero-E6 cells by the appearance

of the cytopathic effect three days post-infection and con=rmed it by the positive results

in the qRT-PCR and the immunotuorescence with convalescent serum.

Transmission and scanning electron microscopy images obtained from infected cells

showed the presence of structures compatible with SARS-CoV-2. Finally, a complete

genome sequence obtained by next-generation sequencing allowed classifying the

isolate as B.1.5 lineage.

The evidence presented in this article con=rms the =rst isolation of SARSCoV-2 in

Colombia. In addition, it shows that this strain behaves in cell culture in a similar way to

that reported in the literature for other isolates and that its genetic composition is

consistent with the predominant variant in the world.”

If Virus Exists, Why Aren’t Certain Studies Done?

As mentioned earlier, the actual virus is needed in order to conduct certain studies. Now, since

the virus does exist, we also ought to be able to conduct studies to assess whether the COVID

shots cause antibody dependent enhancement (ADE).

As suggested by Kirsch,  “Give the vaccine to the animals, wait, then expose them to the virus”

and see what happens. Does it prevent infection and transmission, or does it make the animals

more prone to infection? If the animals got sicker, that would be evidence of ADE, a problem that

has plagued coronavirus vaccine research for decades.

It’s why we don’t have a vaccine against the common cold, caused by coronaviruses. Remarkably,

this animal research has never been done for the COVID shots. The question is why? Kirsch

believes the answer is because “nobody wants to know the answer ... The top management of the

FDA knows it would kill the vaccine program if they did this.”

On the other hand, the vaccinated, just like the unvaccinated, tend to experience only mild

symptoms with Omicron. So, perhaps the shots aren’t causing ADE (which could turn even a

milder variant into something deadly).

However, ADE is far from the only concern. Clearly, these shots are associated with a dramatically

increased risk of cardiovascular, cardiac and neurological problems. These too could be

conRrmed through animal studies — rather than testing on our children — and we wouldn’t even

need the virus for those.

Either way, I believe it’s scientiRcally accurate to claim that SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated,

genetically sequenced, and that it exists as a pathogenic entity. Getting too far into the weeds of

theories that refute the existence of viruses altogether will only slow down and hamper the truth

movement rather than aid it along, and I would strongly discourage anyone from engaging in this

highly unproductive narrative.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Rnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere

else. After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view

any missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion

of proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the Rght to protect our freedom

of speech and your right to take control of your health.
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in the 60's we use to say "if I hit you with my Rst, do I exist ?? "- personally, I was always swayed by the "exosome" argument because

this sequence is not novel and has been registered as occurring in the human organism a hundred times - there seems to be some

confusion as to how the organism processes the waste material that results from autophagy and inEammation - although this area is

still speculative I am reluctant to accept what "science" tells us because so much of what they tell us is propaganda and not objective

observation based on a full understanding of how the biological entity processes its homeostatic condition - either the information is

correct or incorrect -  the narrative suggests that we are not sure of what the agenda is for the hypotheses that are presented... Pharma

is responsible for this mess - with the Snake and his cronies Dr Falsey and the "Nazi" Schwab - they have muddied the scientiRc waters

to such an extent that "objectivity" has been thrown out of the window - we have always had Eu epidemics - it's an annual event - now

with the added ingredient of Mass Psychosis we have theory after theory and a basket full of CROOKS - science is constantly evolving

so that today's theory is tomorrow's discard - what I do know is that this alleged virus is an instrument for the destruction of planetary

civilization - if I am correct in this hypothesis then theorizing about the existence of a causative agent becomes moot - the sequence

means nothing - the disease is in the Mass Psychosis
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Spot on Stanley! According to Professor Desmet, Mass Formation is the actual preferred description. The thing I love about it is

that it is so logical, the four ingredients were already in place within our societies to allow for this to happen and those proposing

the solution had already created them via technology. It was the people who ironically were isolated (not the virus) and the c--d

narrative Rlled that emptiness. Those of us who have meaning in our lives didn't need it, so could see through it.

Science is dead as are all the other disciplines too, they have been co-opted by the corporate world until they are meaningless,

without academic value, accuracy or reason. The universities, like the economies are big meringues puffed up with air within a

shell of reRned sugar (known to the organic movement as 'white death'). Honorary degrees anyone? I sat through countless

degree ceremonies watching those given away to 'generous' industrialist/politician/celebrities/royalty We are watching the Rnal

death-throes of the education system - thank heavens, it will Rnally be out of its misery.
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thank you Sue - the masquerade that "authority" clothes itself with - all the pomp mand ceremony - a travesty that amounts to

nothing - it never ceases to amaze me that the DEAD can actually walk - the division in society revolves around those that

oppress and those that innovate - most technology is in the hands of those that oppress - this has to change - we need

visionaries not killjoys

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 3:08:26 AM
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Yes, SARS-CoV-2 Is a Real Virus
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated, photographed, genetically sequenced, and exists as a pathogenic entity)

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention grows the virus in cell culture to ensure widespread availability for researchers who

want to study it

)

At least part of the confusion appears to be rooted in how the term “isolated” is deRned. Some insist a virus is not isolated unless it’s also

puriRed, while others say a virus doesn’t have to be puriRed in order to be “isolated”

)

Another sticking point for some is whether or not SARS-CoV-2 has ever been isolated from a human subject without passing it through

animal cells, as such media could be contaminated and therefore the source of the virus

)

Researchers have veriRed that the genetic sequence of the virus obtained from the American Type Culture Collection, a global resource

center for reference microorganisms, is an exact match to the virus found in people with symptomatic COVID-19

)
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This report by Dr. Mercola implies that the bottom of the origin of the coronavirus must be gotten to. This truth leads to the

condemnation of those involved, which is described by the motivations indicated by the Grar Reset. Fauci and a network of

culprits must be tried and convicted. Above all this cannot happen again.

We know that a revealing article by Dr. Mercola reported that a multi-million dollar bat coronavirus research grant to a Chinese

laboratory had been funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The documents indicate that the Wuhan, China-based

researchers manipulated the coronaviruses in ways that led to the severity of infection, using platforms that tested the ability of

bat coronaviruses to use human receptors. The grant documents underscore the dangers of collecting and experimenting with

potentially pathogenic viruses and shed light on US-funded coronavirus experiments in Wuhan for Rve years before the Wuhan

coronavirus pandemic began. The NIH-funded grant was awarded to US-based EcoHealth Alliance Peter Daszak, as "principal

investigator," along with several China-based researchers Two of these researchers worked at the Wuhan Institute of Virology

(WIV) in China The grant was said to have been renewed in 2019, but was canceled in 2020 due to the pandemic

theintercept.com/2021/09/09/covid-origins-gain-of-function-research/  (September 2021)
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Now we have biological weapons that cause serious damage and death, that also have immunity expiration and that are 13 times

less effective against the new strains. In Israel and many other countries the vaccinated are suffering from hospitalization and

deaths. Fear, ignorance, and their consequent vaccine poisons lead to extermination and tyranny represented by the Great Reset,

which are the true enemies of this false pandemic and the future of humanity. The virus and the unvaccinated are used as tools

to achieve the imposed program that also entails the strategy of confrontation This is the path of tyranny and genocide
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yes Gui, the Department of Defence {DOD} is the main funder for bioweaponry - Falsey is grant conscious so that when Obama

decided to curtail his activities he couldn't allow the grant money to be lost - so he moved it to Wuhan - the Snake saw

possibilities for his agenda with the creation of a cross species vector and the Chinese were getting the grant payouts - this is

criminal Rnancial extortion aimed at Dr Strangelovian dreams of power magniRcation - they used the ruse of the virus to crush

any objection in the mode of the Emperor's lack of clothing - today it is the elusive virus and tomorrow it will be climate change or

the Eugenics wet dream of DEATH for everyone
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Brilliant as always! I struggled for a long time not knowing which to believe. Yes, it doesn't matter, we still have fraudulent testing,

hospitals taking public money to lie, imprison, poison, and euthanize us, and all the usual political, Rnancial and miscellaneous

tyranny which must be fought at EVERY opportunity. This has gotta stop! Peace and God bless....
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Very good "A high-proRle European pathologist is reporting that he and his colleagues across Europe have not found any

evidence of any deaths from the novel coronavirus on that continent. Dr. Stoian Alexov called the World Health Organization

(WHO) a “criminal medical organization” for creating worldwide fear and chaos without providing objectively veriRable proof of a

pandemic. Another stunning revelation from Bulgarian Pathology Association (BPA) president Dr. Alexov is that he believes it’s

currently “impossible” to create a vaccine against the virus. He also revealed that European pathologists haven’t identiRed any

antibodies that are speciRc for SARS-CoV-2." principia-scientiRc.com/top-pathologist-no-one-has-died-from-the-coro..  
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Yeppers. The mass psychosis is indeed the big disease that is driving this destruction of society.  Any unbiased look at the

evidence reveals the measures to purportedly control the disease brought on by this mass psychosis have caused far greater

overall toll than the disease itself, and what we've seen so far is just the tip of the iceberg.
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Rampaging - we agree - this theatrical production is the virus of ignorance and gullibility - Rich - Dr Alexov is conscious - unlike

his counterparts in the West who are acting politically and not scientiRcally - balhawk - psychosis is the PANDEMIC - anybody

who disagrees is psychotic
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You might Rnd these interesting too.  Top Pathologist: ‘NO ONE Has Died From The Coronavirus!’

principia-scientiRc.com/top-pathologist-no-one-has-died-from-the-coro..  ~

www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-11-covid-does-not-exist-novel-isolated-vir..  
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I think Bobby Kennedy correctly questioned if what we are observing in the general public is the Stockholm Syndrome. I agree

with Kennedy and I wonder if is this newly emerging Mass Formation theory is intended to be a 'get out of jail free' card for the

criminals.
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Yes Stanley. From a theory of cure perspective, there are several illnesses. Disease, however is a poorly deRned bureaucratic

term of World Health Organization and the International ClassiRcation of Diseases (ICD) "what a doctor diagnoses." The virus

exists. The diseases The ICD10 has several disease codes directly related to the virus and some diseases that are not (yet)

directly linked or clearly identiRed, like COVID-19 treatment PTSD.

Let's begin to build a set of illness elements. An illness element has a single cure cause. A cure cause is a cause which, when

successfully addressed by a single treatment, produces a cure. Illness 1: Cure 1: The virus, SARS-CoV-2 causes infection.

The infection is cured when the virus is eliminated or the body is able to disable it before it causes illness - natural immunity.

 There are many ways to cure the infection, many cures, healing, natural and medical. We might identify variants as the same or

different illnesses Illness 2: Cure 2: An infection by SARS-CoV-2 can cause damage that results in signs and symptoms of

disease - COVID-19, cured when the damage caused by the infection is cured. Each case of cured is unique because each

COVID-19 is unique.

Each case also requires a cure of the infection. If we Rnd individual cures, like a cure for loss of smell, that identiRes an individual

present cause and an individual element of illness. Illness 3: ARDS - inability to breath because of damage caused by COVID and

our bodies response to COVID. ARDS requires an emergency cure to ensure the patient does not die.

It also requires a cure of COVID. Illness 4: COVID PTSD - caused by intubation damage Cures of PTSD have been demonstrated,

but not studied scientiRcally. When we step outside of the individual., body and mind, we can begin to document higher illnesses,

like mass psychosis - and their cures The weak concept of disease does not recognize the illness elements nor the cures

identiRed by  the theory of cure.
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Yes science now has been relegated to the same category as speculative gossip for all to see. Maybe it's good. I personally am

tired of endless Diagnostics and testing, I want material results! I am getting that by looking within and following very simple

procedures for good health, mostly natural practices like being naked outside in the freezing cold. When it comes to taking stuff I

mostly "take stuff" that is going to take stuff out....Addition by subtraction through detoxiRcation, if that is even possible

anymore!
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Bobthecats, I wonder the same thing. I stated such another time and got told off in this forum. Looks to me like all kinds of folks

are invested in the Mass Formation Psychosis idea. I also think individuals need to accept responsibility for their decisions, even

if misled...Without that, how does one ever grow?
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Well said as usual Stan! The world of real science does NOT back up what is written in this article at all. The WHO, CDC, and FDA

have al been sued by several organizations to produce one sample of their so called virus so it can be studied, and they can not

do it because it does not exist. Dr Malone never said that a virus was found. My understanding is that a virus WAS found in the

toxic ingredients of the frankenshots that cause the body to produce spike proteins that make you sick! I watched a ton of videos

from different people with credentials that believe that this whole scamdemic is being carried out by "off world entities"· Not

sure of the chapters, but this is stated in the big three religions bibles also.
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Thanks RichJedi, speciRcally for your comment on a pincipia article. The original source of it is actually in Off Guardian:

off-guardian.org/2020/07/02/no-one-has-died-from-the-coronavirus-presi..   It was written by Rosemary Frei, a journalist friend

of mine, and Patrick Corbett. I believe that around this point, she had come to wonder if viruses were real at all. My

understanding is that she later went back to thinking they are, but I'm not completely sure what she thinks of the Cov 2 virus at

this point.

When she told me her new belief, it initially threw me for a loop, but I did some reading of my own and now, ironically, I may

believe it more than she does.  Incidentally, there is another Off Guardian article that I think is just gold on the lack of evidence

for the Cov 2 virus: off-guardian.org/.../covid19-evidence-of-global-fraud  There is a a man named Jeff Green that has written

some books and put up a website, which posits that viruses are not contagious: virusesarenotcontagious.com  Dr. Andrew

Kaufman, on the other hand, believes that viruses are exosomes:

www.sharetrending.com/coronavirus-dr-andrew-kaufman-and-the-exosomes-2..  A book has also been written that believes that

viruses are exosomes. It has more than one title, but the title it has on Amazon is "The Truth about Contagion: Exploring Theories

of How Disease Spreads: www.amazon.com/Truth-About-Contagion-Exploring-Theories-ebook/dp/B08X6..  I think I'm more

partial to the idea that viruses are exosomes, but I bringing up the alternative theory is good too, to cover all possibilities.

Ultimately, what exosomes do and what viruses do appears to be fairly similar. The bottom line is, regardless of what we call

them, if viruses are not causing the disease, but rather trying to get rid of toxins, we can all agree that our understanding of Cov 2

and any other viral disease is massively mistaken.
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Stan, I'm deRnitely a terrain guy...and whether the virus is real (which I favor) or just a combination of negative environmental

factors like air pollution, industrial diets or electromagnetic frequencies, perhaps the most "gain of function" element is

unrelenting media fear mongering...Mass sympathetic domination dumps immune function and is a direct cause of any "

dis-ease disease."  Fear terrain becomes acidic/low voltage like a Eashlight with a near dead battery...So the best idea is to

improve terrain; boost metabolic output and maximize anti-oxidant intake because cells run on e- electro-molecular voltage and

with judicious use of Eipside immune oxidants like Mega C/H2O2/iodine/O3/MMS chlorite to destroy pathogens, cancers and

cell debris.    The TV network reign of terror is a scientiRcally proven way to weaken a population

autonomically/vagaly...intersecting w yesterday's mention of "polyvagaly" inEuence on evolution and today's piece on gut

bacteria which form a lower emotional center w the vagus nerve. So Fauci's GOF virus may even be secondary to that rat's

weaponized scare messaging...his "The Science" of global domination and death...Joseph Mengele would be proud!
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Thank you Stanley.  "Tyranny is always better organized that freedom."  - Charles Peguy    We must understand this. Freedom

loving people are not "authoritarian" by nature. Thus our weakness, which leads to exploitation by "The Snake."  We are being

"played."
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Covid-19 illness itself has been found in research to be caused by the spike protein ALONE, without any infectious virus and this

spike protein is what the vaccine is meant to make in your body! So the spike protein alone is showing to be PRODUCING all the

exact same symptoms of the very illness it is supposed to be protecting the people from, including the cytokine storm along with

research showing the spike protein alone is capable of causing heart inEammation, blood clotting and other negative effects...

the S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein ALONE was enough to induce the very same COVID-19-like symptoms including

severe inEammation of the lungs and cytokine storm-EVEN WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF INTACT VIRUS - it produces

biochemically, immunologically and histologically evident COVID-19 like Acute lung injury (ALI), including the “cytokine storm”.

scitechdaily.com/sars-cov-2-spike-protein-alone-may-cause-covid-19-lun..     Full study:

journals.physiology.org/.../ajplung.00223.2021  This spike protein is not just in use in Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine, but also in

the COVID-19 vaccines by J & J, Novavax, PRzer/BioNTech, and CureVac so they can have been selling the cause of the disease

as the cure for it and would explain why cases were increasing shortly after vaccinations.

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/07/21/guess-who-develo..  We appear that we are dealing with a pathogenic

spike protein only in which delivery is mainly being done through vaccination, and that is what is causing the covid-19 symptoms,

heart issues, blood clotting etc at least in part conRrmed to be through CD147 receptor signalling and does not require any direct

infection/binding to the cells at all doi.org/.../ehab724.3383  It remains to be seen if there is also an infectious sars-cov-2 virus

circulating as well
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Excellent comment Stanley. It's amazing that Mercola argues this point and I must Rrst say that he is a very intelligent guy but

like all of us has blind spots. Once you go through the HOW of what present-day isolation is done you realize what an illusion ALL

of it is. Same is true with genomic sequencing.

Germ theory and gene theory are both utter quackery. The pseudo science of virology is worse. What they all have in common is

that they were and are completely supported and catapulted as "legitimate science" by the major Rnancial rulers of their time.

This is not accidental and here is where Mercola has a blind spot.

He generally avoids placing these scientiRc "theories" in social and political context. I do think that he is correct here in that

arguing about the virus existing or not is counterproductive at this point and can be argued in greater detail once the tyranny has

been halted. Still, the problem if one accepts the viral pathogen nonsense, is that you get stuck in the weeds there, endlessly

arguing about the workings of "Delta, Omicron" and on and on and what to do about this latest Rctional descendant of the

Rctional originator. "Covid-19" has NOTHING to do with any virus- there is also no gain of function bio-weapon that has been

released.

What we are immersed in is a military/Rnancial operation that has been launched by the elites of the Western Rnancial systems.

SARS-CoV-2 was discovered in the boardrooms of these elites and leaked through memos. That's it. Here's a letter from Christine

Massey to Steve Kirsch- it includes a bizarre exchange with Sabine Hazan:

principia-scientiRc.com/open-letter-to-steve-kirsch-january-10-2022/  
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To clarify, it is CD147 receptor signalling at minimum that is conRrmed to be one target. It was a research team lead by Dr. Barney

Graham from the Vaccine Research Center at the NIH NIAID who created an engineered form of the spike protein that was said to

be unable to make the shape change required to effectively bind to cells like ACE2 making the spike protein "safe" for

vaccination, but that can be considered wrong information or perhaps misdirection to promote false safety of the vaccines

because binding to cells like ACE2 is now found to not be necessary to cause the harm shown from the spike protein of

SARS-Cov-2, instead through activation of CD147 receptor signalling (along with the added effects of Lipid Nanoparticles which

are also shown to be highly inEammatory www.biorxiv.org/.../2021.03.04.430128v2.full  Cardiac pericytes are abundantly found

in the heart. The Incubation of Human cardiac pericytes (PC) for up to 5 days with SARS-CoV-2 expressing the green Euorescent

protein (GFP) did not show any evidence of cell infection or viral replication. Next, we exposed the PC to the recombinant S(pike)

protein (5.8 nM) and conRrmed that the protein engaged with cellular receptors...Moreover, the S protein promoted the

production of pro-inEammatory factors typical of the cytokine storm in PC (ELISA measurement of MCP1, IL-6, IL-1β, TNFα,

P<0.05 vs ctrl), and induced the secretion of pro-apoptotic factors responsible for endothelial cells EC death (Caspase 3/7 assay,

P<0.05 vs ctrl).

Signalling studies revealed that the S protein triggers the phosphorylation/activation of the extracellular signal-regulated kinase

1/2 (ERK1/2) through the CD147 receptor, but not ACE2, in cardiac PC. doi.org/.../ehab724.3383   There has additionally been an

increase of both RSV and InEuenza circulating as well www.cdc.gov/.../index.htm  ~  www.cdc.gov/.../state.html  
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The full-length S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein ALONE, without infectious virus, is capable of inducing systemic

damage to microendothelial cells in mice with an analogous pattern of complement activation (which activates NLRP3

inEammasome pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23817414  ) and increased expression of cytokines and concomitant thrombosis /

hypercoagulability state (blood clotting). This disease pattern strongly resembles the extrapulmonary manifestations of severe

human COVID-19  and suggests that the latter (severe human Covid-19) may not represent systemic infectious virus. (but

instead effects of the full-length S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein ALONE).  Therefore, prevention of the CNS disease

so common in severe COVID-19 may require neutralization/removal of the circulating pseudovirions (such as S1 spike)

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7758180  
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Covid was just a vehicle to frighten the public into mRNA injection compliance. The loss of some freedoms and the taxpayer's

Rnancial gorging to large corporations and destruction of small businesses which facilitated the transfer of wealth from the

middle class to the uber wealthy were just a little ancillary beneRt.
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Courageous Catholic priest speaks out on "Real COVID crisis: Church silent while unvaxed persecuted" www.youtube.com/watch

 This video was censored by youtube...The video can viewed on Remnant TV, link here:

remnantnewspaper.com/web/index.php/articles/item/5795-on-vaccines-tyra..  
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Great comments Stan and everyone else. First of all, I have to say I'm disappointed that the good doc deems it necessary to

dissuade us from having an open discourse on this topic. He, of all people, should know better. Secondly, the evidence presented

is weak - lots of hearsay and links to easily manipulated computer generated coding.

I went to some of the links and the descriptions of the processes used are appallingly questionable. We need to keep in mind that

what we are seeing in these links is Fraudcis big pharma at work here - the wealthiest industry on earth - assiduously covering

it's butt. Then there are the two elephants in the room. Dr. Kary Mullis (the inventor of the PCR test) said in several interviews

before his questionable death, that we all contain everything.

Meaning we all have every virus known to man within each of us. This brings up the other elephant in the room... causation. Let's

assume the covid virus exists. Show me the proof that the cause of the body to crank up an immune - inEammatory - response

(known as COVID-19) originates with the virus and not some exterior insult.

I've come to side with Dr. Tom Cowan, Dr. Andrew Kaufman and numerous other cutting edge doctors, that germ theory is a false

Eag operation, designed to be used as a weapon of fear to make the vaccine industry lots of money (a model that has been

working all to well for far too long). In reality, viruses are nothing more than messengers delivering information to our immune

system to crank up a response to a threat perceived by the more mystical aspects of our being. Do they cause an inEammatory

response? Yes.

Are they the origins of the cause of that response? No. The origins are more likely to be toxins, emfs, poor diet and all of the
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Are they the origins of the cause of that response? No. The origins are more likely to be toxins, emfs, poor diet and all of the

other important topics often discussed here. Having said all of that... Do I think the genetically altered (weaponized by gain of

function research) viruses and all the other toxins found in the jabs are benign?

No.
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har1272
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Hello big: "I watched a ton of videos from different people with credentials that believe that this whole scamdemic is being

carried out by "off world entities"." I've often suspected that myself. Ask yourself when in the history of mankind has every single

government of the world acted in agreement? The odds are very low without outside intervention.
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Sue12, ...Independent science is grossly endangered; crony-capitalism-science is THRIVING via Schwab, WHO, TNI in

mainstream media, big pharma...its important to make that distinction.
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stanleybecker
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boththecats - Stockholm Syndrome is a good metaphor - versatile - "cure" is anti commercial so pirates are not interested -

swabien - health is protedtion from disease - JuQu - the individual must become conscious of their obligations or slide into

perpetual slavery - big - I loved the movie "Bladerunner" - Philip K's "offworld" - Phoenyx - we live to learn and we learn to live - but

Zombie Culture rejects personal growth for TV addiction - Forbidden - we transform energy into drive through metabolic

synthesis which includes voltage - without current we are dead meat - bfr - the Snake has been responsible for our being cast out

of Eden - his "play" subverts us and leads us down - Data - thank you for giving us the skinny on the spike protein - this coerced

inoculant is the disease - the oligarchs control the propaganda and the Zombies believe what they are told - we live in a deranged

environment - Maxwell - thank you for being awake in a sleeping world of TV addiction populated by the Walking Dead - har - they

certainly want to poison humanities blood stream with toxic inovulants - Cold Turkey - saw the interview - the use of fetal

cannibalization by Planned Parethood is DISGUSTING - Krofter - yes, the hypotheses that Modern Medical Science is solely

driven by mercenary aims - altruism is OBSOLETE - Pharma is solely exploitative - there is nothing to add - CMT - "Science" as it

was described by the preSocratics and Aristotle as a enquiry into the nature of reality has fallen by the wayside as predatory

capitalism calls the shots
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WTG, Stan!
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Dr. Mercola's report was necessary for three reasons: 1. Justify Dr. Mercola's reports on the origin of SARS-CoV-2. It is known for

certain that researchers at the Wuhan Institute of Virology had access to this virus and were conducting gain-of-function research on

coronaviruses, we also know that they collaborated with scientists in the United States and received funding from the National

Institutes of Health for such research. research.

The US government promised to redouble its efforts to investigate the real origin of COVID-19, although Fauci and the entire network of

culprits who put obstacles in the investigation. We must demand responsibilities and sentences. We must demand that this does not

happen again. ..

2. The coronavirus has been the necessary vehicle to cause deaths and suffering due to biological weapons called “vaccines”, causing

an economic crisis that leads to more hunger and inequalities, promoting the Great Reset, tyranny and the slavery of humanity. 3. As Dr.

Mercola reports, the media is prevented from reporting that COVID-19 is caused solely by 5G radiation The terrain theory is very true

chemical and magnetic environmental toxins promote infection and severity caused by SARS-CoV-2, but in coexistence with the

coronavirus
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The SeqCOVID initiative, made up of experts from more than 30 institutions, has sequenced more than 23,000 SARS-CoV-2

samples in Spain. Iñaki Comas, a member of the Valencia Institute of Biomedicine which, in turn, is part of SeqCOVID, told

Reuters via email that the virus has been sequenced and grown in several laboratories. https://seqcovid.csic.es/es/  Worldwide,

there are different databases that have sequenced viral samples in patients with COVID-19, such as the Global Initiative to Share

Data on Avian InEuenza (GISAID, or the Virus Pathogen Resources). https://www.gisaid.org/  www.viprbrc.org/.../home.spg  Also

a document entitled "Integration of genomic sequencing in SARS-CoV-2 surveillance" made by the Ministry of Health and ISCIII,

updated on July 20, 2021, and www.sanidad.gob.es/profesionales/saludPublica/ccayes/alertasActual/nCo..  .

The virus has been isolated and puriRed from samples of tens of thousands of covid-19 patients around the world and has been

published in prestigious scientiRc journals. Without going any further, the article that made this virus known to the world in

January 2020 details how the virus was isolated from patients with pneumonia in Wuhan to study it in cell cultures.

www.nejm.org/.../NEJMoa2001017  
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"It is known for certain that researchers at the Wuhan Institute of Virology had access to this virus.." No - it isn't known 'for

certain' what they were actually doing in that lab. The claim that G of F was being conducted on 'a virus' could be spin to distract

from the fact that they do not exist. It would be in their interest for us to believe anything - just as long as we never question the

existence of it. For all we really know, the G of F could have been on the poison jab...The problem for them then becomes how to

get that jab into everyone...Create an imaginary virus and that problem is

solved... brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-tom-cowan-amp-christine-massey-foi-requests-..  
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Gui - this whole pandemic is a poltical conspiracy that has used the microscopic uncertainty of the virus in order to leverage

power and wealth conRscation - the virus itself is incidental - the corona has been a seasonal event since tim e immemorial - why

should it now become center stage ?? - I see this article as drawing us nin deeper into the Pharma morass - the virus has always

been central to the Snake's devious plan - Rrst with his decision in the 90's to invest heavily in vaccination - then his pact with

Falsey in 2010 {Kennedy's book} - and his control of the WHO and the WEF - and his control of GAVI and CEPI {his NGO's} - why

are we discussing the virus ?? - only the Snake can gain from this discourse
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Gui, because from the beginning the PCR test used on individuals only picks up fragments of DNA, & this is well known

throughout those with not just vaccine, Jab/s concerns but also those who see the need for a real an actual healthcare system.

This has set in motion not only the PCR test is faulty, but the notion there is no actual virus to have been isolated. As the

day-to-day people pass on what they understand as best they can, then throw the messaging from the Authorities & Legacy

Media then the Confusion Fauci's & all want is created. Confusion is the main ingredient across the board for the Predator$ as it

serves to Divide & Conquer.

Confusion, it is the main ingredient for the Mass Formation Psychosis. The other point is even with a known or isolated Corona

Virus it has been a known the mutation rate has made Vaccines/Jab/s not only impossible but disastrous. Corona is perfect for a

never-ending Ca$h Cow at best, it is perfect delivery system for Gate's version of Population Health, (reduction,) & Mass

Formation Psychosis we can only hope is at its worst. Gates & company love confusion as it gives them fertile soil to grow lies to

serve them.

Look at Fauci, the more exposed of him & his tactics over decades show he seems incapable of telling the truth. Gates claims

"We" need three planets to have enough to go around. Actually, isn't it the Predator$ who would need three planets to create shiny

distractions to control and keep the larger population in line? Because from this vantage point three planets, thirty planets, or

even 300 planets would not be enough for Predator$ appetites when more is never enough for them.

Confusion is the point.
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Absolute rubbish, the disease Covid-19 is not caused solely by 5G radiation, as some of the worst hit areas in the world have no

5G at all.
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Beg to differ Emily. Worst hit places turned on 5g in 2020 and some places in 2019. This is all very easy to Rnd.
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swabiengmail.com
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Totalitarianism in the name the Common Cold. With mucho layers of questionable Tech thrown in between to Deceive and

Confuse. Medical Tech and Tech Tech, none of which even existed in these forms 20 years ago! Oh the poor human brain, how

much more can it withstand? Can we be brave enough to throw away our computers?And then just to knock down those damn

towers! Computers remind me so much of what television was for us in the 50s and 60s and 70s, when everybody said it rotted

your brain· The funny thing is that Gilligan's Island had more intelligent content than most of what you see in your Newsfeed

now!
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To All of you 5G conspirators, S. Korea has the highest concentration of 5G transmitters of any country in the WORLD! They have

one of the highest population densities in the world. Soule, S. Korea's population density is TWICE that of New York City! If 5G

was a problem they would be the sickest population on the planet...They are in the top Rve of every category for GOOD

health...Maybe 5G doesn't affect them for that reason...IDK...Blaming 5G would make sense if the countries with the most 5G

were the sickest and vice versa.
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Gui- A thought crossed my mind that people that have Covid may also have another virus in their system like Herpes Simplex 1

which half the population in the world has. 3.7B according to WHO. A little far fetched but who knows?

www.who.int/.../herpes-simplex-virus  There is research that a virus can simply put communicate with their "offspring" to go

dormant when necessary to survive.

phys.org/news/2019-03-viruses-interact-socially-evade-immune.html  www.sciencedaily.com/.../170119163345.htm  The

question is can a virus cross communicate with other breeds of viruses as to work in tandem if necessary? For example does the

Covid virus infects more people with Herpes Simplex 1 or even Simplex 2 and if by chance it does is it then the more severe form.

Basically does the Covid virus wake up other dormant viruses? This is why having altered bowel Eora or dysbiosis can be

connected to the severity of Covid due to the over use of antibiotics which destroy beneRcial bacteria we all need.

Many medications also destroy beneRcial gut Eora. Probiotics given IV in the hospital may be one treatment option. Almost 80%

of our immune system is made in the gut so we need to feed the gut with healthy bacteria. Maybe those who eat a healthy diet of

fermented foods/supplements have an additional layer or protection to avoid getting Covid.

Just a Thought.
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Here's a question why is it the States has the worst outcomes? Why hasn't this supposedly deadly menace affected those areas

with little of the tools of so-called marvels of Rockefeller/Gates miracle medicines? From what we have been told why haven't all

the billions in the, for lack of a better term, backwater countries been eliminated? After two years wouldn't it leave one to wonder,

where are all the mounds of dead bodies?
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Stan, Just and all. That the virus exists does not take away the blame for the creation and management of this false pandemic.

We need the Rght against the propaganda of lies to continue to escalate, tens of thousands of doctors, medical experts and

researchers who have come forward with harsh and even damning criticism of how the ruling medical agencies have handled

and manipulated the pandemic. The contradictions of these agencies, the conEicts of interest with the pharmaceutical industry,

the vast amount of medical literature that deconstructs and discredits their fundamental claims, and the evidence to show that

their policies lack scientiRc foundation.

They want people to go to get the COVID-19 vaccine in anguish, to apply the drakonian measures with lockdowns, asymptomatic

children locked up at home, and police enforcement. At the opposite extreme we have the erroneous PCR tests to say that this

winter we will enter the third wave. Pressure from "international organizations" such as the World Health Organization (WHO)

using its UN-ahliated platform to declare a "global pandemic", along with Western governments and corporations that dominate

foreign and domestic policy, has created a global crisis, not in terms of human health, but in socioeconomic terms. The alarm is

sounding to unnecessarily stoke public hysteria, the folly of pushing public health policies without adequate data and the

catastrophic impact will be more economic ruin, more poverty, more suicides, more hunger, more deaths from other diseases to

make way for “Great Reset”.

Listen to this new video, before it disappears, from Heiko Schöning, a German doctor and one of the world leaders struggling to

expose the truth about COVID-19 and the “Great Reboot” of the World Economic Forum, talking about the anthrax hoaxes 2001

and those that are being perpetrated today. https://youtu.be/obNiPVWzkTI  
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Just, yes, PCR tests only detect DNA fragments, that's why they are so unreliable. However, this is the process to detect the

vatiantes of the Covid-19- According to the clinical microbiologist at the Hospital Clínico San Carlos (Madrid, Spain), Fernando

González Romo. When a virus like SARS-CoV-2 undergoes a mutation, it changes its genomic material, altering the sequence of

the components of the genome. In this sense, a change in the genome sequence between one coronavirus and another,

producing one or more mutations, is known as a "variant".

However, the term "strain" should be referred to when one of these variants produces a signiRcant change that confers a

modiRcation within its biological cycle, within its life cycle, which can make the virus more aggressive, more virulent or resistant,

among other qualities. The virus sequencing technique is determined from the sample taken in the diagnostic test. This process

is not carried out at the healthcare level because "it wastes time and resources and has no value," explained González Romo. On

the contrary, in the epidemiological Reld it is important, as in the scientiRc Reld, in order to control the spread of the disease.

Should the genomic material of all positive patients be sequenced? The answer, in line with the above, is negative. Samples are

carried out and the sequencing process is carried out in the face of a determined increase in positive cases of coronavirus. This

measure is determined by the health authorities and public administrations of each country.

This sampling can also be started when the symptoms presented by a patient are different from those observed up to now.

SpeciRcally, González Romo has indicated that the United Kingdom sequences more viruses than in Spain. "Sometimes a

nucleotide changes and it does not affect the protein and at other times it can modify an important protein", González Romo has

indicated, who emphasizes that the majority of mutations that occur are "a failure".
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For the expert, one of the "good news" since the beginning of the pandemic was to learn that SARS-CoV-2, being an RNA virus, is

not a virus that changes too much. Mutations arise as a natural by-product of reproduction. RNA viruses tend to be more

mutational, however, coronaviruses mutate less than most RNA viruses. "He makes mistakes a little less and corrects mistakes a

little more, it could have been worse," he stressed.

In order to study the variants detected in the sampling processes, there is a classiRcation at a clinical level that allows organizing

the information related to the virus: phylogenetic trees. It is a diagram that represents the relationships between the organisms

that are studied, acting, according to González Romo, as a “mental map”. Phylogenetic trees start from a primal one, an original

lineage from which the rest develop. Mutations are established with a code that contains a number between two capital letters.

In this line, the Rrst letter refers to the amino acid that has been substituted, the number to the position where the mutation is

found, and the last letter refers to the amino acid that has replaced the previous one.

gacetamedica.com/investigacion/how-detect-the-variant-de-coronavirus-w..  
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Thanks EmilyHarbour, cmeshine, swabiengmail.com and jamNjim. The basis of Rockefeller's allopathic medicine scheme is the

defective "germ theory" of Louis Pasteur, The "terrain theory", makes us consider the adaptation of people to diseases, through a

convenient modulation of the immune. Traces of viral DNA can be found scattered throughout the human genome, and scientists

are proving it. A study from Stanford University, California, applied big data analysis that fully reveals the extent of the impact of

viruses on the evolution of humans and other mammals.

"When a pandemic or an epidemic occurs at some point in the evolution, the population that is attacked by the virus adapts or

becomes extinct. We knew that, but what really surprised us is the strength and clarity of the pattern we found," he explained.

study leader David Enard of Stanford University. One of the most surprising data, according to the researchers, is that 30% of all

protein adaptations that have occurred since humans split from chimpanzees have been driven by viruses.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../160713100911.htm  (2016) The scientists showed that in modern humans, the 152 genes we inherited

from Neanderthals interact with HIV, inEuenza A, and hepatitis C, all types of RNA viruses. From this, Enard and Petrov concluded

that these genes helped our ancestors fend off ancient RNA viruses that they encountered on their way out of Africa.

news.stanford.edu/2018/10/04/modern-humans-inherited-viral-defenses-ne..  (2018)
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Manipulating the immune system to respond to the properties of the coronaviruses of years old will not necessarily prepare the

immune system for the upcoming variants and the ever-mutating properties of the coronaviruses. Vaccine technology could

create conditions that make the immune system more vulnerable. One study showed that inEuenza vaccines cause virus

interference, making vaccine recipients 36 percent more likely to be infected with currently circulating coronaviruses.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7126676  Most people with COVID-19 in the US are legally prevented from knowing which variant

infected them.

That's because sequencing tests must be approved by the federal government for results to be released to doctors or patients,

and most are not yet. Laboratory scientists say the process of validating the tests for approval is too costly and time-consuming.

THIS IS EXPLAINED IN ANOTHER COMMENT. greatgameindia.com/covid-19-variant-fraud  (September 11, 2021)
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According to the terrain theory, magnetic Relds, glyphosate and many toxins help make the manifestations and damage of

Covid-19 more serious. In this study, we review the peer-reviewed scientiRc literature on the detrimental biological effects of

wireless communications radiation (WCR) and identify several mechanisms by which WCR may have contributed to the

COVID-19 pandemic as a toxic environmental cofactor. We present evidence that WCR can: (1) cause morphologic changes in

erythrocytes, including echinocyte and rouleaux formation that may contribute to hypercoagulation; (2) disrupt microcirculation

and reduce erythrocyte and hemoglobin levels, exacerbating hypoxia; (3) amplify immune system dysfunction, including

immunosuppression, autoimmunity, and hyperinEammation; (4) increase cellular oxidative stress and free radical production that

result in vascular injury and organ damage; (5) increased intracellular Ca we reviewed the peer-reviewed scientiRc literature on

detrimental biological effects of WCR and identiRed several mechanisms by which WCR may have contributed to the COVID-19

pandemic as an environmental cofactor www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8580522  (2021)
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The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has released a report outlining the risks and dangers posed by 5G and 4G wireless

technologies, which are linked to acute and persistent oxidative stress in the body. Prolonged exposure to 5G and 4G radiation

can damage cells, tissues, proteins, and DNA, as well as suppress natural immunity. These effects could explain why the Wuhan

coronavirus (COVID-19) has been particularly devastating in areas where these technologies are proliRc. While COVID-19 has

been almost non-existent in the third world, North America and Europe are among the largest number of new "cases," which could

be the result of their populations being fried by 5G and 4G all day.

day. www.thebigwobble.org/2020/12/5-and-4g-is-linked-to-cell-and-tissue.htm..  .. Biologist Bartomeu Payeras is an expert in 5G

and Covid. Payeras, a researcher at the University of Barcelona, has studied the relationship between the coronavirus and the
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and Covid. Payeras, a researcher at the University of Barcelona, has studied the relationship between the coronavirus and the

deployment of 5G networks.

The microbiology specialist links the technology of these telecommunications networks with the enhancement of COVID-19. He

claims that there is a cause-effect, as a result of extensive research. Payeras created a map of the countries, regions and even

small communities with low and high incidence of the coronavirus. And he speciRed if those places had 5G equipment.

In an extensive report, he assures that the results "demonstrate a clear, forceful and irrefutable relationship between the rate of

COVID-19 cases and the location of 5G technology." The hypothesis also ensures that this technology weakens the immune

system and makes its inhabitants more likely to become infected.

www.change16.com/biologist-spanish-links-5g-teams-with-the-potentiatio..  
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Thank you fvtomasch. Manipulating the immune system to respond to the properties of the coronaviruses of years old will not

necessarily prepare the immune system for the upcoming variants and the ever-mutating properties of the coronaviruses.

Vaccine technology creates conditions that make the immune system more vulnerable. One study showed that inEuenza

vaccines cause virus interference, making vaccine recipients 36 percent more likely to be infected with currently circulating

coronaviruses.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7126676  Most people with COVID-19 in the US are legally prevented from knowing which variant

infected them. That's because sequencing tests must be approved by the federal government for results to be released to

doctors or patients, and most are not yet. Laboratory scientists say the process of validating the tests for approval is too costly

and time-consuming. THIS IS EXPLAINED IN ANOTHER COMMENT.

greatgameindia.com/covid-19-variant-fraud  (September 11, 2021)
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5G and other EM pollution DOES have some fairly strong supporting evidence in history.  While the jury is still out on this we

KNOW that Wuhan, NYC, LA and numerous other cities with 5G were the Rrst to get this so called COVID. During the Spanish Eu,

long before rapid mass transit & intercontinental air travel, the "illness" spread around the world just as fast.. HOW??

One is the fact that is started among the VACCINATED Soldiers who then went back to their home countries and spread it via

vaccine shedding. The other is the newly created Radio transmission towers pumping out tens of thousands of watts of power

through the air at the same time. "2019 - 5G launched.  RESULT: COVID-19/CoronaVirus  2009 4G launched.

RESULT: H1NI Flu  2003 - 3G launched. RESULT: InEuenza  1991 2G launched. RESULT: Cholera 1979  1G launched. RESULT:

InEuenza  WORLD WAR 1 July 28, 1914 – November 11, 1918 Radio Waves launched by military in Axis/Allies countries Stress +

weakened immune systems of soldiers: RESULT: 1918 Spanish Flu  CONCLUSION: Every time the world gets an upgrade in its

electromagnetic Reld the mass population weeds out the ones with weakened immune systems.

 Cruise Ships have 5G  Hospitals have 5G.  Major cities have 5G.  Airports have 5G." While I'm personally still looking into this..

The evidence for a serious connection to 5G IS MOUNTING and scientists have been warning about the dangers of EMF Energies

for nearly twenty years.

It's also been known since the 70s that HAM RADIO OPERATORS got lukemia at TWICE the rate of non operators.

www.researchgate.net/publication/233311764_Chronic_electromagnetic_str..  _______

www.infowars.com/posts/scientiRc-study-concludes-that-5g-exacerbated-..  
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what if covid is the 'perfect storm', a combination of factors such as environmental toxicity, stress, nutritional deRciency, metabolic

syndrome, mass psychosis by fear propaganda, medical incompetence, and yes, a weaponized virus?
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You are absolutely correct! I believe GMO's and the chemicals used to grow them have made us vulnerable to their bioweapons.

 For example, there were 3 things that changed in the 80’s for wheat; 1. It was mutated using radiation to increase gluten protein

to make bread Euher which also made it more toxic and addictive, 2. Yeast was developed to shorten the fermentation time from

12+ to a few hours, and 3· Round-up has been increasingly used to desiccate wheat crops before harvest resulting in high levels

of glyphosate in wheat· I believe we can mitigate the negative effects of these changes by using organic wheat, a non- mutated

type, and long fermentation with wild yeast like sourdough cultures·  It is this franken-wheat that is found in many prepared

foods.
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That's exactly what this is; and I've been warning for years that this was coming. Even the lamestream media referred to this

covid insanity as the "Perfect Storm"; although, they put their own spin on that term - as usual.
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All these elements have a common thread, resulting in weakening human and animal immune systems: (not necessarily in this

order) Eouride in the water supplies; toxic metal exposure from dentistry, expanded childhood vaccine schedule, and recycled

water; geo-engineering, burning coal; toxic residue in the soils and in our foods; supermarkets 70 to 80% Rlled with

gmo-products; ultra-processed foods stripped of nutrients; other nutrient-light food choices; animals raised on grains instead of

grass; massive amount of antibiotics used in raising animals and humans; WIFI, cell towers and dirty electricity; microwave

cooking; toxic cooking oils; should I continue?  Trashing of the earth and therefore humanity is not by accident: represents a

step-by-step process allowing for increasing corporate proRts, return on investment and other more dastardly reasons.

Depopulation has been a slow-kill, evidenced by rising rates of nearly every chronic illness, its the corporatocracy in action!
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In other words, if everyone had better-responsive immune systems, far less perturbed by environmental, heavy metal and other

chemical toxins, and higher nutrient foods, most of this epidemic would have wafted by without notice; without trillions of

dollars, medical tyranny and media censorship foisted upon the worldwide public.
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We could bicker until doomsday over whether or not this virus in question is real, but I have to throw in my two cents.  So many people,

who have never experienced the pain and trauma of others, deny that it is real. They can't possibly know about it because they haven't

felt it. I came down with that damnable "virus", plague, miasm, whatever you want to call it and for Rfteen months I prayed a 100 times a

day to die, because it was sooooooo miserable.

It is true that I have other co-morbid conditions and I"m no longer young, but this was truly unlike anything I have ever experienced

across a lifetime of acute and chronic misery.  So, whether or not you want the thrill of "being right" at all costs, you are missing the

point. This was agony and I barely made it. Please include respect for those who have suffered so much rather than this egotistical

battle about whether or not the virus is real I understand that the ultimate goal was the injection of harmful vaccines, but the bugger

itself was vicious! And I am betting that plenty of the dissenting voices on here this evening also took many supplements "just in case"

for protection.
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There is something here to consider: what if you were given access to proven early interventions? Besides shot exemptions, the

pinnacles of authority — ie your congressional reps — also have access to known prophylactics that are MSM demonized by

direction, from those directing mandates.  But it’s still a wake-up call to all to get your health house in order — US has 4.7% of the

world’s population, w/40% of viral deaths.
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@lel36357 Clearly SOMETHING was seriously affecting people early on as it did several friends. I still see no conRrmation yet of

John Cullen's report (of the CDC Oracle database) regarding the pneumonia & Eu that was apparently killing 4000 Americans a

week through 2019-20 before covid-19 came along. It seems to have a major bearing via prof Yoshiro Kawaoka's work on

weaponising cloned Spanish Eu in Wisconsin starting 2014.  Sorry to repeat this yet again people but no answers are coming up

still and it seems important to know...I think Cullen's report starts around 1.14m

 rumble.com/vhzczj-citizens-grand-jury-indictment-of-dr.-anthony-fauci-..  
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The ones denying the existence of viruses, Cowan and Kaufman for example, were agent provocateurs sent in to cause

confusion in our Rght against tyranny. They might even be on the payroll of someone. You can't debate with them because their

theory is a house of cards blown down by just one fact. In addition, the Eawed testing prevented us from collecting information

on who was infected, where they live, what they eat, to see if there was something in common between them· This is how the

Freemasons operate· They have members in every institution - government, religion, corporations - to ensure we remain in a

state of confusion.
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solitaire - Cowan and Kaufman - " a house of cards blown away by just one fact" - then you fail to mention what this fact is - you

conEate them with an international cabal {freemasonry} - but they are two medicos with alternative ideas - you jump from one

accusation to another - where is your reasoning facility ???
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Solitarecat...StanleyBecker is right. Do you know what Bronchial Alveolar Lavage (BAL) is? Dr. Kaufman gives a DETAILED

explanation of how its done "to identity a virus" in one of his vids. Only WHAT gets precisely ID'ed is in GRAVE doubt· If you knew

about BAL, which is standard practice in experimental labs, you would doubt the existence of ANY particular virus "identiRed" in

such a manner· You are more interested in pursuing an AD HOMINEM attack on Kaufman with your outrageous speculations·
 FYI: Kaufman let his MD license expire to pursue his own theory of healing, after turning down lucrative opps to earn money as a

psychiatric consultant in medical lawsuit trials· His explanation of BAL and why it's wrong is both accurate and brilliant....the

type of useful original thinking that Dictator "Dr Science" Fauci of NIAID at NIH lacks
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Gentleman, Solitairecat gave a reference & citation on that fact which you didn't address. Whose reasoning faculties should we

attack?  Pasteur merely proved that bacteria existed& could cause disease. He isolated them & demonstrated their

disease-causing capabilities.

That biological life comes from biological life. Those are facts. How people spin, interpret or use that information is quite

another matter. Bechamp thought life sprang from non-life.More sophisticatedly & philosophically than those who thought meat

bred worms or slop buckets, rats: but the same principle.

Alchemy. He could never demonstrate that, & when things got more sophisticated, the best scientists applying external

knowledge by design,& external stimuli, only managed to produce some non-life-supporting partial proteins....proving design &

information can rearrange what's there& counterfeit things, but not create true life. And even if they COULD, they couldn't create

the raw materials, elements & energy, which they manipulate, OR the innate information & capability of men, or ARTIFICIAL

intelligence to rearrange them. Where did information come from?

This is a Christ or antichrist faith issue at root. This partial mRNA stuff is Bechamp-think to the nth! I don't think Pasteur had

anything to do w/ viral disease & virology,but applied what he knew of bacteria to viral theory at the time as w/rabies. It's bizarre

this either-or & personal attack stuff that's circulating, & looks to be political propaganda & spiritual differences at root, hardly

objective truth-based science that is veriRable, measurable & predictable, repeatable. Are you the man who signs your own

paycheck, or who creates the Rnancial & political system in which you live, & are you responsible for what they do w/ your labor,

insights& so forth?

Pasteur was just a man looking for solutions to problems bringing death& suffering. Like Bechamp, or you & I, he got some

things right & some things wrong.
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So what else could you have been exposed to? I had a friend who was blasted by weed killer in her house when the county was

spraying the ditch and she got sick for almost a year! And she has no co-morbid conditions!
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bee, I had a really bad 'Eu about 30 years ago that didn't respond to any treatment. The doc Rnally sent me for a test, and found it

was Spanish ''Eu. Ii was at least two weeks before I was anything like normal.  BUT, when it was over it was over· I had none of

the symptoms of long-haul Covid that, according to a scientiRc article, affects 2/3 of people who get it·  This is not the 'Eu!
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www.kane.co.uk/knowledge-centre/what-are-safe-levels-of-co-and-co2-in-..  " 2,000-5,000 ppm Headaches, sleepiness and stagnant,

stale, stuffy air. Poor concentration, loss of attention, increased heart rate and slight nausea may also be present. 5,000 ppm Workplace

exposure limit (as 8-hour TWA) in most jurisdictions. >40,000 ppm Exposure may lead to serious oxygen deprivation resulting in

permanent brain damage, coma, even death." Masks mandate perhaps doesn't meet CO2 requirments levels in the room and they lower

immunity· The lawyers should check it· Masks could be one of the causes of so called covid· If that deadly virus was in them

shouldn't they be ohcially decontaminated?
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Thank you cedricpermaculture, As you know there are several reports from Dr. Mercola on masks. Children are the most harmed

by lack of oxygen. As Dr. Mercola reports, we should consider long-term health problems, in mental and physical health, such as

respiratory problems. Children are the ones who have suffered the most from the use of nascaras.

A study involving more than 25,000 children reveals that masks are harming school children in many physical and psychological

ways and have a negative effect on their behaviour, focus and interest in learning. These negative effects are censored on social

media, underestimated by the media, and ignored by government ohcials. Of the 25,930 children studied, the database includes

at least 17,854 health complaints Rled by parents. These health problems and impairments were seen in approximately 68

percent of masked schoolchildren who were forced to wear face coverings for an average of four and a half hours per day.

These included irritability (60%), headache (53%), dihculty concentrating (50%), less happiness (49%), reluctance to go to

school/kindergarten (44%), malaise (42% ) learning problems (38%) ) and drowsiness or fatigue (37%).

www.researchsquare.com/.../v1  
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Thank you Guillermou for your work. Mask inducing hypoxia could also stimulate erythrocytes at the cost of white blood cells

lowering immunity. People taking drugs impairing blood formation could be at higher risk. Blood formation requires among

others vit B2,B3, B6, B9,B12, Mg, Zn, vit A, adenine , ribose.
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The masks don't protect people from anything and they are detrimental to human health.
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What I have wondered is ??? Did scientists under the direction and control of the CCP develop the ability to spread pathogens by

suspending them in Polyethylene glycol (or some other medium) and then dispersing them. Could you imagine if pathogens

could be sprayed onto food, inside of masks, ventilators etc….

👇👇

. this linked article regarding Canadien Health Authority

recalling 30.1 million masks due to them having a toxin found in them

healthycanadians.gc.ca/recall-alert-rappel-avis/hc-sc/2021/75391r-eng...  
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Richard Katz does a good job debunking Cowan and Kaufman’s ‘viruses are exosomes’ in this article.  He also shows the lies they use to

prop up their theory.  www.Eowersociety.org/covid-5g.html
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The germ theory is bullsh*t. Pasteur was a criminal and stole the idea for proRt. Antoine Bechamp and others knew Pasteur was

a fraud. Dr Stefan Lanka proved viruses ARE NOT pathogens.

Rockefeller made damn sure through force that the germ theory was legit so he could proRt from it. A pill for every ill. He made

sure to discredit ALL natural treatments and those doctors who disagreed with his demands. There has NEVER been a virus

isolated and puriRed and shown causation to any disease.

Study the evolution medical history and you’ll see your claims and the claims of others are total junk science and total garbage.
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Rockefeller got us hooked on medicine through the health care system. It had nothing to do with germ theory.
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They constructed their theory on misrepresentation and lies which is why we need to remove it and move forward.
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truetoday
Joined On 9/15/2021 4:23:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Richard Katz does a good job of refuting Dr. Cowan, not debunking. There's difference. I don't think he's showing that Cowan is

lying. Rather, he's splitting hairs, saying that Cowan isn't quoting Steiner accurately·So what?Steiner might have informed his

conclusions, but not getting the quotes exactly right isn't necessary to using those ideas to advance new understandings in new

contexts· This is a debate, not a pro wrestling match· It does no good to call earnest questioners liars.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

solitaire who constructed a theory on misrepresenntations and lies - Katz seems to think they are SINCERE
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Solitare. You seem to abolish the BS
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Katz isn’t ‘splitting hairs’! There’s nothing left to support their theory that viruses don’t exist when we eliminate their misquotes

and faulty logic. They mix it this up with a bit of truth to add to the confusion. These guys are charlatan’s.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

......"Hammond argues that the “COVID-19 pandemic should be a wake-up call to the human population, and especially the populations

of developed countries, about the need to focus on natural means of maintaining good health and living in greater harmony with our

natural environment.”" It should be a wakeup call to Rre and prosecute everyone in charge of the CDC, NIH, FDA, USDA, and NIAID. Then

let's begin prosecuting the dictator want-a-bee Governors and Mayors that insist on taking away our freedoms. Then lets arrest and

prosecute the CEO's and executives of all of the Social Media companies that intrude on or rights for free speech! Then the Liberal

idiots on MSM that continuously spread misinformation about safe and effective drugs for treating Covid-19 should be put in prison for

life! Until these people are held accountable nothing is ever going to change
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim - Here's a recent Berlin Corona Committee interview of Dr Desmet - see what you think! "Dr Reiner Fuellmich & Desmet

-Mass Formation: Why You Can’t Get Through to the Brainwashed Sheeple?!" - www.bitchute.com/.../EkLLiexOmjFF   -  -was fairly

shocked at how out-of-date, using incorrect or media misinformation several SCOTUS Justices are, by their questions and

comments made during that recent hearing. Are they being played along with every other mainstream news follower? -  -and

another issue, several links I followed onto youtube are now showing pharma ads, just like our mainstream tv channels. Think

about that one, when you have pharma ad after ad interrupting videos at set intervals for no good reason, you cannot walk away

and continue watching/listening· Isn't this yet another form of human manipulation¿ Portends the death of Youtube, how many

are willing to put up with this overt brainwashing over time?
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DavidHenry959
Joined On 6/21/2021 3:20:56 AM
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Read "invisible rainbow" and tell me 5G/emf aren't "culprits".
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Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wait a minute.....that Rt-PCR test that can't differentiate between inEuenza virus and coronaviruses?
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RobinPClarke
Joined On 12/21/2021 1:25:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hear, hear!  Please think about the advice of this article and "act" on it so to speak!
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I follow Dr Tom Cowan ,someone Dr M has interviewed many times. He is able to explain how virology works in laymen's terms through

out this mess since day one. He is open to being proved wrong. I noted he is doing a live stream Friday to rebut this post...Exciting

us02web.zoom.us/.../WN_886UXtOASC2Zv3PmO5Wmnw  He takes questions live as well at the end...His book is called The Truth

about Contagion and goes through the entire history of Virology and the house of cards it is built on...Dr Stefan Lanka is great on this

too...He is in the trenches.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I am only 10 minutes into the interview but I am hearing 2 well-meaning people discussing scientiRc topics that they are unfamiliar with

at a deeper level. How do I know? I am one of the original 1980's genetic engineers. The concepts have remained largely unchanged

and I have kept up with signiRcant advances in the Reld.

Personally, I think it was obvious by March 2020 that this was a lab creation. However, I also am deeply curious about the exosome

theory. Coronaviruses and exosomes share a lot in common but are being studied by different groups of researchers. The 5G

connection is also curious but I would suggest that 5G may harm the human organism in some way that either causes increased

susceptibility to viruses, or increased production of exosomes.

Exosomes may be our way to deal with cellular damage. My understanding, as a non-virologist, is that viruses only grow on cultured cell

lines that have been "stressed" in some way.
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Frank_Lavinia
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:22:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5g phones will use 20 watts. Previously all ohones used between 1 n 2 watts. WiR is everywhere and more of a threat then 5g.

"S.M.A.R.T" technolgies, keep getting them if you want to build your own prison.

Keep ignoring the obvious. Radiation is judged by short term factors, non ionizing or ionizing just means did it heat up within 6 min. Yes

ionizing. No nonionizing Microwave ovens are non ionizing and operate on 2.45GHz.

It heats but somehow its non ionizing. Never understood why. Makes no sense. Microwave illnees symptoms have about 100% the

exact same symptoms as "covid".

No safety studies were done for either 5g or the vaccine, just coincidence. They both emerged late 2019. Coincidence again. Nothing to

research here said china after the world military games.

Now china is hosting winter olympics?!! Guve me a break. You know whats coming next to all who participate. Flu kills immune

compromised. Microwaves kill the young and healthy.

The china germ is nothing but a distraction. Point here point there check here check there argue argue argue. 2yra later the grid is fully

functional and the hopes of the remaining few unvaccinated will be lost. Microwave weapons have umlimited ammo and can be

controlled through ai or braimdead mind controlled people to beam lasers at their eyes if they dare protest.

See protest in iraq. That guy began yelling and then smoke started coming out from his eyes before he died. He was vaccinated and 

🎯

.

Now would be a great time to Rnally really wake up and look at how every puzzle piece Rts when you remove virus and insert EMFs.

Dirty electricity has been causing a slow and steady rise in chronic illneses and its not even talked about anywhere. Diabetes2 began in

EVERY country shortly after electricity was brought in. NYC electriRed 1889,same year russian Eu "mysteriously" introduced itself out of

"nowhere". Right.radiowaves introduced 1918.spanish Eu came in.

Then Eu became yearly because electricity became common
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Frank_Lavinia, You're right.  Electricity, and the science and technology that it has made possible, is the fundamental culprit that

has caused all of our ills.  Human beings should go back to hunting-gathering, and living in caves.  Nah...that's no solution either,

for the radon in the rocks would kill us.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know.  I'm certainly not an expert in the subject of micro-biology or particle physics.  Nevertheless, I strongly believe that the

injections are almost entirely ineffective.  I was surprised how many people were willing to subject themselves voluntarily to a warp

speed "vaccine" of which little was known.

Allegedly there is an illness, but I have seen articles that state the overall death rate has not increased prior to the implementation of

the injections.  But after the introduction of the GMO injections, prime time morbidity has increased, at least according to reports. I'm

opposed to all medical mandates. There is just too much uncertainty and all medical practice is based on probability.

There is no certainty.  Allopathic medicine is a belief system.  It's similar to believing in virgin births. There is a strong belief by

authorities that the mRNA "vaccine" are is safe and very effective.

Likewise Christian clergymen have a strong belief the Christ (Jesus) died for our sins.  Realistically a lot of what is claimed doesn't

make sense, for example the idea that the unvaxed are a threat to the vaxed.
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It would help if, like religious organizations, you have a statement of beliefs.    For example: 1. Sars-cov-2 is man made, 2. Covid has

been isolated, 3 PCR tests have a high volume of false positives when ampliRed above a certain volume· This allows readers to see if

they have common underlying beliefs, as well as to have a quick summary of what we are more certain is true.
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Joined On 8/20/2021 8:17:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"COVID-19" is not an organism.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Belief" is slippery ground in any area of science inquiry.
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When ever we can't prove something ourselves we are relying on belief!
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Virus deniers are so pedantic!
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Solitairecat: Your wish is my command! Here is Kaufman and Cowan's statement on their arguments and conclusions regarding

the existence and pathogenicity of viruses, in as succinct form as possible. andrewkaufmanmd.com/wp-co  It is in two parts,

Rrst explaining the steps one would logically take to go about Rnding an alleged virus, as was done for bacteriophages, then the

second part is summarized with this: "None of these steps has even been attempted with the SARS-CoV-2 virus, nor have all

these steps been successfully performed for any so-called pathogenic virus. Our research indicates that a single study showing

these steps does not exist in the medical literature. Instead, since 1954, virologists have taken unpuriRed samples from a

relatively few people, often less than ten, with a similar disease.

They then minimally process this sample and inoculate this unpuriRed sample onto tissue culture containing usually four to six

other types of material — all of which contain identical genetic material as to what is called a “virus.” The tissue culture is starved

and poisoned and naturally disintegrates into many types of particles, some of which contain genetic material. Against all

common sense, logic, use of the English language and scientiRc integrity, this process is called “virus isolation.” This brew

containing fragments of genetic material from many sources is then subjected to genetic analysis, which then creates in a

computer-simulation process the alleged sequence of the alleged virus, a so called in silico genome. At no time is an actual virus

conRrmed by electron microscopy. At no time is a genome extracted and sequenced from an actual virus.

This is scientiRc fraud."
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Judy Mitkovits explains how we are being attacked with a man-made virus in this interview: Question “Has COVID-19 ever been

isolated in a lab?”  Judy “SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated from vero monkey kidney cells – in a lab, grown in –” Question “But not

in people?” Judy “Not from a person with disease and sending it to another…It’s a lab virus. All the variants are, they’re sequences

in a database and they always have been, since 2003 and SARS.” Question “These COVID vaccines – what are they, if they’re not

supposedly treating or preventing coronavirus?” Judy “The simple answer is they are injecting in you a deadly synthetic virus.”

www.ini-world-report.org/2021/11/17/judy-mikovits-phd-antidote-for-vax..  Denying that viruses exist is denying we are under

attack from a man-made virus!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

solitaire - they don't DENY its existence - thbey deny its description
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The mRNA vaccines are composed of viral Spike S1 protein encoding mRNA incorporated in a lipid nanoparticle and stabilized

by polyethylene glycol (PEG). The mRNA vaccines are novel in many respects, including cellular uptake and the intracellular

routing, processing, and secretion of the viral protein. Viral vector vaccines have incorporated DNA sequences, encoding the

SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein into (attenuated) adenoviruses.” "SARS-CoV-2, like the other coronaviruses (e.g., SARS and MERS), is

an enveloped, positive sense, single-stranded RNA virus with a genome length of ~30 kB. The life cycle of the virus within the

host consist of Rve steps: (1) attachment, (2) penetration, (3) replication, (4) maturation, and (5) release.

Attachment occurs through the binding of a virus to host receptors, and penetration occurs through the endocytosis of

membrane fusion. Once the virus enters the host cytoplasm, viral contents are released, and replication is initiated. The virus

takes over the host’s protein-synthesizing mechanisms to produce viral proteins (replication), which are subsequently produced

(maturation) and released." www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8402319  Why does the spike protein attach to ACE receptors and

replicate in our body if it’s not a virus?
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"The main difference between immune response to bacteria and virus is that the immune system attacks bacteria by

complement proteins and phagocytosis whereas the immune system recognizes virus-infected cells through epitopes presented

by MHC molecules. Generally, bacteria live outside the host cells; thus, components of the immune system can easily attack

them. In contrast, viruses live inside the host cells and therefore, immune system components are unable to recognize them.

Bacteria and virus are the two types of pathogens that can invade host organisms.

The immune system can respond to both types of pathogens in different ways by triggering an immune response." The difference

in the immune response between bacteria and virus is intracellular versus intercellular, phagocytosis and complement system

versus viral epitopes presented by MHC molecules, and complement-mediated lysis, phagocytosis and adaptive immunity versus

cytotoxic T cells, interferons and antibodies. pediaa.com/difference-between-immune-response-to-bacteria-and-virus/   Do you

believe we have an immune system and if so what is it’s role?
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Virus vs Bacteria Bacteria enter the body through a variety of ways, such as cuts, food or water, or close contact with someone

who has been infected. Bacteria generally causes our body to invoke an inEammation response. This inEammation response

sends a lot of immune cells to help Rght off this infection. These immune cells create antibodies that go and Rnd more bacteria

cells for the immune cells to get rid of.

Antibodies can also help to inactivate any toxins that the bacteria are producing. Bacteria can be treated through antibiotics,

which can cause bacteria to change their metabolic process. Viruses encounter a person most often through bodily Euids such

as saliva, or droplets from a sneeze or cough. A virus can cause a challenge for the body because viruses infect cells and make

cells produce more virus bodies, essentially multiplying themselves.

Viruses do this by injecting their DNA into these cells, and then the cells make more viruses that are released throughout the

body. There are some immune cells, such as T-lymphocytes, that can recognize cells that have been infected by the viruses.

Viruses, unlike bacteria, can not be knocked out through the use of antibodies.

bodytomy.com/virus-vs-bacteria-how-our-body-responds  I have personally witnessed a bacteria or virus being transmitted with

close contact...How do you explain this...In the past we have protected vulnerable people by not having contact with them when

we are ill.

Do you think this was unnecessary?
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I’m not a microbiologist so I must decide based on information provided and personal experience.  I have personally experienced

the spread of viruses or bacteria during my life. When my children Rrst started school, our exposure was high and we got sick

more often. When exposed to sick people they became sick.

This supports that the theory of viruses and bacteria are correct.  Cowan and Kaufman ignore the fact that Robert Koch

“disavowed this extreme version of his postulates because of infected people who are asymptomatic”, and they misquote people

to support their theory that viruses do not exist. www.Eowersociety.org/covid-5g.html   Weighing the evidence, I conclude that

viruses exist.
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March 2020 my husband and I (both late 60's) caught the virus, For me it was very mild and brief and at Rrst I thought that it was just

the pollen causing my allergies to get worse. I don't have co-morbidities and was taking all of the correct supplements in correct

amounts - including Quercetin (for my allergies). My husband is co-morbid for Non-Hodgkins lymphoma and he nearly died. He was

hospitalized through the ER (non-responsive) ICU and intubation· Fortunately, he was given both the complete HCQ protocol and

nebulized Budesonide· Having seen both extremes with this virus, and the odd presentation typical of blood cancer patients, I can see

why there are a variety of impressions about the virus· I agree with Dr· Mercola's positions expressed here.
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Your husband was fortunate to receive proper care. so many did not. Isolation or not the medical system now Rrmly and

obviously controlled and owned by pharma has used Nazi like reasoning with this illness. so many died for no reason when

cheep generic medication and speedy treatment could have saved them· The mass psychosis going on is enabling them to be

able to kill people at amazing rates between withholding meds to locking down children, teens and adults at NO risk of this

illness· It is criminal and again reminds me of WWII Germany.
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for clearing up this isolation issue. I think it is very important to get the facts straight for us on the dihcult side

of this discussion. And the 5G as a causative factor is also confusing to people and tends to get anyone mentioning that term in

connection with the virus called a conspiracy theorist. But there is a very deRnite connection· We don't have to see that 5G causes a

viral set of symptoms to understand that they both weakened many factors of our immune system in the same way, such that if you're

exposed to 5G you are already weakening parts of your system that then covid also attacks.

So you have an additive effect· This study gives the details, and it's clearly laid out in table 1· www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8580522

 Besides all the ways that 5G weakens the same components of our physiology as the virus, there is also, pointed out by this study, the

fact that 5G increases calcium ions in the cells· And these excess ions both make it easier for the virus to enter the cell and also aid in

its propagation.
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Thank you, stoneharbour, yes, magnetic Relds, glyphosate and many toxics help make the manifestations and damage of

Covid-19 more serious. In this study, we review the peer-reviewed scientiRc literature on the detrimental biological effects of

wireless communications radiation (WCR) and identify several mechanisms by which WCR may have contributed to the

COVID-19 pandemic as a toxic environmental cofactor. We present evidence that WCR can: (1) cause morphologic changes in

erythrocytes, including echinocyte and rouleaux formation that may contribute to hypercoagulation; (2) disrupt microcirculation

and reduce erythrocyte and hemoglobin levels, exacerbating hypoxia; (3) amplify immune system dysfunction, including

immunosuppression, autoimmunity, and hyperinEammation; (4) increase cellular oxidative stress and free radical production that

result in vascular injury and organ damage; (5) increasing intracellular Ca we reviewed the peer-reviewed scientiRc literature on

the detrimental biological effects of WCR and identiRed several mechanisms by which WCR may have contributed to the

COVID-19 pandemic as a toxic environmental cofactor www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8580522  (2021)
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The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has published a report outlining the risks and dangers posed by 5G and 4G wireless

technologies, which are linked to acute and persistent oxidative stress in the body. Prolonged exposure to 5G and 4G radiation

can damage cells, tissues, proteins, and DNA, as well as suppress natural immunity. These effects could explain why the Wuhan

coronavirus (COVID-19) has been particularly devastating in areas where these technologies are proliRc. While COVID-19 has

been almost nonexistent in the third world, North America and Europe are among the largest number of new "cases," which could

be the result of their populations being fried by 5G and 4G all day long.

the day. www.thebigwobble.org/2020/12/5-and-4g-is-linked-to-cell-and-tissue.htm..  The biologist Bartomeu Payeras, is an

expert in 5G and Covid. Payeras, a researcher at the University of Barcelona, has studied the relationship between coronavirus

and the deployment of 5G networks. The microbiology specialist links the technology of these telecommunications networks

with the enhancement of COVID-19.

He claims that there is a cause-effect, as a result of extensive research. Payeras created a map of the countries, regions and

even small communities with low and high incidence of the coronavirus. And he speciRed whether these locations had 5G

equipment. In an extensive report, he assures that the results "demonstrate a clear, forceful and irrefutable relationship between

the rate of COVID-19 cases and the location of 5G technology." The hypothesis also ensures that this technology weakens the

immune system and makes its inhabitants more likely to become

infected.www.change16.com/biologo-espanol-vincula-equipos-5g-con-la-potentiatio..  
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In this article Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D. makes an analysis of how glyphosate can affect the severity of COVID-19 disease. Seneff,

ask yourself these questions: A. What’s the difference between the people who quickly succumb to the virus and tragically die,

like this father and teacher in New York, and people, like my colleague’s daughter, who barely notice they are sick?

B. And what's the difference between the geographical locations where the virus is causing a serious crisis and those that hardly

notice a departure from normalcy? In the report a link to waterways, highways and airports. A map of the hot spots in the United

States where COVID-19 infection rates are highest.

Collectins SP-A and SP-D are essential to the innate immune system because they cleanse debris and infectious agents

throughout the body and are characterized by a "collagen-like" stalk. We know that glyphosate can mistakenly substitute for

glycine during protein synthesis. This would lead to an impaired innate immune response in association with COVID-19.

Glyphosate also inhaled has a more immediate impact on the lungs, but the fat accumulation effect occurs in both organs

Glyphosate causes intestinal dysbiosis.jennifermargulis.net/glyphosate-and-covid-19-connection  
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The thing is people die we know that but of what do they die, many many people die of manafactured diseases ie food and water

pollution chemtrail droplets and many other chemicals affecting our bodies humanity has been targeted for eons if we eat the right

food drink clean water etc we may live slightly longer experts tell us to eat this or eat that then the facts are proved wrong just look at

the transfat debate whose side are the experts on ? during covid many people are supposed to die of covid but where have all the Eu

deaths gone or have they cured cancer and not told us, cancer deaths apart from a few celebs has all but dissapered are all these

diseases underreported or are they labeling them all covid to hype up the fear so that we all get vaccinated which to my mind is the real

killer, unfortunatly the world is riddled with misinformation and most of world are misinformed there is no covid but there are lies the

lies which most belive because they have no perception of the truth, which is that the covid virus is nothing more than a cold but it is

hyped up to be lethal most recent deaths including some trahc deaths have been labled covid so that the masses learn to fear the virus

and must be vaccinated, the only people dying at the moment are the vaxed, now they want the hessitant to belive the unvaxxinated are

spreading the dis-ease, in a few years there will be three kinds of people on this earth, the dead the about to die and the unvaxxed,

remember the Rlm Terminator that story is now only the terminators are the vaccine.................................
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Agreed! The water is so muddy we can't Rgure out what is going on, but chronic disease was increasing before the Plandemic -

cancer, diabetes, autoimmune disease, heart disease. Now we won't know if these diseases are caused by the vaccine as some

doctors are predicting. For example, the spikes are supposed to go to the bone and cause bone cancer. When the death rates

were high in Italy last winter, Judy Mikovits said it was from the Eu vaccine that was grown on dog kidneys.
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REGARDLESS of whether this so called virus (really exosomes Bacteria phages) is real or not.. Vaccines are NOT the answer to

anything, Nor are drugs.  1871-2, England, with 98% of the population aged between 2 and 50 vaccinated against smallpox, it

experienced its worst ever smallpox outbreak with 45,000 deaths. During the same period in Germany, with a vaccination rate of 96%,

there were over 125,000 deaths from smallpox.

(The Hadwen Documents) - In Germany, compulsory mass vaccination against diphtheria commenced in 1940 and by 1945 diphtheria

cases were up from 40,000 to 250,000. (Don`t Get Stuck, Hannah Allen) - In the USA in 1960, two virologists discovered that both polio

vaccines were contaminated with the SV 40 virus which causes cancer in animals as well as changes in human cell tissue cultures.

Millions of children had been injected with these vaccines. (Med Jnl of Australia 17/3/1973 p555) - In 1967, Ghana was declared

measles free by the World Health Organisation after 96% of its population was vaccinated.

In 1972, Ghana experienced one of its worst measles outbreaks with its highest ever mortality rate. (Dr H Albonico, MMR Vaccine

Campaign in Switzerland, March 1990) - In the UK between 1970 and 1990, over 200,000 cases of whooping cough occurred in fully

vaccinated children. (Community Disease Surveillance Centre, UK) - In the 1970`s a tuberculosis vaccine trial in India involving 260,000

people revealed that more cases of TB occurred in the vaccinated than the unvaccinated. (The Lancet 12/1/80 p73)  In 1977, Dr Jonas

Salk, who developed the Rrst polio vaccine, testiRed along with other scientists that mass inoculation against polio was the cause of

most polio cases throughout the USA since 1961.

(Science 4/4/77 "Abstracts" ) - In 1978, a survey of 30 States in the US revealed that more than half of the children who contracted

measles had been adequately vaccinated. (The People`s Doctor, Dr R Mendelsohn)
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In 1979, Sweden abandoned the whooping cough vaccine due to its ineffectiveness. Out of 5,140 cases in 1978, it was found that

84% had been vaccinated three times! (BMJ 283:696-697, 1981)  So what are some of the true reasons why disease decreased

and disappeared in the last century? From his book `Health and Healing` Dr Andrew Weil said it best with the following

statement; "ScientiRc medicine has taken credit it does not deserve for some advances in health. Most people believe that

victory over the infectious diseases of the last century came with the invention of immunizations.

In fact, cholera, typhoid, tetanus, diphtheria and whooping cough, etc, were in decline before vaccines for them became available

- the result of better methods of sanitation, sewage disposal, and distribution of food and water."  Mumps outbreak in 2005

among Highly vaccinated www.nejm.org/.../NEJMoa1202865  The Vaccine Hoax is Over

wearechange.org/the-vaccine-hoax-is-over-documents-from-uk-reveal-30-y..   of measles outbreak victims already received

vaccinations www.naturalnews.com/045693_measles_outbreaks_infectious_disease_immuni..  Measles Vaccine Failure

Amongst 98% Vaccinated Student Population www.vaccines.me/articles/somiu-measles-vaccine-failure-amongst-98-vacc..

 Vaccine lies: Whooping cough outbreaks being triggered by vaccinated children

www.naturalnews.com/043330_vaccines_whooping_cough_disease_outbreaks.h..  POLIO _________ 78 percent of Pakistani

children with polio were given polio vaccines www.naturalnews.com/032587_polio_vaccines_pakistan.html  Mutant Strains Of

Polio Vaccine Now Cause More Paralysis Than Wild Polio

www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2017/06/28/534403083/mutant-strains-..  Full LIST

chinesehealthandRtness.com/Historical_Data.html  
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RichJedi, wow, a pot load of research and information. Thanks for all the work you put into the links, stats, and overall

information. The mention of SV 40 is one I have been very much aware of for years. In 1958 my brother and I got the

contaminated polio vaccine· Again we got more polio shots in the military· That was 1959 and 1960· He was diagnosed with

cancer in 1964 and passed on in 1969· I am still cancer free and just turned 80· I think it was when Nixon was elected in 1968

he was warned about the contaminated polio shots and to expect a major epidemic of cancer· He declare a "war on cancer"

which is still on going and making a lot of folks very wealthy.
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Whistle blower ties in 5G and corona together used as a weapon! 12/29/20 www.bitchute.com/.../8ps51bEpnKjG  
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The question of isolation of a lab engineered virus may not matter, except as further proof of population reduction by lethal injection by

a cabal of eugenist satanists and their captive world government puppets. It struck me in 2020 when consulting the UK ONS statistical

records for Eu and pneumonia deaths which were about 30,000 per annum since 1900 affecting mainly elderly with co-morbidities, why

the Rgures for Eu for 2019-2020 were suddenly not available. Was the C-19 virus just a gain of function Eu virus which is risky for the

immuno-compromised and which resists real vaccination attempts? Or was it just the common cold subject to lab tampering?

Some say the terrain is everything and viruses are part of the human microbiome which will happily co-exist with us unless we alter the

terrain by unhealthy diets and lifestyle.  A good example would be the herpes virus.  We know that the overall plan is population

reduction and slavery linked to the Rnancial system as summarised by Dr Zelenko. Sceptics will have to come up with an alternative

explanation as to why economies are ruined, doctors jailed or losing their licenses and satanic child sacriRce is practised when children

are not at risk of infection.

We know the “vaccine” is not a vaccine in the normal sense but a lethal injection depending on batch number and immune function of

the recipient. We know that 5G or indeed any emf exposure potentiates infections. We know the media are the main eugenist tool for

group psychosis which explains why the brainwashed woman in my local supermarket was “disinfecting” her trolley before shopping.

Our revolution equals non compliance and a united front against the Third World War war against humanity· Proof of lethality studies

and Open Letter to Steve Kirsch, January 10, 2022: principia-scientiRc.com/covid-19-vaccines-scientiRc-proof-of-lethali..

 ~ www.Euoridefreepeel.ca/open-letter-to-steve-kirsch-january-10-2022/  
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Is the virus a bio weapon? Thats the question to ask, not if it came from a bat or a rat or a democrat. 98%+ recovery rate does not cut it.
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It is a bioweapon but as Judy Mikovits stated we would get it from the shot. Early on in the Plandemic, Dr. Perlmutter interviewed

George Tetz who conRrmed it was a prion virus which means it has an animal origin. Animal viruses do not naturally transfer to

humans. We get them through food, like Mad Cow Disease, or injection.
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We have now strong environmental factors , like low Earth's magnetic Reld/sun's coronal jets and face masks that lower our immunity.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34585544  " Some Immunological Impacts of Face Mask Usage During the COVID-19 Pandemic[...]The

results showed a signiRcant decrease in total White Blood Count and the absolute number of neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes and

phagocytic activity." Processed food is low in lysine. Glyphosat formulas could contain arsenic. SARS-genom is a big one requiring

more vitamin A.
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Dr. Mercola also considers the effect of toxicants. We are seeing how all environmental toxins, those that enter the diet, as well

as the manipulations of biology, environmental pollution, pesticides such as glyphosate and electromagnetic, especially 5G,

vaccines and prions, in humans and animals are an attack for health and biodiversity. These toxins accumulate in the body,

damage DNA, creating immunosuppressed people where the Covid-19 virus or with any virus can mutate, and we are seeing,

from Dr. Mercola's reports sharing analyzes with scientists, that they are not subject to manipulations of the corrupt elites, who

are defending the true science, as said toxics and especially the vaccines favor this process.
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Magnetic Relds, glyphosate and many toxics help make the manifestations and damage of Covid-19 more serious. In this study,

we review the peer-reviewed scientiRc literature on the detrimental biological effects of wireless communications radiation

(WCR) and identify several mechanisms by which WCR may have contributed to the COVID-19 pandemic as a toxic environmental

cofactor. We present evidence that WCR can: (1) cause morphologic changes in erythrocytes, including echinocyte and rouleaux

formation that may contribute to hypercoagulation; (2) disrupt microcirculation and reduce erythrocyte and hemoglobin levels,

exacerbating hypoxia; (3) amplify immune system dysfunction, including immunosuppression, autoimmunity, and

hyperinEammation; (4) increase cellular oxidative stress and free radical production that result in vascular injury and organ

damage; (5) increasing intracellular Ca we reviewed the peer-reviewed scientiRc literature on the detrimental biological effects of

WCR and identiRed several mechanisms by which WCR may have contributed to the COVID-19 pandemic as a toxic

environmental cofactor www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8580522  (2021)
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Junk food where sugar, grains, trans fats, Eavors and pesticides, and glyphosate in food and in the environment, which can cause

insulin resistance, diabetes and chronic and degenerative diseases that increase the risk of dying from the disease of COVID-19.

In this article Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D. makes an analysis of how glyphosate can affect the severity of COVID-19 disease. Seneff,

ask yourself these questions: A.

What’s the difference between the people who quickly succumb to the virus and tragically die, like this father and teacher in New

York, and people, like my colleague’s daughter, who barely notice they are sick? B. And what's the difference between the

geographical locations where the virus is causing a serious crisis and those that hardly notice a departure from normalcy? In the

development of the article we have: 1.

The biofuel industry is inadvertently introducing glyphosate into fuels that power our cars, trucks, buses, planes, and boats.

SpeciRcally, aerosolized glyphosate may be causing lung damage, turning catching what should be a minor cold into a serious

health crisis. 2. A link to waterways, highways and airports.

A map of the hot spots in the United States where COVID-19 infection rates are highest. 3. Glyphosate has a profoundly

damaging effect on the lungs, even when taken orally. Studies show that glyphosate exposure stimulated airway inEammation

and promotes cytokines.

4. Electronic cigarettes and vaporized glyphosate, Propylene glycol and glycerol are important additives in electronic cigarettes.

These often come from waste from the biodiesel manufacturing process. In addition, they contain vitamin E, which is commonly

obtained from transgenic soybean oil, and cause a signiRcant reduction in SP-D concentrations in bronchoalveolar lavage Euid,

which decreases the action against viral load.
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5. Collectins SP-A and SP-D are essential to the innate immune system because they cleanse debris and infectious agents

throughout the body and are characterized by a "collagen-like" stalk. We know that glyphosate can mistakenly substitute for

glycine during protein synthesis. This would lead to an impaired innate immune response in association with COVID-19.

6. Fatty liver disease is common in diabetes, and people with fatty liver disease had statistically signiRcantly higher levels of

glyphosate in their urine. Glyphosate also inhaled has a more immediate impact on the lungs, but the fat accumulation effect

occurs in both organs. 7.

Glyphosate causes intestinal dysbiosis. Chinese researchers reported that the severity of hypoxemia was closely related to the

immune disorder, and the imbalance of the gut microbiota may be a high risk of fatal pneumonia. The presence of glyphosate in

food and in the environment is a major threat to human health. For example, an analysis of those who died in Lombardy due to

COVID-19 revealed that 99% of them suffered from at least one chronic disease, and almost half suffered from three or more.

Conditions included heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, COPD, chronic liver disease, chronic kidney failure, atrial Rbrillation,

stroke, dementia, and cancer. Stephanie Seneff, said that “the degree to which a person is susceptible to COVID-19 is

proportional to the degree to which they have been exposed to glyphosate”.

jennifermargulis.net/glyphosate-and-covid-19-connection  
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Also, the test for covid is the same for hiv? 

🤷

How does that work? Supposedly if the pcr test can’t decipher Eu from “covid” how does

it magically decipher hiv from covid? It’s a viral load test and you can Rnd anything in anyone?
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Interesting that if your test positive for HIV antibodies you are considered sick and need meds to live, but if you test for

antibodies of SARS CoVi you are immune. Same for measles. Dr Stefan Lanka offered anyone 1 million euro if they could show

the isolated Measles virus. He still has his million www.Euoridefreepeel.ca/response-to-peter-smith-canadian-anti-hate-net..  
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What the CDC is providing comes from a synthetic reproduction of the "SARSr CoV-2 genome. I don't trust the other Countries

isolations, I don't trust Malone, and Kirsch's sources because they are all connected to the cabal. I don't throw out the baby with tbe bath

water like Kaughman et al, they are clearly off their rocker. Of course viruses exist because they are part of living organisms genome.

I saw the original isolation paper for the Chinese Wuhan HU1 isolation, which I can't Rnd anymore. it was made by taking the pathogenic

properties, HIv and Syncytin(XMRV's) from vero monkey kidney cells. They sequenced the most toxic elements which included Ralph

Baric's well documented work covered by 73 patents, and was ready for use in the mRNA technology in 2017, according to the

Comirnaty FDA license application.  The 100% identical isolations reported by different Countries can't be true because the moment

those viruses begin infecting people, their immune systems alter them.

I suspect the virus methodology being passed around to the different Countries has their origin from the WHO, who can not be trusted.

Go back to Mikovits. These pathogens originally got into the human race, at least 6% of the human race has been infected with them

through the vaccine manufacturing process.  these pathogens, came from old school vaccines a long time ago, and to present through

the old style vaccines.

What's in the COVID jab are a number of things including graphene oxides, which are the source of severe blood clotting leading to

death. Graphene oxides, I suspect are being aerosolized in chemtrails. These are getting into crops. LaQuinta Columba, Spanish

researchers say they have detected this in certain vegetables and meat.

The spike protein is triggering strong autoimmune responses in their hosts, leading to typical AE's from past vaccines. Graphene oxides

exposed to 5g produce acute radiation sickness.
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its the vaccines that are killing people and changing human DNA as well as masks worn 8 hours a day and seasonal Eu's Eu's and colds

, MSM . “You can switch Eu for COVID anytime,” Renz said about how the tactics are the same for both Eu shots and COVID shots. You

can survive with out the vaccine by 99.98 %. its Fauci & CDC hospital protocols that are killing humans on a global scale .

wait till everyone Rnds out that CVD 19 is nothing but P & I , pneumonia, and inEuenza that started with yearly Eu and pneumonia

seasonal injections , now called covid 19 . and they are using the wrong hospital protocols on purpose to keep the fear on top of there

NWO agenda. why are they not using pneumonia and inEuenza protocols ? which it really is ?

Italy Higher Institute of Health: Covid Deaths With No Co-Morbidity Corrected From 132,161 to 3,783 and of those how many died of

just normal seasonal type A & B Eu or pneumonia and over 70 years old ? this is a global scam , is it not ! just wondering why CDC does

not have P & I charts as well as CVD charts along side , could it be there calling phenomena and and A & B type inEuenzas' as the covid

model ? and using the wrong hospital protocol for covid on purpose ? nobody has isolated the covid virus .

They also changed their category for covid to newly named PIC....pneumonia, inEuenza, and covid all together now.  That was this past

July.  And their use of the word " case" is not even close to true medicine. It is nothing more than deadly word games to Rt their agenda,

and it is terrifying.

just wondering why CDC does not have P & I charts as well as CVD charts along side , could it be there calling phenomena and and A &

B type inEuenzas' as the covid model ? and using the wrong hospital protocol for covid on purpose ? nobody has isolated the covid virus

. a vaccine will never cure a common cold or Eu ,NEVER going to happen , we are creating super bugs .
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Thanks for the insightful article, but it doesn't prove that it's novel and according to bio terrain theory, that it wasn't there in the Rrst

place. Perhaps that's why there were all those positives for asymptomatic carriers. Sorry, It can never be proved that it's an outside

invader unless the origins are known.
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The virus is real; it was created. BUT it's my understanding 1) it is NOT a FULL sequence of the FULL virus genome. 2) that CDC, who

patented it, is NOT releasing it to various labs. 3) they did NOT have the sequence when coordinating the sequence to the PRT test.

And 4) I believe people who claim Koch's Postulates are not required when a sequence is available are wrong. There can be cat hair at

the scene of every (investigated, not all) crime, but that does not prove that a cat committed the crime. And especially with ALL the

smoke & mirrors, & CDC/NIAID/FDA & WHO's insistence on 'cat hairs', I still believe that animal studies MUST be used to prove the

isolated virus will INDUCE the actual disease.
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I think it is important to see the "virus" as an entity on to itself. Putting something from someones lungs, especially from a place as

polluted as Wuhan, in a culture, does not show proof of a "virus". Heaven only knows all the possible toxins were in that lavage. How do

we know that the culture process itself is not producing the "spikes" that were photograghed?

This is what happened in Stefan Lanka's experiments. We have to stop just reading the conclusion of a paper & look at how the

experiment was conducted. Virology has created a magic trick of showing the degredation of kidney cells from starved & poisoned

culture and calling it proof of a virus. Did they produce a paper that says the virus caused the illness?

Because if the virus SarCov2 caused Covid19, than everyone who was detected with SarsCov2 would be sick. If the presence of

SarsCov2 is in the sample and there is no illness than it's possible that something else is causing the illness in others and that the

"virus" is an innocent bystander. (Think AIDS. HIV was said to be the cause of AIDS, but when Mullis was trying to Rnd a scientiRc paper

showing correlation, he could not Rnd one.) Peopke who perpetually poison us with EMF, pesticides, GMO food, nano-particulates, toxic

medicines etc, never want to stop making money.

A connection to any of the aforementioned toxins will never be made because there is no $ to be made in making those connections.

Making such a connection would mean lawsuits, or billions in clean-up costs. So instead they create hype about something you can't

see and use the magic "culture" to validate their claim. There are so many assaults on our bodies that our survival as a human species

is quite miraculous.

The only way to kill is to make us not human, hence the injections, and by default, also making us patentable and the property of the

patent holder.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So after all these days, weeks, months, of wondering who's right or what's real?  What's it going to be?.....Door number one, door number

two, or door number three? (suspense) All prizes on the Price is Right are Promo items. Most are missing parts or are scratch and dents

from the manufacture as to enable products to be shown as an advertisement for a circus of desires.

There are horror stories about "And when we got this thing home"! That's when the trouble started. There's no factory warranty as a free

promo item. It's an "as is" contract you enter as a con-test-ant!  The current EAU of the Vaxx circus has a similarity. A hypnotic trance of

desire for immortality.

Awaits you behind Door number one...Door number two...or Door number three.  What's your pick? I choose not to play your stupid

game Mr. Barker!  DUH.  #NOTABOUTYOURHEALTH is it?
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bottom line: The covid lie was a scare tactic to get the world to take their bio-weapon euthanasia frankenshot poison jabs meant to

destroy humanity. The disease in in the bio-weapon shots. It is far past time that the world rise up and destroy the satin worshiping

kabal once and for all. Worldwide 1776 is now unavoidable if we as a species wants to continue· My question is as a veteran, WHERE

THE HELL IS THE WORLDS MILITARY'S IN ALL THIS??????
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are getting their shots so they won't lose their jobs and suffering the same adverse events as the general population.
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truetoday
Joined On 9/15/2021 4:23:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The military is in this up to their eyeballs. RFK Jr details the role DARPA has played in the whole lockdown/lockstep program.

Event 201 was not about promoting public health in the case of a pandemic. It was about how to disempower and control the

public.
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rxation of evidence is mind boggling....some evidence might become obvious in 50 years ...does it make today's claim a conspiracy?
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lfmazz
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:17:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The assertion that SARS-C0V-2 is nonexistent because of where it might be found is akin to CDC redeRning "vaccine" because its mRNA

inoculant doesn't prevent transmission of the virus. Everyone needs to stop nuancing and get the same page -- right now.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Straw man comparison. But you only just joined this site.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are critical facts, not 'nuancing'!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yawnnnnn...........this hammond is typical yellow journalist.... Shame on you, Dr Mercola...I am somewhat disappointed by this " Analysis

by Dr. Joseph Mercola Fact Checked "   Of course, you have a pretty hectic position .....with all the plandemic rhetoric ...with "news" and

twisted lies 24/7 ..... I am glad I am On MyMountain..
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"At least part of the confusion appears to be rooted in how the term “isolated” is deRned. Some insist a virus is not isolated unless it’s

also puriRed".....NO 'confusion', whatsoever. The 'sars-covid' HAS NOT BEEN ISOLATED ACCORDING TO THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD (as

in Koch's Postulates)!! There IS NO 'VIRUS'. What there IS, is an ENGINEERED BIO-WEAPON, made to BEHAVE LIKE A VIRUS! And,

although this IS a Bio-weapon.....it is NOTHING compared to the Psychopaths' REAL BIO-WEAPON......the EXPERIMENTAL mRNA

BIO-WEAPON INJECTIONS; which are called 'vaccines' by those with LOW IQs!!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our whole healthcare system is built on the lie of Germ Theory.
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dog1678
Joined On 4/1/2016 4:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stanleybecker, something is really wrong here. America is dying before our eyes. We know they are trying to kill us, so where is the basic

animal instinct to Rght and survive? Throughout history man has fought to survive all sorts of wars, threats, plagues, etc.

BUT NOT NOW. Yes, many countries Rnd their people in the streets protesting, but we know on a gut level that this action, to date, has

not changed the Plan. Isn't it strange that we all carry on our lives as normal, even while knowing the predator is preparing to pounce on

us, to deliver us to horrors worse than death? What is going on?

We can have endless discussions about the futility of Rghting Big Brother, but any animal, of any species, when pushed too far will Rght,

regardless of the perceived power of the threat. Have they somehow programmed docility into us? Does the virus contain some

element of biological inEuence that renders us paralyzed before the threat of death? Does the vaccine have some element that changes

our neurological functions to the point of crippling our sense of self-preservation?

I am living in a very surreal state of mind right now, and I wonder if others share my wish to blot out the reality of what we are facing.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m right there with you. I feel like I’m Rghting off psychosis and need to retreat very often. Looking at old photos, watching old

movies and tv shows keeps me at bay for a little while. I follow a bunch of very clever memers and have created some memes

myself· Humor helps somewhat· But this is an extremely surreal time to live.
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PolitiJim
Joined On 7/24/2016 12:38:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5G COVID link; www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-12-5g-signiRcant-factor-higher-covid-case..  
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have read that it wasn't COVID that was sequenced, but snippets of other coronaviruses were assembled and a computer model

created. Even if this were the case, it's still a bad argument to say COVID doesn't exist, because people believe it does and people get

sick with something, although considering how few die if proper treatment is given, it's not the villain they like to claim.  Furthermore, to

claim the problem is due to 5G ignores the many hospitalizations and deaths in areas where 5G has not been activated, such as where I

live.    I know a family of four.

Two were shot, two not. All got COVID (probably Omicron). The two with the shots got much sicker than the two without.  I think the

shots do cause ADE.

People commenting on one study claimed vaccines for an earlier form of coronavirus caused ADE that killed all the animals. People

need to learn to read. The animals were sacriRced to get study tissues. They didn't die directly from ADE.

I have edited this at least ten times. It doesn't observe where I put the paragraph breaks. I'm tired of trying. "I know a family of four"

belongs in the next paragraph.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All illness can be connected back to a poisoning.The have been poisoning us for years along with selling horrible food pyramids.

It is not rocket science. HA HA.
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Bitcopper
Joined On 12/16/2021 1:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The theory that viruses do not exist lacks any means of explaining 'contagion' apart from fungi and bacteria. If you have a group of

susceptible plants, animals or humans in a high density monoculture, you still need a spark to get a disease Eare-up to act on whatever

the susceptibility is. It is ludicrous to imagine that entire populations reached a tipping point in their metabolic state where suddenly

they all began to exhibit spontaneous disease with similar symptoms, without any contact between the patients. Having said that, if

viruses such as covid do exist, then a pure sample should be able to be collected by having a sick patient exhale many many times over

a growth medium or Euid that can then be analyzed.

The requirement to swab some actual cells, mash them up, add them into a cell culture and THEN pronounce isolation is deRnitely a

weak method of extraction. If viruses MUST be contained within a live cell to not decompose instantly in the air, then how does it

spread? I think it is easier to believe that viruses are bacteria diseases, as at least bacteria have a logical method of surviving outside of

a perfect host for some time. Bacteria have provable 'gene swaps' going on all the time.

AFAIK, you don't 'look at things under an electron microscope'. You have to gold plate a sample, use x-ray diffraction to examine it. How

you gold plate a 'soup molecule' as opposed to a single specimen is something I haven't heard of being done. Clue me in.

For those interested, read up on the Sanger method of genomic sequencing. It is clever and logical. I can see it being faultless so far as

the original sample is pure and uniform. How we get that supreme sample purity so that no ambiguity arises in the results, is the real

question.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bitcopper: "The theory that viruses do not exist lacks any means of explaining 'contagion".  Why did parents send their kids along

to measles parties back in the day? They knew measles was highly contagious, and would prefer them to get it while young.

Most childhood diseases are far worse if you get them as an adult.
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janeferr
Joined On 3/2/2021 3:54:15 PM
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What is the difference between a conspiracy theory and a theory? Aren't all theories, by deRnition, a hypothesis of 'what might have
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What is the difference between a conspiracy theory and a theory? Aren't all theories, by deRnition, a hypothesis of 'what might have

happened', 'what might be the cause', or 'what might be motivation'? And, therefore, until objectively evaluated, aren't all theories 'a

conspiracy'? Isn't the theory, "Osama Bin Laden was responsible for the 911 twin tower bombings", a 'conspiracy theory'?

After all, there was no trial, no disclosure, no objective analysis of data and information. Yet, when we hear the words 'conspiracy

theorist' leveled at us we're condemned as 'bad', 'sinister', and even 'malevolent'. Right away we are tormented by a value judgement,

'conspiracy', attached to a word meant to express objectivity, 'theory'. Hammond plays right into the mind-control tactics used by Big

Pharma, Big Tech, and the msm when he uses their same vernacular.
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Whether or not it been sequenced is rather moot at this point since the die for the most part has already been cast with so many who

have taken the experimental gene therapy injections. Now its simply a matter of time is it not?
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“The weeds” that Mercola is referring to is the fact that virologists, unable to obtain desired results from the universally-accepted

procedure for isolation, developed their own method. This video (which I don’t entirely agree with) shows how the virological method for

isolation can actually isolate a “virus” from a healthy sample. www.bitchute.com/.../q81nCK05aZ0x  I am a lay person, so I appreciate

any dissent from someone who understands this better than I do!
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In a world still entrenched in the Mechanistic Newtonian model of science I feel that this post offers good advice. We are hopefully

moving to a new paradigm of science which will embrace all the up and coming energy techniques. We are full of viruses, fungi,

bacteria all living in symbiosis. Our gut Microbiome is key to our health· Until science gets this, blaming electriRcation of the

planet(although its deRnitely not helpful to our well-being) will I agree hamper the way forward· Look at the research of Dr Rupert

Sheldrake· The science delusion· When we can all embrace the new paradigm then we can go forward· Currently we are shouting that

the world is round· Many still think it's Eat· Remember how they treated Galileo.
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Excellent site, if too technical for lay folks! ConRrms what I discerned in February 2020 when I smelled several rats, the most obvious

being the compliance of almost every country leader to impose lockdowns and prevent any divergence from the WEF/WHO/GATES/UN

narrative.  Am I the only one to see the signiRcance of 2020 being THE CHINESE YEAR OF THE RAT?  Turns out that the Pied Piper story

is most likely based on fact as in a 2020 (would you believe?!) story put out by the BBC, no less! This quote from the article is surely

prophetic for the Covid Conspiracy: "(The rats) weren’t the only ones lured by his music, though. When the town refused to pay the Piper

for his service, the saviour turned into a more satanic seducer and came for Hamelin’s children.

Entranced by the notes of his Eute, the transRxed boys and girls followed the Piper out of town and simply vanished". See this link for

more:  www.bbc.com/travel/article/20200902-the-grim-truth-behind-the-pied-pip..  Interestingly the date is 3 September 2020, just as

the deadly vaccines were being prepared for the killing Relds of the world! And, of course, no application by the BBC to the growing

cover-up and second enforced Lockdown!   Changing the subject, curious to know why the good Dr does not enable a number to be

shown against the 'Like'/Dislike' buttons. This would be very revealing if you will include it please?
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Thanks for raising this Dr Mercola because it is one that I have recently been puzzling over. On the one hand I hear one group say there

are no samples of an "isolated" Cov-2 virus that causes the novel Corona-19 virus. I also hear that there have been court cases lost in

12 different countries on this very point however no one is able to give me the countries or the court cases. I am told however that no

Government has been able to produce a speciRc sample of the virus and the cases have been lost.

I hope this is true.  To be honest I am more than a little confused as to what a virus actually is? To start with ... Is it live? Or is it dead?

If it is alive how does it transmit to others? The same for if it's dead. On the other hand if it is true that Fausti was in deed doing

gain-of-function experimentation on the Virus and making the cleavage site more adaptable to humans what the hell were they working

on if it wasn't a virus? Dr Mercola would it be possible to ask if someone among your contacts who could actually get a sample of the

virus?

I think Dr Peter McCullough says he has some so if he does maybe we could ask questions e.g. where did it come from? What was the

media it came from? etc.

Something was deRnitely making people very very sick ... was it just the spike protein bioweapon? I really appreciated your article but I

do think it would be good to keep this conversation going until things are a little clearer and we get a look at the actual incriminating

piece of virus for all to see and examine. This question is relevant when it comes to those of us who are trying to Rght the transmission

from the vaccinated i.e. are we dealing with a "virus" or just a whole lot of man made spike proteins.

Thank you again for opening this up for discussion. I love science because I love asking questions. I am sure there are those a lot wiser

than me who know the right questions to ask if everything is out in the open.
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Hi OUTRAGE, orage, many good comments near the bottom of the page - so little time! Here's a link to a 2011 video lecture from

a Canadian professor (recently decased in late 2021) you may want to spend the 1-1/2hrs watching: Infectious Disease and

Vaccination with Prof. Raymond Obomsawin Before Mysterious Death Dec 28, 2021 - www.bitchute.com/.../M74rWszTHgrX  -

even though I knew some of this, he does a good job of condensing and clearly explaining a different view, that ruptures many

Pharma offerings. Turns yer head around...
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Isolation leading to isolation!
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Durvet brand Invermectin horse paste dosing:   Could someone please help me dose a 125 lb adult with active covid infection? We have

used a pea size amount because we are uncertain.   8 days sick and recommended supplements and nebulizer aren't working.
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well.......after over 3/4 of a century being lied to by the US Government and dozens of its associates like NASA ,FDA , CDC,FCC,and on

and on...along with its cohorts like Board of Education , Law Bars, Medical Boards, License Departments , Military , DARPA and dozens

of other scammers and basic Bullsh!tters ........on and on...now I to believe this Hammond ???? I don't think so.. See I have a 'Gut

instinct" a 'Gut Feeling'...."Vibs" and this guy I get lots of "BadVibs" from him.....oh and he say babble on about how wrong I am ...and

how factious I am....and on and on... but sorry.. "Fool Me Once, Shame on You...Fool me Twice, Shame on Me."
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"Doesn't exist" doesn't even logically follow from "hasn't been isolated" (in any sense), as absence of evidence isn't evidence of absence.

But an interesting question would be, do they have PCR tests that test against the real covid virus? (if not, then what are they testing?).

The ones I came across test against a real Eu virus while testing against a synthetic covid molecule.

Both germ and anti-germ theories are sides of the same coin as they're trying to identify a single agent responsible for diseases. But

they fail to acknowledge that multiple factors might be involved. Anti-germ theory recently feels like a cult with its fanatics demanding

purity, you're not supposed to mention viruses or say "I had covid", apparently, it's "supporting the narrative".   "[T]he vaccinated, just like

the unvaccinated, tend to experience only mild symptoms with Omicron.

So, perhaps the shots aren’t causing ADE". Respiratory diseases aren't limited to Covid and Omicron. I've heard about people who got

very sick with pneumonia after the booster.
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Those who are certain they can distinguish the symptoms of inEuenza infection from SARS CoV-2 should work for CDC as they

themselves recommend a RT-PCR test in this video at 40 min mark: emergency.cdc.gov/.../callinfo_091720.asp   BBC also published a

nice piece reminding us the times when 300 people per day were dying of inEuenza and nobody was isolating, wearing masks or getting

forced Eu jabs...  "If you're willing to tolerate zero deaths from Covid, then we're facing a whole raft of restrictions and it's not game

over," Prof Hiscox explains. But, he says, "In a bad Eu season, 200-300 die a day over winter and nobody wears a mask or socially

distances, that's perhaps a right line to draw in the sand." Lockdowns and restrictions on mass gatherings will not come back and mass

testing for Covid will end this year, he expects. The near certainty is there will be booster vaccines for the vulnerable come the autumn

in order to top up their protection through winter. "We need to accept the fact that our Eu season is also going to be a coronavirus

season, and that is going to be a challenge for us," says Dr Groppelli.

However, it is still uncertain how bad winters will be as the people who die from Eu and Covid tend to be the same. As one scientist put

it, "You can't die twice.  www.bbc.com/.../health-59970281  
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I am a bit perplexed. They say that they are basically taking samples and putting them on monkey cell cultures and then using PCR

analysis by taking speciRc sequences that they have already identiRed as related to viruses to reconstruct bits of DNA and combining it

them into a model that they say represents the genome of SARS-COV2. I can tell you that the CDC paper in which they say that they

isolated SARS-COV2, published in June 2020 entitled "Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from Patient with Coronavirus

Disease, United States" clearly state "We designed 37 pairs of nested PCRs spanning the genome on the basis of the coronavirus

reference sequence (GenBank accession no. NC045512).

We extracted nucleic acid from isolates and ampliRed by using the 37 individual nested PCRs.” Meaning CDC scientists state they took

just 37 base pairs from a genome of 30,000 base pairs! That means that about 0.001% of the viral sequence is derived from actual

living samples or real bodily tissue!?! As well, the CDC tested the ‘virus’ (i.e. solutions they claim contain samples of SARS-CoV-2) on 3

different types of human tissue cultures (human adenocarcinoma cells [A549], human liver cells [HUH 7.0] and human embryonic

kidney cells [HEK-293T]). The ‘virus’ was not able to infect any of the 3 human tissue cultures, even when provided in high

concentrations. In fact, the only way that they have achieved any pathogenic effect was to poison the monkey cells.

It always pays to read all the information in the appendix to Rnd out exactly what they have done.
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So, according to the just released Argentine scientiRc consortium, the virus does not exist as they said all they could get were

schematic made by computers. They believe it is poison and not a virus. They called out their President for mass murder. But,

regardless, this virus is 'engineered' as was SARS1 so it would not be given out without someone getting paid, like the CDC who owns

the patents.

NIH, CDC, and Gates own many patents relating to the SARS virus. So, IF all these people got the real isolated virus, can they not see it

is engineered for gain of function. Too many holes again. These shots are NOT vaccines and we know that it IS the spike protein that is

causing all the deaths and side effects, from the mRNA shots.

Now the Japanese found 9 different PRzer shots and we know there are up to many more being circulated. We have NO idea what all

PRzer/Moderna cabal are putting in these shots. Since Ivermectin stops it from replicating, who cares if it is isolated from a human. We

KNOW that these shots are not legitimate vaccines but are depopulation shots.
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What PRzer said about its own vaxine is frightening... thepatriotunited.com/what-pRzer-just-said-about-its-own-vaccine-is-ab..  
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If SARS COV2 is real and has been isolated then why hasn't a conventional vaccine been made using dead or attenuated virus? Why use

a poorly matched synthetic spike protein made insilica. Which doesn't prevent infection or spread of infection?
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Jez... Check out homeopathic nosodes for covid.
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REMEMBER ALL that WESTERN ALLOPATHIC MEDICINE was started at a BUSINESS MODEL for one if the greediest men that EVER

lived.. ROCKEFELLER. He saw is as simply ANOTHER FOR PROFIT business to invest in no different than he did with his Standard Oil,

Railroads, Electric generation from oil, the Media like Newspapers & TV and early on... Big PHARMA industry who essentially OWNS the

modern Media!  rumble.com/vfnlnb-rockefeller-how-one-man-took-down-america-and-contro.. .
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Ask lawyers if wearing mask is in compliance with the norm of oxygen and CO2. Ask for EBM that wearing masks lowers covid rates

www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-17-mask-asphyxiation-disease-sweeping-acro..  " M.A.D. to the MAX – Mask Asphyxiation Disease

becoming more obvious in public every day" drsircus.com/.../mask-madness-the-death-of-science  Masks lower white blood cells and

change iron homeostasis -it could be the main factor of the so called covid. Covid is connected with hyperferritinemia.

jmhg.springeropen.com/.../s43042-020-00114-z  " Low iron mitigates viral survival: insights from evolution, genetics, and

pandemics—a review of current hypothesis Conclusion RNA viruses pose a unique challenge to modern healthcare, with an average of

2–3 new pathogens being discovered yearly. Their overarching requirements for iron, along with human evolutionary and genetic

adaptations which favored an iron deRciency phenotype, ultimately suggest the potential need for iron control in these infections."

journals.physiology.org/doi/abs/10.1152/ajpgi.1990.258.5.G707?journalC..  " Colchicine administration had no effect on biliary ferritin

in normal rats; however, in iron-loaded rats, both doses resulted in a Rvefold increase in the release of biliary ferritin. " CMV

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/12/bill-sardi/what-they-are-not-telling-you-a..  

www.i-sis.org.uk/Green_Tea_Compound_for_Radioprotection.php  
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In my own decades-long research to understand what the true controlling mechanisms of Health was, which included my own studies

of physics, biology and Chinese medicine especially Qigong breathing and meditation I wanted to know which one was the true

governor of Health and Longevity. As long as the body has no solid diseases meaning something that can be seen under a microscope

that is wrong, then it is more than clear even from increasing Western research that it is one CHI, LIFE FORCE or bio energy contained in

NEGATIVE ions (anti oxidants) & can be seen in the KNOWN micro voltage that each healthy cell produces that is the TRUE GOVERNOR

of health, strength, healing & Longevity.  This is why in Chinese medicine and especially the martial arts, breathing, meditation and

Qigong are the most important aspects to prevent disease and maintain health. Of course diet and avoiding toxins and excess sugars

which lead to candida mold in yeast overgrowth and other internal issues are extremely important as well.

Taking herbs which contain small amounts of Life Forcewhich adds to one's own life force has also been shown throughout the history

of Chinese medicine and other traditional medical systems to be crucial for Health and Longevity as those monks, Masters and gurus

who regularly ingested known life extension herbs often lived well into the hundreds with the Chinese Toaists often living to 150 years

old and longer.  I've read books like the body electric and delved into biophysics as well. The ancient Chinese always considered

infectious disease to be aberrant energies. When someone is sick it's known that their natural electromagnetic Reld is warped and

weakened in numerous key areas.

It's also known that the magnetic Reld can affect the energy Reld of others and imprint on them. We all emit an energy Reld from the

heart that extends about 6 ft from us. This is likely why they push the 6-ft rule but not for the same reasons of Health.
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6 ft distancing is also part of standard Satanic rituals as well as wearing masks too. Through the use of Kirlian photography

they've been able to see the bodies magnetic Reld and while some think that it's just the low voltage current used in taking these

pictures, they have taken pictures of people who are sick and seen gaps and abnormalities in the energy Reld that disappeared

when those people became healthy.  In Chinese medicine you have an energy shield that extends several inches around the body

they call WEY CHI known as Guardian chi which surrounds the body and protects it from aberrant outside energies both in the

general environment and from other people who have negative energy Relds due to either being physically unhealthy or sick or

because their minds are warped and sick as this can also be a factor. Reading books like the body electric and other cutting edge

research, it only supports more and more the Chinese view of the human body as being largely a large battery with your Dan Tien

in the abdomen being the main source.

This is why in Chinese history of 5,000 years they've known that those who practice various life extension techniques such as the

aforementioned meditation, Qigong, speciRc sexual practices especially for men, take Health and Longevity herbs, avoid stress

and absorb as much tea as possible through breathing have consistently attained the greatest health, mental and spiritual

attainments and in kung fu incredible physical strength and feats of power and Martial prowess that most think are impossible

but are not as I've seen more than enough feats from my former Gung-Fu Master instructors to KNOW this to be true.  It's even

known in Western medicine that viruses carry a positive ionic charge which is an oxidant and that when it comes in contact with

a negative charge or antioxidant it's neutralized and no longer a threat. But why is such knowledge never widely dispersed,

because they can't make money from it as usual.
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FAUCI SAYS VACCINES are highly effective? rumble.com/vsc3hw-fact-vaccines-are-highly-effective-lmao.html  
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Rich, highly effective at lining the pockets of the NIH, NIAID, the GATES Foundation and several researchers, as well as his

Pharma buddies. Yet this is what remains hidden from most Americans if not most people worldwide.
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Ric, interesting perspective.
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Another valuable post outlining many of the complexities surrounding SARS-Cov-2;
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GretchenGretchen
Joined On 1/8/2022 7:26:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Science seems pretty ridiculous…what can you prove by injecting a ferret with a covid patient’s urine or feces?!? This is science?!?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 1:51:03 PM
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If your wooden house is being crumbling and you call an exterminator in and they Rnd no termites would you say it is not being eaten by

said termites? If the same exterminator say well let me take a piece of that wood and examine it closer. He takes the wood and adds

termites eggs and boom termites are eating your house. OK then.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Judy Mitkovits explains how we are being attacked with a man-made virus in this interview: Question “Has COVID-19 ever been isolated

in a lab?” Judy “SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated from vero monkey kidney cells – in a lab, grown in –” Question “But not in people?” Judy

“Not from a person with disease and sending it to another…It’s a lab virus. All the variants are, they’re sequences in a database and they

always have been, since 2003 and SARS.” Question “These COVID vaccines – what are they, if they’re not supposedly treating or

preventing coronavirus?” Judy “The simple answer is they are injecting in you a deadly synthetic virus.”

www.ini-world-report.org/2021/11/17/judy-mikovits-phd-antidote-for-vax..  Denying that viruses exist is denying we are under attack

from a man-made virus!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Borrowing from the eloquence of former illustrious leader G.W. Bush, I may just have misunderestimated the reigning Oval Ohce

squatter. Years of business acumen honed in the private sector now Rnds him cutting out the middle man in this cost saving budgetary

move:   babylonbee.com/news/to-save-time-biden-to-send-500-million-free-masks-..  
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

recommended watch: www.youtube.com/watch  
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markyoung12
Joined On 11/22/2020 6:24:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

New song: If You Don't Know History (The Viruses) soundcloud.com/.../if-you-dont-know-history

 markyoungguitar.com/.../if_you_dont_know_history_6.mp3  lyrics: markyoungguitar.com/if_you_dont_know_history.htm  other songs:

Covid Slaves soundcloud.com/.../covid-slaves  markyoungguitar.com/.../covid_slaves.mp3  Not About a Virus

soundcloud.com/.../not-about-a-virus  markyoungguitar.com/.../not_about_a_virus.mp3  
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natholhealthy
Joined On 4/23/2021 8:17:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not sold on a "side" here, but I think this article misconstrues the arguments being made by the "virus doesn't exist" crowd. The

implication here is that those folks are saying the genetic material doesn't exist -- and I haven't heard anyone claim that. The argument

revolves more around whether that genetic "stuff" is a CAUSE or an EFFECT. Do we have a scientiRc basis for answering that?

Have we taken isolated virus, exposed people to it by normal means, and consistently found them to develop the same symptoms?

Because as long as the state of things is: --some people we can culture this "stuff" from are sick --some people we can culture this

"stuff" from are not sick --some people we can't culture this "stuff" from are sick --some people we can't culture this "stuff" from are not

sick... then that doesn't seem like a very solid *scientiRc* basis for a cause-and-effect claim. Correlation doesn't equal causation, but

causation doesn't occur *without* correlation. (I'm inclined to a germ theory + terrain theory approach, myself, but I think it's reasonable

to ask that experts give us logically-defensible, falsiRable evidence that proves a single conclusion, not arguments that they universally

decided to redeRne "isolated," and since they all agree on the new  deRnition, that's all that matters.)
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what caused bubonic plague and Spanish Eu?
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natholhealthy
Joined On 4/23/2021 8:17:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bubonic plague is bacterial; no one has ever claimed that it's viral. As for Spanish Eu...we know less than we pretend to think.

Even the likes of Fauci admit that most people who died "of the Spanish Eu" actually died of bacterial infections. Did you know

there were several studies done during that outbreak where researchers *tried* to infect people with whatever was going around,

and they couldn't do it?

No one who's recorded to have tried to transmit that 1918 "Eu" was ever able to. Are you aware that the U.S. government was

playing around with new vaccines (which, at the time, meant you injected some disease into horses and then took their blood --

unpuriRed and potentially contaminated with God-only-knows-what -- and put it into people) which they experimentally injected

into a bunch of soldiers right before the Rrst recorded outbreak of "Spanish Eu" on that same Army base? A "Eu" which ultimately

spread all over the world largely as a consequence of WAR?

There are a whole lot of factors here, a lot of unknowns, and for us to look back 100 years and claim we know what made them

sick *after* the fact when they didn't know then...it's presumptuous, at best.
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MusicMan2552
Joined On 2/5/2021 10:50:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do as I did: READ. RESEARCH. LEARN. EDUCATE.

Why do people want an answer that takes years of study, to be answered in a sentence. Has laziness entered into everybody?
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sukikoala
Joined On 1/20/2011 6:47:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do you feel that animals are ours to use as we please? They're sentient beings and deserve to be treated with love and respect,

more so than some humans. A mouse is not a rat, is not a guinea pig, is not a Beagle, is not a pig, is not a monkey, is not a human.

There are plenty of computer models available today for this type of research.

Animal research is a proRt-making business like any other business and exists today only because many people value proRt over

humanity. It's not about good science.
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kwik54
Joined On 5/23/2011 10:19:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree! Life is precious! Animals loves are precious! All creatures great and small...people that torture animals are sadistic and

heartless!
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rich4of13yahoo.com
Joined On 8/20/2021 9:32:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with the statement “ maintaining good health and living in greater harmony with our natural environment, so to protect

Americans from the exploitation for means of Rnancial gain, the government agencies instead of supporting things that go against this

statement (like fake meat, pesticides, and the list goes on) why not “Do Their Job” and protect us instead of supporting Rnancial gain?

Makes sense, but greed & power are far more attractive for the weak spined ohcials!! They need to be removed!!
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blndi424aol.com
Joined On 3/28/2021 9:07:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for all the research you do on a daily basis to keep us informed.
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rmstock
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:03:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In general people should be very wary who it is who is inoculating into your arm. I only heard of PRzer in recent years. Only 10 years ago

according Micheal Yeadon all was Rne. Since then it appears a evil palace coup has occurred· These two youtube videos left my mouth

hang open : https://youtu.be/3YlYJqlUo2E  ~ https://youtu.be/_PtaoKjITNE  
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Centralized planning authority operates from an assumption of correctness, and the iron clad one size Rts all. Until it doesn't. That

works well for Panty Hose, but even that's beyond "stretching" it. The increased population plus the increase of age factor is the doom

scenario of metabolic health.

The children of the world are the offense/defense Rlters for global herd immunity. Always have been. Right? The bombarding that a

daily chemical bath of inferior pills and lab created toxin slime is better than not?

Really? Give a three-year-old a hammer and everything looks like a nail. Welcome to the New Frontier of an assault on personal health

and wellness by .GOV and the dark money funneled to its hypnotized childlike minions. 10,000 people turn 65 every day in the USA.

Just in the USA. Plandemia is Global. These "FISH" in a barrel are replenished every single day. The bean counters @ Big pHARMa know

this is an easily targeted guaranteed catch o the day! The slogan above says to "Take control of your health" means more than a

request.

It's a Lifestyle of learned wisdom. Hats off to Dr. Joe Mercola for his fortitude and reminders, to insist we are worthy of this challenge.

His knowledge has gone "Viral". We stand in admiration and applause.

  When you change the way, you look at things...the things you look at will change!  Wayne Dyer
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geraldbrennan
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By deRnition, Virology is not even a science. I'm not even claiming that viruses do not exist. I'm just saying that, if they do, 'science' has

not been used to prove it.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no question that the "Covid" virus exists, although the reasons that it has had a cataclysmic effect on human society while

many other "cold" and "Eu" viruses have not are social and economic and political rather than virological ones. It was not so long ago

categorically dismissed, then became more likely and is now almost certain that this virus arose in the Red Chinese biological warfare

laboratories, and will probably be shown in time to have been deliberately created and intentionally released. This was almost certainly

done in order to collapse Western economies and particularly the American one, to implode civil society in Europe and America but

particularly to precipitate a social crisis in America and to remove the uniquely effective and quite possibly world-historical Donald

Trump from power. Most importantly, the emergence of this virus provided the opportunity to place marxists and socialists in power

throughout the world and to enable a group of globalists in Seattle, Davos and New York and their partners in Beijing, to make a

long-planned push for global authority and to institute the complete economic and societal transformation envisaged in the Great Reset

and Great Replacement, also known as the Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All things considered how can one argue to the contrary. The timing was perfect and look how many countries have completely

devolved into lands of tyranny under the cover of the great whu-Eu of the 20's!
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Well said! Except Donald Trump is one of them.
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AN Example: 99.9% peppermint essential oil sold is fake, adulterated, and or diluted.Yet, "there is no evidence" it is fake. It is impossible

to establish an authenticity of essential oils unless you grow, collect, and make the oil yourself or observe every step at all times. I don't

believe in "scientiRc evidence" today especially.
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they still say there is no evidence that smart meters are harmful to human's (and all thing s alive?)health
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One of my personal favorites, "A point of view can be a dangerous luxury when substituted for insight and understanding."  - Marshall

McLuhan
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"Tyranny is always better organized than freedom." - Charles Peguy
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Polo58
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I have no concerns whether it real or otherwise, crimes have been committed against humanity and those who have perpetrated are

accountable. www.nutritruth.org/single-post/lawyer-anna-de-buisseret-explains-in-de..  
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Thank you, thank you for this!
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It has never been noticed in complex organisms, especially in humans, animals or plants structures that could be called viruses. Real,

scientiRcally proven viruses play a supporting role within the overall functions of cells, supportive, but by no means destructive. Viruses

were not found in sick organisms or in the body Euid during diseases. The assertion of the existence of any disease-causing virus is

pure deception, a fatal lie with dramatic repercussions...MD... Ryke Geerd Hamer
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Does the question of whether there's a virus distract us from other inquiries that might lead us out of the narrative quagmire. We know

they inject children and adults with metals, toxins, bacteria and viruses through the vaccine programs. We know vaccinated individuals

shed. They focused us on masking, distancing, selling us on the idea we are infectious and we're the ones spreading disease· I think

we're overlooking the elephant in the room· How are they spreading this toxin or toxins¿ And then the obvious question· Why are we

hyperfocused on a coronavirus with a survival rate of 99.7%· For those of you who can, work on getting government in its proper place,

limited and out of healthcare.
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My only question is was the virus contained before or after vaccination? Was it contained during the gene therapy trials? I Rnd it to be

very interesting how quickly we got a so-called vaccine before the containment of the virus. So I think timing matters with this and did

the vaccine create the strains that were contained¿ We know that they injected the instruction to create the disease so could it be the

mutations from the vaccine which caused ADE immune escape?
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This was very informative! Hammond was unknown to me (plz credit the production video so it can be later referenced).
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In the 70s, a teacher found a small postage stamp sized article buried deep in the Guardian and she read this out to a class. This had

recently been released from the ohcial secrets act or something like that. It informed us that during the 50s and 60s, the British people

has been Regularly experimented on and sprayed with viruses and bacteria by the British government. It did not say how this was done

or where it was done but there was denial that this was Still occurring· Nobody thought that the denial that it was no longer being done

was trustworthy· We were all somewhat stunned that our govt should have ever done this to us at all and for so many years· This

release of information did not tell us a lot.
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Many have noticed how aircraft contrails have altered over the years and how we now have very different trails which are not all

the same and which are called chemtrails. People have noticed the 'Solar Radiation Management', the dimming of the skies, how

the sun is not as warm, the metallicy haze in the sky and the strange patterns left by aircraft. WE have also noticed how colds

and Eu seem to follow the spraying over residential areas. Could it be that viruses which cause Eu and colds have not been

sprayed as much because COVID is being sprayed INSTEAD?

There were articles about strange Eight paths over Wales, N Wales, S Wales and SW Wales. These seemed to bring spikes of

positive tests from about a week afterwards. I have also noticed very thick plane trails being left outside of schools and colleges

going on from before the children were to leave. A plane exuded MASSES of very thick white smoke and it was on diagonal Eight

paths going up and then circling round and repeating.

This is not something I observed every day but something I observed frequently in the afternoons when I passed by these

schools and colleges. Another thing I have observed is the metallic hazy cloud which cuts the warmth from the sun. Particularly,

in the winter time, when the sun is low, the metallic nature of the haze is evident as the sunlight is REFLECTED into our eyes when

driving, even with the visor down, and when cycling or walking. I am very aware that low sun in the winter is bright, it hurts the

eyes and can be blinding but this is greatly exacerbated by the metallic nature of the haze.

However high the sun, one can more easily see the metallic nature of the haze in the sky by looking at the horizon of the sky all

around us. Aircraft which spray this metallic haze which may be aluminium sulphate are conducting what is termed as 'Solar

Radiation Management'. Please do study the skies during the daytime when one does not have to keep ones eyes on the road.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM
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There are indeed chem trails. I’ve no doubt about that anymore. I used to live near Norman mineta airport and moffet Reld.

Planes coming and going all day every day· I could still detect the regular contrails from the nefarious chem trails· I moved out

to the country in 2020 and I’m only near a small private air Reld and only see the random Cessna or helicopter, no commercial

planes· Despite this, I see the same amount of chemtrails I saw back in the Bay Area.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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@ursula, I heard a report (BBC Radio 4 Woman's Hour prog) some years ago explaining that infectious agents were routinely

released from Waterloo Bridge in London and they would later check GP surgeries downwind  to see how many relevant Eu cases

has turned up. I was intensely annoyed living not far west of there! But it seems to be common practice.   (there was also one by

an on-site researcher explaining how MMR testing had killed African women with a particular genetic makeup - BBC Radio 4

doesn't dare broadcast those things any more)
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM
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The chemtrails are out in force in our region as well. There was a break over Covid but now they are back in force most days.

Apparently I'm the only one that can see them though as my friends look at me like I'm a crazy conspiracy theorist and say they

are just jet streams. I ask why they last all day then and they just sigh· Obviously the Government can't see them either because

they would do something about them ... wouldn't they¿ I mean they wouldn't let some monster spray down gallons of particlate

that would harm the population ...would they?
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chrismorley
Joined On 10/28/2021 12:23:12 AM
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Why is there so much confusion - isolated, extracted, in vitro, in vivo, through animals vs direct, found in humans or found in air or found

in formites........ so much confusion in science shows that somebody is playing- either the ohcial version or the counter versions, both

cant be true anyway. Why cant it be Rnally concluded in any which way? Last year it was natural virus vs man made, now its become

virus is real or the disease is radio wave induced and Rnally the ohcial version has taken prominence in man made form as well as it

exists and extracted and what not. Its not about sarscov2 alone, the questions to be asked are whether viruses really exist and spread

and can they spread through any medium as they claim and can cause diseases at all or not If polio and smallpox could exist (if they

did) so can sarscov2 else none exists all are hoax.
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@chris - I assume they are Rghting a rearguard defence as our knowledge gradually increases and they can no longer deny

certain issues. It's totally shameful of course.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For me it is clear, contagion deRnitely exists. It has been known for a very long time that shoving someone’s hand in a birthing

woman can give her infection. How it works, I genuinely am not interested. The only thing you can do is address metabolic

disorders and don’t do anything obviously toxic.
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cedricpermaculture
Joined On 3/11/2013 11:52:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is intersting why there is lower rate of covid pandemic in Africa. Is it melanins that protect against low magnetic Reld, or lower iron

burden/iron consuming malaria/parasites ? Is it thickier equatorial atmosphere protecting from solar jets? No mask mandates,

respirators Younger population Free access to raw milk with lactoferrin and iron binding silica/lysine¿ If it is so deadly virus Africa

sholud be Rrst massively affected by covid?theconversation.com/the-impact-of-covid-19-has-been-lower-in-africa-we..  
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STFU
Joined On 6/13/2008 7:57:10 PM
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One of the the things leading to lower infection rates in Africa is the widespread use of hydroxychloroquine to Rght malaria. One

of the "side effects" of HCQ use is its effect on covid-19. I suspect that is why TPTB tried to pin the omicron variant as starting in

Africa. From what I am seeing, omicron seems to be "much ado about nothing" The U.S· mainstream media is still screaming

from the rooftops about the huge number of "cases", which of course is true if you frighten the sheeple into taking multiple tests

and counting each positive as a new case· In the mean time the death rate continues to drop... What do you think is going to

happen to the number of cases if Brandon manages to conjure up 500 million additional tests and ships them directly to

everyone's home "free of charge"?
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Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM
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STFU, I have to admit I loved typing your user name =D You are right however, about the tests. If I keep taking pregnancy tests

over and over eventually one will be positive despite me not being pregnant. This happens. Why can’t people see that it can and

will happen when millions are taking tests over and over and … And let’s not forget how faulty these tests are! The Tanzanian

President may he Rest In Peace and his murderer(s) brought to justice, found that a goat and a fruit tested positive· Another

found Coca Cola tested positive· What are we even doing here?
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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They are less vaccinated. They have one of the lowest vaccination rates in the world. The vaccine was developed for the original

Alpha Variant. We have exceeded the Greek alphabet and started making up names because of so many variants.

With each variant the vaccine not only becomes less effective it eventually ENABLES the virus to infect. That's how viruses

survive. Notice that we have never contained the Eu? We never will.

It's all a money making scam. With Omicron, it is very likely we are witnessing a phenomenon called ADE (antibody dependent

enhancement). Here the immune system still recognizes the virus as a coronavirus and sends antibodies to the rescue.

Unfortunately, the virus has mutated to the point where the antibodies can no longer neutralize the virus.

With all the antibodies surrounding the virus the virus can easily enter the cells and replicate. That's probably what is happening

today. They will never come out and admit that because it would prove what all the experts warned them about: There's never

been a successful Coronavirus/Coronavirus-like vaccine..........all attempts have failed due to ADE. Way back at the beginning of

the pandemic, people with PhD's in Virology were warning of the potential of ADE and that there had never been a successful

vaccine for coronaviruses.

In other words, if you are unvaccinated you are more protected against Omicron than the vaccinated. That's why the CDC and NIH

are working on an updated jab for Omicron that is supposed to be out in March. By then Omicron will be gone and a new variant

will emerge. The vaccines do nothing but speed up the evolutionary process of mutations.

That's why you NEVER vaccinate in the middle of a pandemic. What the medical community has done during this pandemic

breaks ALL THE RULES! They've done nothing to mitigate the spread of Covid-19 and everything to guarantee in NEVER GOES

AWAY! They only make money if you are sick. Just walk away from the medical system!
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Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM
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Met Police (UK) now have a legal duty under Criminal Law to close down the vxxx centres and stop all jabbing and seize the vials, if they

don't, then citizens are empowered to arrest. Get out the popcorn - things are really moving now: www.bitchute.com/.../cT4U0Lsi6goM

 this video is being taken down all the time so watch it and download it - so at least you have a reference. The mirror vid on this channel

has a graphic on it but that is not on the original. Listen to the words, this is a retired UK Police Ohcer who has been working tirelessly

with Dr Sam Wood and many others· Re the isolation of covid - so why hasn't the 1 million dollars plus for isolation been claimed¿

Pasteur provided the hareng rouge centuries ago and it's just as stinking now as the day it was plated· Bon Appétit!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue - surely the guilt has to be established before citizen's can make arrests or demand that the police act ?? -
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Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley, guilt is only decided by a jury in a court.....how many people have been arrested for xyz and then released without

charge? People can be arrested on suspicion....but let's face it....nothing is going to happen....the Met Police are 100%

establishment.
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Hi Stanley, guilt is established in a court of law. Mark Sexton knows police procedure, he explains it cogently, this is a now

ohcially a crime under investigation, it is therefore the duty of the police to prevent further crime, if they do not do this, as they

are required to do when asked by a member of the public (for whom they work), then it is incumbent on the public to carry that

out themselves. Most importantly the evidence has to be seized and kept securely. I've already seen a video of the Police being

forced by citizens to close down a jab centre in South Shields (Tyneside) - they didn't want to but when told if they didn't a

citizen's arrest would be made, they were obliged to do their duty.

Back in early 2021, Mark Sexton had already notiRed the police in writing and delivered it by hand to various Police Stations that

he was going to pursue this - they have known all along this was coming. This crime number comes from the Metropolitan

Police, London, Hammersmith to be precise, so it comes from the top - Cressida ***'s patch - she's been pushing the narrative

like mad so if she could have got out of it she would. It looks like the UK legal system is still intact, which for a while back was

looking...dodgy, Dr Sam White's winning appeal against the General Medical Council was pivotal and showed that things were

moving in the right direction: odysee.com/.../Dr-Sam-White-Interview-1-16-21:a  
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Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue, my question is also why hasn't the lM + dollars proving isolation of Covid 19 been claimed? Patrick King, Alberta, Canada

won his case on the basis that Covid 19 does not exist. And now the I/T is littered with the usual suspects - Snopes, crooked

Reuters (once so respected) etc., stating that he didn't win, blah de blah. He is a private citizen and deserved a lot of credit for

what he did It is tiresome that too many Canadians cannot think outside the box; but I guess some of them will Rnd out the hard

way how "effective" the "vaccine" is.
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“During the early months of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, clinical specimens [of the virus] were not

readily available to developers of IVDs [in vitro diagnostics] to detect SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, the FDA authorized IVDs based on

available data from contrived samples generated from a range of SARS-CoV-2 material sources (for example, gene speciRc RNA,

synthetic RNA, or whole genome viral RNA) for analytical and clinical performance evaluation. While validation using these

contrived specimens provided a measure of conRdence in test performance at the beginning of the pandemic, it is not feasible to

precisely compare the performance of various tests that used contrived specimens because each test validated performance

using samples derived from different gene speciRc, synthetic, or genomic nucleic acid sources.” Translation: We, at the CDC, did

not have a specimen of the SARS-CoV-2 virus when we concocted the PCR test for SARS-CoV-2. Yes, it’s unbelievable, right?

And that’s the test we’ve been using all along. So we CONTRIVED samples of the virus. We fabricated. We lied We made up

[invented] synthetic gene sequences and we SAID these sequences HAD TO BE close to the sequence of SARS-CoV-2, without

having the faintest idea of what we were doing, because, again, we didn’t have an actual specimen of the virus We had no proof

THERE WAS something called SARS-CoV-2.
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From Jon Rappoport Part 2: This amazing FDA document goes to say the Agency has granted emergency approval to 59

different PCR tests since the beginning of the (fake) pandemic. 59. And, “…it is not feasible to precisely compare the

performance of various tests that used contrived specimens because each test validated performance using samples derived

from different gene speciRc, synthetic, or genomic nucleic acid sources.” Translation: Each of the 59 different PCR tests for

SARS-CoV-2 told different lies and concocted different fabrications about the genetic makeup of the virus—the virus we didn’t

have. Obviously, then, these tests would give unreliable results THE PCR TESTS USED CONTRIVED SPECIMENS OF THE VIRUS

WE DIDN’T HAVE.

BUT, don’t worry, be happy, because NOW, the CDC and the FDA say, they really do have actual virus samples of SARS-CoV-2 from

patients. In other words, they were lying THEN, but they’re not lying NOW. They were “contriving,” but now they’re telling the truth

If you believe that, I have Fountain of Youth water for sale, extracted from the lead-contaminated system of Flint, Michigan.
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Hi Kev, It's outside the Met now, they are only the tools having to carry out the orders of the court. There have been so many court

cases already, many won too, the Wiemar one was particularly interesting because after the judge ruled - the police then started

after the judge but he got a good lawyer! I've always believed this will be solved in law because there are still honest lawyers,

honest judges and honest juries, just as there are honest police and doctors and nurses and academics etc.. The problem with

this whole escapade was that 'they' thought everyone could be bought or blackmailed but that was jut those at the top, which is

why they were put there in the Rrst place. Underneath the corruption is a vast swathe of good people but it has taken time for

them to break through.
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From Jon Rappoport Part 3: Here Jon puts a concise version of his longer blog on how they create the con. "Here, once again, I

report virology’s version of “we isolated (discovered) the virus”: They have a soup they make in their labs. This soup contains

human and monkey cells, toxic chemicals and drugs, and all sorts of other random genetic material. Because the cells start to

die, the researchers ASSUME a bit of mucus from a patient they dropped in the soup is doing the killing, and THE VIRUS must be

the killer agent in the mucus.

This assumption is entirely unwarranted. The drugs and chemicals could be doing the cell-killing, and the researchers are also

starving the cells of vital nutrients, and that starvation could kill the cells. There is no proof that SARS-CoV-2 is in the soup, or

that it is doing the cell-killing, or that it exists. Yet the researchers call cell-death “isolation of the virus.” To say this is a

non-sequitur is a vast understatement.

In their universe, “We assume, without proof, we have the virus buried in a soup in a dish in the lab” equals, “We’ve separated the

virus from all surrounding material.” Virology equals “how to spread bullshit for a living and scare the world.” Other than that, it’s

perfect.
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Kev, you nailed it with 'The Fountain of Youth' this is what this is all about and where funding has be being pumped into

universities for decades, you are too late in Flint, academics have already sold the so-called elite on the idea. They've got money,

they've got power but they die like the rest of us - that is the big prize here and why we've had all this madness for 2 years it's

about melding man with machine to allow for some of us - guess who - to achieve immortality. Look at the funders/pushers, they

have three things in common - very old, mostly very unhealthy and totally gullible. Many of their number have already died in the

years it's taken them to get this far, which is no where but with millions of poor people aka guinea pigs, dead or maimed.
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Hi Sue, That's encouraging news. I just hope it will amount to something substantial. The German law Rrm seem to have a solid

case against their government. Fingers crossed for all our sakes· I have read of NWO plans to crash the world economy in

2026/7 due to the pending bankruptcy of the US medicare system· This will lead to mass starvation in many parts of the world,

they plan for us to all be digitalised and world currencies will be replaced with crypto so they will have total control· Food will be

rationed unless people have their own wealth· Then the real culling of the "useless eaters" will begin· I have always believed

that Covid is just phase one of their plans for humanity· The other cards they hold have not been revealed yet.
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thanks for the vid link most intresting

What Is the Key to
Japanese Centenarians'
Long Lives?
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thanks for the vid link most intresting
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"Guilt"? How about "probable cause". But do the Brits have a similar concept? www.law.cornell.edu/.../probable_cause  
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Guillermou
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The SeqCOVID initiative, made up of experts from more than 30 institutions, has sequenced more than 23,000 SARS-CoV-2

samples in Spain. Iñaki Comas, a member of the Valencia Institute of Biomedicine which, in turn, is part of SeqCOVID, told

Reuters via email that the virus has been sequenced and grown in several laboratories. https://seqcovid.csic.es/es/  Worldwide,

there are different databases that have sequenced viral samples in patients with COVID-19, such as the Global Initiative to Share

Data on Avian InEuenza (GISAID, or the Virus Pathogen Resources). https://www.gisaid.org/  www.viprbrc.org/.../home.spg  The

virus has been isolated and puriRed from samples of tens of thousands of covid-19 patients around the world and has been

published in prestigious scientiRc journals.

Without going any further, the article that made this virus known to the world in January 2020 details how the virus was isolated

from patients with pneumonia in Wuhan to study it in cell cultures. www.nejm.org/.../NEJMoa2001017  Also a document entitled

"Integration of genomic sequencing in SARS-CoV-2 surveillance" made by the Ministry of Health and ISCIII, updated on July 20,

2021, and www.sanidad.gob.es/profesionales/saludPublica/ccayes/alertasActual/nCo..  
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The isolated virus can be grown in the laboratory, each of its proteins viewed, its genome quantiRed and sequenced, used to

infect cell cultures and animal models where the disease is reproduced. This is something impossible to do with vesicles.

Infective clones of the virus are available. An infectious clone is a copy of the virus genome that we use in the laboratory as a

tool that allows us to generate the genetic variants of SARS-CoV-2 that we want to study.

In laboratories you can order or buy any of the variants that have been isolated. When they are requested, a small volume of virus

is sent that we can amplify to generate more quantity and be able to do the experiments. It is true that the size of a viral particle

resembles some spherical particles of the cell called vesicles. However, the main difference is that virions are infective and

multiply if they come into contact with cells, and vesicles are not· To deepen a publication that explains how to distinguish

coronavirus virions in cells written by scientists specialized in electron microscopy onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../his.14264  
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@Sue Here's a record of his earlier report at a UK police station, mid 2021?

www.conservativewoman.co.uk/this-retired-police-constable-standing-up-..  
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Sue12Cross
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Grulla, the US Constitution took 'probable cause' from English Common Law, which still holds good today. Also there are no 'Brits'

anymore, the UK has been divided - 'divide and rule' not independence, by the way, the 'rulers' come from the same stable. There

is such a powerful movement of independent lawyers, doctors, academics, journalists, nurses, critical thinkers of all sorts who

have been freely sharing information and providing expert witnesses since 2020 so chances are this is going international and

quickly. In the video Mark Sexton has already been approached by those involved and various countries.

There is also a separate investigation in England for the exceptional use of Midazolam and DNR orders in care homes in 2020

forward. You may have seen the independent undertaker who has made many eyewitness statements, recently being smeared in

the press. No true professional, likes to see their profession co-opted and abused, including lawyers and undertakers. Retsbew

Right from the beginning Reiner Fuellmich was of the opinion that some will die because they had lost critical thinking skills,

Prof.

Desmets explanation of Mass Formation shows why. He puts it at 30% - I guess of the American and European populations

because Africa and India, for example, have traditional medical systems and beliefs that have never been subjugated to

allopathy. In fact allopathy is only really used by 20% of the World's people, so it even more arrogant for them to launch this coup.

Kev, Catherine Austin Fitts presents a cogent argument that c-d was to cover the economic world crash that has already

happened and certainly started back in the 80s at least.

Add the amount spent on propaganda, PPE and vax and we are well in the proverbial. The Canadian truckers strike over

greenpass is crucial, people have to think about food as never before in the US and Canada, get some land now, share a garden,

help-a-farmer, get some hens - this is why they've started with birdEu again!
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Thanks Bee for Rnding the link, I am so happy he kept pushing with this, It can't have been easy but he always took such a

measured approach and knowing the place, Warwickshire was a baptism of Rre.
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Thanks for that response, "Sue12Cross"
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Tomsprincess
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola. I keep hearing well followed people perpetuate this idea that the virus is fake. Although I personally have never

seen it magniRed (I’m not a physical or lab researcher) it really makes no logical sense that at this point in time, not one person with

ability to do so hasn’t been able to verify it’s existence in a blood or fecal sample, somewhere on the planet. When Dr. McCullough was

pressed on a few shows about this he said he was certain it had been, and the research he has reviewed bore that out.

I’d trust a doctor who has been in the Reld and treating patients. Thank you for laying this out so thoroughly and clearly. I hope people

see this and stop perpetuating that theory it’s not a real virus.
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Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FOIs reveal that health/science institutions around the world (164 and counting!) have no record of SARS-COV-2

isolation/puriRcation, anywhere, ever Would a sane person mix a patient sample (containing various sources of genetic material

and never proven to contain any alleged “virus”) with transfected monkey kidney cells, fetal bovine serum and toxic drugs, then

claim that the resulting concoction is “SARS-COV-2 isolate” and ship it off internationally for use in critical research (including

vaccine and test development)? Because that’s the sort of fraudulent monkey business that’s being passed off as “virus

isolation” by research teams around the world. Just 1 of many examples is shown below – this is from a study cited by the

Australian Department of Health as a paper “which led to the isolation of SARS-CoV-2 in culture“. (Can you spot the oxymoron in

that quote?) www.Euoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-a..  
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I understand all of this makes you anxious and you just want a simple answer. So you turn to "authority." This is the problem in

that we don't feel qualiRed...so you give up. "I'd trust a doctor..." ...are you new to the Reld of nutrition and the history of medicine

and Big Pharma? Doctors are seduced by fame and proRts too...Sounds like if you could have your way, we'd banish all questions

and dissent and discussion here...well done mini-fascist...Hope you feel safer now...For shame.
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You really need a follow up article about this topic. Explain how the tests were so faulty. Explain why the cdc director said people will

test positive for up to 12 weeks after being sick. Explain why it was admitted that delta couldn’t be detected from the original Please

address this Otherwise I am to assume that like dominos, one by one everyone will fall into the great reset
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Unless halting the progression only takes 1 or 2 of these cards to fall out, people to resist further fearmongers, and the entire

house of cards falls down!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

As many have already suggested, I would encourage Dr. Mercola to have a several-hour podcast with Drs. Cowan, Kaufman, and Lanka,

and Christine Massey. Dr. Mercola has posted his opinion and supporting reasons. In the spirit of open discussion, which we would all

learn from, he should host a show allowing these individuals to respond.

I believe this would become one of Dr. Mercola’s most viewed shows of all-time. I am a long-time supporter and customer of both Dr.

Mercola’s and Dr. Cowan’s.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Interview or have a debate between advocates of the opposing views.
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Joined On 3/19/2014 9:03:05 AM
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I in no way believe the Fauci/Gates/Big Pharma evildoers, but I am somewhat perplexed. How is omicron, or whatever the heck is

currently sickening multitudes of people, able to evade respectable vitamin D levels, and, in some circumstances, even natural

immunity?
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Jez...
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the Eu
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que1888
Joined On 8/3/2015 3:42:24 AM
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Just waiting for the Pokeman "virus" . lol
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Jnetta58protonmail.com
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:21:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A virus is not "alive." This raises soooo many questions.  For instance: how does it mutate?
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It doesn’t. Viruses have no nucleus, therefore cannot replicate. Viruses are cellular debris and cannot live outside of the body.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I read an article, quite lengthy, about Quercitin showing all it's beneRts. Would this be an article published on your site? If so, am I able

to bring it up again? Thank you.
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Mark the date Sunday January 23, 2022 -- same day worldwide (UK, Europe, USA, Canada, Australia) anti-mandate rally for freedom

being held in Washington DC between the Washington Monumenet and Lincoln Memorial, announced by Dr. Robert Malone on Joe

Rogan show DefeatTheMandatesDC.com He also announced an alternative to Twitter -- Getter.com
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Gettr has been censoring and some reckon is a honeypot for patriots.
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January 22 in London I'm told.
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Proper is GETTR. That has also become censorship prone. GAB is also Malone-suggested.
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pfuckFIZER
Joined On 12/22/2021 6:31:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Cold, Flu, Blood Blister, etc., etc., etc., (per Yul Brennan) ARE NOT caused by a VIRUS by any name you give it. When a garbage can

is FULL, it will hold no more trash. Your Immaculately Created Vehicle for this physical experience designates when ‘the coffers are full’

and it is time to dispose of excessive stored waste. YOU CHOOSE: God’s way or Man’s way! Do you suffer your indiscretions by fever,

cough, and bowel problem?

Etc., OR Take a pill, liquid, whatever, to bury the TOXINS deeper in Your TEMPLE. Think About It
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That makes no sense. 1 000's of people all round the world suddenly emptied their 'garbage cans' all at the same time?
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Can someone please explain: If the CDC as well as other universities have so called isolated samples of the so called SarsCov2 virus

why is it that my local health department can not come up with this evidence? A group of us have Rled A freedom of information

request asking our health department to show this evidence of an isolated virus and they could not come up with the evidence. If it is so

widely available then they should have easily produced proof. Yet that is not the case.
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i totally disagree Dr Mercola, and Jeremy Hammond has no credentials in regards to this issue. He is certainly not someone I would use

as a source. It is the spike protein that is causing all the problems, along with other factors. This is what I call a thing they have been

working on for some time.
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Sorry, still not convinced enough. For instance saying "does exist" is meaningless. Does exist for what? How does it apply to

humans?The fake PCR test, leaders not masked or isolated, Faucteeth lied, contradicted himself, and on and on, tells me it means

nothing and it's about something else NOT related to disease.
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Joined On 1/2/2012 9:36:04 AM
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He's a journalist, not a doctor or scientist but he speaks in absolutes which is exactly what he's criticizing other people for
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aszabo77
Joined On 2/11/2021 6:11:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read somewhere that according to scientiRc protocol of virus isolation it must happen from a big group of people, like 500. Also a

control group of the same size is required. All sick people have similar symptoms and the virus is found in all of them. No symptomatic

people in the control group and no virus is found in them - in this case it can be said that the virus is isolated· Is it true?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 4:01:57 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

IgotMYownNATION
Joined On 8/16/2021 12:15:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you "Rnd" the virus? How do you know that what you "found" isn't the body's own response to an external threat? There is

NO DIAGNOSTIC TEST for any 'viral infection'. What's more, how do you prove transmission?

How do you show that a "virus" exists SEPARATE from the human being? If they were unable to do this during the Spanish Eu

with studies of 'sick' people spitting directly into the mouths of 'healthy' people, how are we to prove it today (when such studies

would be considered inhumane)?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 1:03:00 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When Mike Adams, who runs an ICMP certiRed lab, called every source he could Rnd to request a copy of the Virus for research

purposes...he was told that NO ONE had a copy of the virus nor even it's DNA for him to Study...NONE. This was the Rrst thing that made

him realize that the constant nonsense of a virus being isolated was TOTAL bull so I'm not sure what is actually correct here but I'm

leaning towards the idea of it NOT being isolated· This also came out nearly two years ago by numerous top European health agencies

as well who said that NO ONE has died of Covid 19 because it's never been isolated· These are VERY credible top people in Europe too

principia-scientiRc.com/top-pathologist-no-one-has-died-from-the-coro..  ~

www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-11-covid-does-not-exist-novel-isolated-vir..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 4:36:36 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

lfmazz
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:17:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COVID-19 is not a virus its an illness. The virus is SARS-CoV-2. Please stop obfuscating the issue.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 4:40:14 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

rerobin
Joined On 6/19/2006 5:09:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mike Adams does not have the proper credentials nor the bio secure level lab required.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 4:54:24 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, you can buy it right here for $365.00: www.Rshersci.com/shop/products/sars-cov-2-isolate-usa-wa1-2020-cultur..  If it

doesn't exist is must be a ghost because you can buy it. The CDC's website also directs you to where you can buy it. Prepare to

have to prove your credentials when you request samples of this virus.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 6:04:46 AM
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ifmazz - Yes we're AWARE of the speciRc terminology. But there is no need to be pedantic about it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 3:33:08 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

IgsonNegrin
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:26:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

📣

 All scientiRc publications in virology deal with fabrication because they report the  isolation  of the alleged virus, but in experiments

they document the process of  

👉

 mixing 

👈

  human and monkey cells, as well as nucleic acids of bacteria, humans, monkeys.  

📣

 This

fabrication of data is strictly forbidden in science. 

📣

 All scientiRc publications in virology deal with fabrication because they report

something  complete  &  real  but in experiments they document  

👉

 shorter sequences 

👈

 & 

👉

 unreal constructs 

👈

 

📣

 There is no

 "Whole Genome"  but short sequences (human, bacterial, and fabricated by the misuse of PCR technology) connected in the form of

unreal  

👉

 "Whole Construct" 

👈

  https://t.me/igsonnegrin/632  
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BjalaProtonmail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 4:44:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola makes a good argument for the existence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, and that it has been isolated. However, my mind keeps

going back to the 2010 Public Health Report entitled "The State of Science, Microbiology, and Vaccines Circa 1918". It discusses the US

Navy's experiment at Angel Island involving arguably the most communicable disease of all time, namely the so-called "Spanish Flu".

Here is the part I Rnd most intriguing: "[Volunteers] … were inoculated with mixtures of other organisms isolated from the throats and

noses of inEuenza patients.

Next, some volunteers received injections of blood from inEuenza patients. Finally, 13 of the volunteers were taken into an inEuenza

ward and exposed to 10 inEuenza patients each. Each volunteer was to shake hands with each patient, to talk with him at close range,

and to permit him to cough directly into his face. None of the volunteers in these experiments developed inEuenza."

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC2862332  Now, if the Spanish Flu was so virulent, how could it not be passed along to the healthy

volunteers?

Does that not make a strong case for other factors such as diet, nutrition, lack of vitamin D, electromagnetic energies (radio waves), or

some other unknown factors other than a virus that caused the disease conditions?  ISOLATION AND PURIFICATION ISSUE On the

issue of isolation and puriRcation, interested readers should review "Has SARS-COV-2 been isolated and puriRed to show existence?

www.algora.com/Algora_blog/2021/08/21/has-sars-cov-2-been-isolated-and..  "We now have 127 institutions in over 25 countries on

record – all failed to provide or cite even 1 record describing puriRcation of the alleged covid virus from any patient sample on the

planet, by anyone." www.globalresearch.ca/foi-reveal-health-science-institutions-around-wo..  
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que1888
Joined On 8/3/2015 3:42:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm...I can also site over 10 labs around the world that claim graphene oxide, graphene hydroxide, and other structures are seen in

vaxxine vials and from people's blood who are vaxxed. So it depends on who your sources are really. I hope my favorite doctor has not

gone to the dark side. Sure seems like it...Too bad.
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Indyjo
Joined On 1/21/2016 9:55:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Minute 33 - discussing why people don’t think for themselves anymore… I personally think it was the whole plan of Christianity since

Emperor Constantine went from paganism to Christianity in 325 AD or something like that. Control the population by instilling fear·
Thomas, who was labeled a doubter, was actually a questioner· See the truth and you will Rnd it· He didn’t make the cut for the New

Testament! John, the book of John is all about do as I say and you shall be saved· Blind obedience probably clear back to the biblical

myth of Adam and eve· The snake has been viliRed, Eve was viliRed, etc· and it was all about preventing people from gnosticism

-knowledge· It it worked· Blindest society now ever! PS - read Gnostic Gospel by Elaine Pagel· Fascinating!
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Di_Lucca
Joined On 1/3/2022 12:49:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Dr. Mercola. I have a brief question. A German profressor (Dr. Andreas Noack) did some microscopic research in blood samples

from both vaccinated as unvaccinated persons· He found strange objects in the blood of the vaccinated...Later revealed as nano

particles of Graphene Hydroxide· Could these objects be harmful when exposed to 5G network· These particles seem to bee razor

sharp en extremely magnetic· 4 days after revealing what he discovered· Dr Noack, was found killed...Was he on to

something...Greetings Luc Peeters, Belgium.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Yes, you need to read into research being done by DARPA and the US DOD. These appear as markers that can be activated and

signals picked up by infrared technology, a form of transhumanism designed for warfare. Unclear if this is graphene oxide or

graphene hydroxide, whatever the case, the German doctor was targeted. Links were posted on yesterday's main article's blog

into the DARPA program to read the bio-metrics and the "soldiers mind" and how to control it to destroy targets...you can make

up your own mind based on these intentions.

Sorry for delay, here's one of the links mrobb posted yesterday:

sarahwestall.com/new-darpa-report-shows-the-u-s-government-lied-about-..  
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The message I received from reading this long awaited article, is that whether the virus exists or not is of secondary importance, maybe

even irrelevant. What matters is we shut up about it because that gives us a better argument against tyranny. Fair enough. I suspect

most of the people here have maintained exactly that attitude for exactly that reason.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mihail - who are you "arguing" with ?? - the oligarchs want you DEAD - do you really think they will listen to your arguments

against such a path ?? - this is a Rght to the Death - if we like lambs are still bleating our slaughter is guaranteed
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley everything you say is true; my argument is with those who are not convinced one way or another and who would be

welcome to help us Rght back. Lately I’ve talked to a couple of people who feel uncomfortable about getting a third shot, they are

starting to see they are being fooled, but I’m sure they wouldn’t want to hear “there is no virus”.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what they need to understand is that Pharma is a predatory private proRt entity that has no qualms about their right to continue

living - that has pre sold millions of vials of their poison to corrupt governments - there is no need to even discuss "viruses"
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since Mercola is making a statement that viruses exist, I believe he's indicating it is important.  I only subscribed to Steve

Kirsch's blog when he stated there is a virus and provided support. His article caused a *** storm from virus deniers! The source

of the claim viruses do not exist is Cowan and Kaufman, who have misrepresented Koch's Postulates and other 'experts' to

support their claim. Richard Katz does a good job debunking Cowan and Kaufman’s ‘viruses are exosomes’ , and shows the lies

they use to prop up their theorywww.Eowersociety.org/covid-5g.html  
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Solitairecat. Hard to get anything straight on investigating that. Mihail, the DEFINITE vibe I'm getting is that antichrist

big boy tyranny 1 and antichrist big boy tyranny 2 are vying for our servitude & willing depersonalization aka man 2.0. And I

neither trust, nor can join myself, to either one.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Solitairecat, what a thoughtful, pragmatic text you posted! Now I am in no position to know what’s going on under the

microscope. All I know is that in my densely populated neighborhood I haven’t yet seen one senior with a new disease in two

years and that makes me skeptical. I do mean it that the existence of THE virus is irrelevant because as things are, my life is not

in danger from any virus but from a Schwab protégé/Prime minister who obviously wants me dead. I’m paying €100 a month Rne

right now and I know camps are in the works for the likes of me and what’s worse Canada, my refuge, is getting even worse·
That a$$hole son of a wh@re has graduated from the same asylum as this one here,

rairfoundation.com/exposed-klaus-schwabs-school-for-covid-dictators-pl..  and there is no time to argue about the existence of

viruses.
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Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM
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Fundamentalassumtions I lived the greatest part of my life in peace after the Second World War and I’m grateful for it. It looks

like the days of peace are over now and we must defend ourselves, whatever that means. No matter how much I think about it,

just like you I never feel like I have a choice.
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DanMorpheus
Joined On 1/2/2021 11:47:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biochemical individuality has been proven and so every person having an immune response to stress will produce an exosome speciRc

to that individual. There is no replication of exact genome sequence with every person. Doesn’t metabolic typing weigh in on this fact

that there is no “virus” outside of us but rather inside of us and the dna from the exosomes produced as a result of this stress is not

contagious but rather “resonating”. Sort of like when a community starts to get sick with chickenpox it will resonate from person to

person to upgrade the health of every individual.

Even if labs are creating “viruses”, you would still have to have bad health to have it resonate in your body and then natural immune

enhancement occurs. Does anybody resonate with this?
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could have sworn you posted an article sometime ago that it wasn't isolated.
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kaw6467
Joined On 11/27/2020 8:28:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Super great. This make since ive seen the whole genome, but why cant cwc labs one of the biggest in the world get a cultivation? Also.

How did it in up, in the beginning one the cruise ship that had the latest 5G tech and the only in the world?

We know 5G is terrible. And if we stop testing except terminally ill where would we be? You as one of the top experts know the

difference between a pathologist, epidemiologist and a virologist. Where they came from and why they exist.
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sunfowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not so fast.  People have been silenced (murdered) who were getting ready to reveal some more of the truth behind the so-called virus.

Stew Peters had interviewed one of the doctors who knows the truth. Doctors/scientists known as La Quinta Columna.

Watch this on the Stew Peters show: www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/exclusive-la-quinta-columna-1-on-1-spani.. .  Radiation from

5G cell towers & from the satellites from the sky is affecting us and all of life on this planet.  That there's more to this then what's being

told even by truth tellers.  Arthur Firstenberg has been one of the Rrst to try and tell the world as to what is truly going on.

Radiation poisoning is behind most of the world's population getting sick. (Ok, i'm repeating myself here, but it's all worth repeating.)

Here are 2 of the latest of his newsletters.  You can read more info at: cellforcetaskforce.org

www.cellphonetaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Cell-towers-on-t..

 www.cellphonetaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/441449-Low-Earth..  
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Joined On 3/19/2015 5:50:10 PM
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Dear SunEower Janis, Thank you for posting about the astronomic number of satellites around our poor bewildered earth. This is

staggering. Let me be a smart alec for just a moment. Now those satellites will have something to do.

They can track us and slowly watch us die, slowly, and enter it into their accounting orgiastic joy. I simply cannot believe

humanity can be so stupid as to allow this, yet the stupidity examples pile higher and higher every day. I wrote yesterday about

the devastating effects of my experience with "covid" or call it what you will. But I am also a very electrosensitive person, having

been almost killed by electricity as a child, and where I live, there are now 4 light posts in a row, outside my window, emitting the

5g invisible poison wavelengths.

And yes, those of you who wrote about the covid possibly activating old latent viruses is also possible. But wearing those masks

into stores and walking beneath the melatonin suppressing LED lights left me destroyed with fatigue and inability to breathe for

hours, every time I had to go get groceries. Four to Rve hours paroxyms of coughing that nearly blew my lungs and intestines out.

It was awful.

And every time I hear of another leader of some institution being paid for promulgating this lie and mass psychosis makes me

furious.  The pain and lack of oxygen with the illness were my own problems, but this "plandemic of intentional evil" is the real

threat. We are in a "mell of a hess".
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Joined On 8/6/2021 8:24:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right off the bat I don’t like this guy.   Sorry but the fact that the players held a meeting in advance of this, hold all the patents of the

pieces, gates and fauci claiming it was coming before hand don’t prove the Plandemic theory?   I’m sorry this is all 100% documented

facts and proves this was well planned!   Maybe it happened earlier than the plan but it WAS planned!   Read the book the real Anthony

fauci and the global predators by dr Brennan and many more who show us all the proof.  It’s all there.  But none of them are held

accountable!!!!
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PaulNJackson
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I'm with you. I didn't like him either. "We" have to be very careful about what "we" say so as not to discredit "our" movement. What

hogwash! The only movement I'm part of is a search for the truth - the broadest truth possible.

I'm not part of this guy's movement. How does he think I am? Anyway, he's arguing that we play to the very media cartel that is

lying to us from start to Rnish. Well, I can tell him that he's going to lose for sure - no question about it - if he's walking on

eggshells so as not to offend the media cartel.

Anyway, when I come across an analyst who doesn't understand that he's pursuing an hypothesis (and not the absolute Rnal word

on this situation), I just turn away. I'm not sucked in. This guy is mischaracterizing we who are curious and creating strawmen of

us. Why can't Mercola see that?
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preston1953
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Stanley -- "psychosis is the PANDEMIC - anybody who disagrees is psychotic" We are being Orwelled to death. People have been

programmed but it is bigger than that. You have been bracketed.  Their defenses are down because they are told they are free.

Life is to teach you what to do right now. People have failed life including us. We all need forgiveness because there is no way to get it

right or get done as Abraham Hicks says. She also says words don't teach.

People were never taught how to grow and even now cannot create a resistance to our being openly murdered by our Master's

overseers and minions. l think you are all wet and nobody has ever called me psychotic.     The Mercola software needs to keep the

format when editing.    Orwell told us in 1984 we would be slaves and think ourselves free.

Everyone who thinks they are free is enslaved by their own adoption of that bad belief.  Life is to teach you what to do right now. People

have failed life including us. We all need forgiveness because there is no way to get it right or get done.

People don't even know we need a best effort and best path and luck in not being to off best path.  Maybe we can get some people with

white tunnel vacations come forward. We all are slaves might get me called crazy, but it is just Mythlander talk. I know better It never

was the country you thought it was.

I have to take a long break. I have to sing and I have no experience.  Here is a copy and paste for soldiers for reality: But before I go, just

so you can't say I didn't tell you: EVERYTHING YOU HAVE EVER BEEN TOLD IS A LIE.  WAR ------------- Look up and behold.

In the pyramid of of our being-murdered problem this is at the bottom. If you have the governing belief THEY are killing you, this is

trivia. It might not be as extreme as the white rice v brown rice interview where M, formerly Dr. Fiber admitted white was right but then

said you best not eat the carbs. M is self correcting Wait until he revisits pot- GHOAT
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Sunfacejack1
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Oh Please Dr Mercola. There are many scientist that do not agree. Steve Kirsch was called into question on this and with respect to

Hammond he is a journalist not a scientist. Go look for yourself and do yourself a favour sir with total respect.

www.Euoridefreepeel.ca/what-the-hell-is-going-on  : www.Euoridefreepeel.ca/open-letter-to-steve-kirsch-january-10-2022/  
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Virologists themselves admit that to prove the existence of a virus one needs to purify the viral particles. Yet this has never been done.

If that hasn't been done, Kock's postulates cannot possibly have been satisRed. IMO, computer-generated sequences and CPE do not, in

any universe, constitute proof for the existence of a pathogenic agent.

Dr. Mercola, this is a very disappointing article. You could have at least gotten comments from Dr. Kaufman, Dr. Lanka, Dr. Scoglio or

someone else on the "other side" of the argument. Disappointing and, in my opinion, misleading.
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farmercist
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Strange that the covid "virus" looks exactly like an exosome.  I remember when they told us that "viruses" look like the lunar module.  If

a virus in not alive, how does it know to replicate and transmit to others?  The covid vax seems to have the exact side effects of the

covid "virus"· Koch's postulates apparently do not apply when it's a "virus"·  Making up a virus on a computer is not the same as

isolating it.
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MusicMan2552
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“Rockefeller got us hooked on medicine through the health care system. It had nothing to do with germ theory.” Bullsh*t! It had

EVERYTHING to do with the germ theory. You’re exposing your ignorance. Rockefeller would have NEVER commandeered the health

system if it weren’t for the germ theory· And his using it for MASSIVE PROFITS· You had better research your history of medicine a lot

better than you have· Or haven’t.
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solitairecat
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They poisoned the food with GMO, glyphosate etc. which resulted in chronic disease that they medicate instead of getting people

to change their diet. Most people are on more then one medication, some more than ten. It is the ones with chronic diseases on

medications who are worried about Covid and getting vaccinated· This is the driving force of the fear we are surrounded by.
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Raythe4th
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I’m really disappointed in Dr. Mercola for putting his stamp of approval on an article that quite frankly, isn’t true. If viruses can’t be

isolated, then they don’t exist. The entire world is being deceived, and the few people who know the truth are being silenced and

censored. Dr. David Martin revealed a lot of knowledge with his Weston A Price lecture· The patents reveal a wealth of knowledge· He

has given everyone exactly what they need to jump into the race at full-speed.
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Thank You Rathe4th..well said :)
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Quoting from Dr. M's article (or is it a transcript of the video?): "Cell culture supernatants from passage 1 (P1) of four isolates were

collected, and RNA was extracted with QIAamp viral RNA minikit (Qiagen) and quantiRed with an in vitro-transcribed RNA standard ...

The quantity and quality of the RNA were assessed ... For each sample, 100 ng of total RNA was processed using Zymo-Seq RiboFree

ribosomal depletion library preparation kit (Zymo Research)." This passage shows the fraud of virology. RNA is extracted from "CELL

CULTURE SUPERNATANTS." Cell culture supernatants have several sources of RNA: human, bacterial, fungal, possibly even plant RNA

(if the human had breathed in some pollen) from the human test subject; cattle RNA from fetal bovine serum; monkey RNA from Vero

cells (or RNA from whatever cells the "viral isolate" was cultured on). That's at minimum. No virus was separated from that soup, so that

whatever RNA was extracted and sequenced could have come from any of those sources.

The RNA bits extracted from the cell culture supernatant are then aligned by computer software to match a pre-selected longer

sequence that has itself been assembled by computer from the RNA extracted from a previous cell culture supernatant. For Mercola to

claim that these processes prove that SARS CoV-2 is a real virus would be laughable if it weren't so sadly inEuential among people

looking for guidance in Rghting for the right to our own health choices.
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Stefan Lanka performed a number of lab experiments using the same methodology virologists use. But he used a sample from a

healthy person. He got the same cytoplasmic effect with NO “so-called” viral material. I’ve not read one paper from the Covid cult that

ever used controls.

I’m really disappointed in Dr Mercola not being honest in his assessment of this topic. It’s as if he’s a plant by the virus-vaccine

promoters.
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GaryMc01
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Nope, you've lost me there. Take a swab from an infected person. Remove all other material so you are left with nothing else other than

the alleged sars virus, active and pure. Then prove its the cause of the disease by infecting human tissue and observe the disease

Anything else and its no more than a magic trick) Slight of hand...There is no excuse for not doing this to the highest standard.
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mrrobb
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and according to the same company  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7235519  SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 and NOT the same....these

two seem to be Blurred together and according to this site. They are not the same..... Hum.....and even tho Hammond  1:58 "is no

COVID 19 ...5G "  2:13 into his spew ""we don't know .....EMF could be a factor..." and does he follow these "patients" around with a RF

Detector or a Radio Frequency meter??? to detect if they have been over dosed with EMF or RFPoisoning?? if so what frequencies ?

See He is only babbling his side of the story....not a true "Investigative journalist"...more of just another twisted , interpolative OPINION

!!!!.... yawn.... I would not trust the Hammond..sorry too many giggles and he wiggles and shakes around.... in my old eyes his

"mens-Rea' just blew him out of the water.... NOPE!!! too many red Eags ..my opinon....just another Bullsh!tter.....
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY0WxgSXdEE&ab_channel=QueenOhcial  
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Joined On 7/1/2014 3:51:21 AM
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What if the images they have of viruses are not of viruses but of products of infection from viruses? What if they have sequenced these

products of infection and have not sequenced viruses? What if viruses are not visible under electron microscopes?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Dr. Zelenko is a well-trained scientiRcally illumined doctor& I appreciate his treatment protocol & generosity, & back-history on

globalism. But he sure can't exegete the Bible. He obviously has no clue about the sin of Sodom, seeking to rape male angels, turning

down women for men,& commodifying everything, including people. God draws the line w/ causing his 'little ones' to sin.

That means children,& his humble, believing people. Ezekiel 28 gets into that spirit of merchandising,& 1 Tim 6, James 4&5. Genesis

17-19 are paralleled by Revelation 17-19. These things are VERY much related.

I realize that as a modern scientized Jew his view of even Torah is spiritually skewed toward Talmud humanist& spiritist philosophizing,

mentioning Jung's spiritism, his regular consulting w/ lying familiar spirits, opening to any seductive spirit conRrms this. But you really

have to get loopey& loosey goosey w/ semantics, or deep into a sin you desperately want to justify for yourself or others,to miss the

point w/ Sodom. He's a Jew who doesn't have Messiah, which is tragic enough. Anyone can Rnd that history& those clues.

I know of Jews who were saved merely comparing the OT prophecies to Jesus' fulRllment of them, especially Isaiah..the closing

chapters of which speak to the end in Revelation w/more detail. He has no clue what the mark of the beast & counterfeit system are

about spiritually, & is tracking w/ the great delusion which will have the world receiving the counterfeit Christ, uniting Jew& Laodicea,

Rome,the man, over& w/ the world. It will look good, moral, in comparison to the rest of what's going on. Especially after he who now

letteth is removed, w/ or w/o their potential Blue Beam distraction& demoralizer w/all their other deceptions/wickedness.

Don't buy it, people. 1 Thess 5. 2 Peter 2&3. Jude.

Revelation. Zechariah. Daniel. Get a King James Bible& READ.

Compare to what's happening, prove all things. Also, ponder Isaiah 57. Get right, stay close to Jesus.
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It is very important to understand Bible eschatology, because either the Messiah is coming again, or Satan is being released for a

short time as prophesied in Rev 20: 7 to 10.
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There is no comment on that Zelenko thread....and these things relate. All this 'fuzzy' & 'maybe', then the 'either-or'

bull....dialectics. It's not an either-or & God's design evidenced by truth doesn't require we Rt into box 'allopathic' or box

'terrain'....both have their place in proper perspective & only a conditioned or willfully truth-denying relativist could miss that. This

steering toward synthesis is just more craft garbage, which isn't surprising given the cunning & lying spirit behind it, and the plain

warnings of scripture which expose it.

The light that's too much light & proud, sin-denying people don't want is God's scripture. Most prefer & take refuge in shadows to

their loss, & miss out on having their sin dealt with in Christ which is what keeps people from eternal salvation on the side of life,

able to be in the presence of God who is holy, holy, holy or to enter in to the Millenium, let alone the new heavens and earth to

come. This is the deEection, the false salvation of the lawless antichrist spiritual camp warned of in 1 Thess 5 which will result in

the world uniRcation under the seductive false spirituality & fulRllment of the latter chapters of the OT Hebrew, particularly the

Prophets & latter Psalms, & the things that Jesus warned of in Matthew 24, Mark 13, Luke 21 etc. ... the latter epistles &

Revelation.

It's so plain to anyone with an understanding of the full counsel of God's preserved word & born again salvation. Those who Eed

the 'transformation' & entry of MYSTERY into the churches which is of that other spirit, impure, unholy, lying, impossible to pin

down. Demanding the blind leap that isn't saving evident faith, anchored. The ground was laid, & conditioning put in place

psychically for this for years by Craft...& God will & is giving people over to delusion who refuse to love the truth that they might

be saved, preferring seductive, lying spirits& proud idolatry, self-worship, self-will Scientism.

False salvation.
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I think you misunderstood what Zelenko said - he stated that God never destroyed Sodom because it was immoral - this was

because the whole world was immoral - but Sodom actually CODIFIED the immoralty - like child sacriRce which Zelenko says has

been CODIFIED today as well in our society
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Satan's release in Revelation 20 happens at least 1,007 years from now.  It comes after he's bound for the duration of the

millennium when Christ will physically reign from the Ezekiel 40-onwards Temple for 1,000 years.  That Temple couldn't possibly

be built now, for the topography won't allow it: it wouldn't Rt.  It can only come after the events of Revelation 6-19 &

Zechariah....the great earthquake at Christ's return splitting the Mount of Olives, Mount Zion lifted up & the topography being

changed.  

What the Temple Faithful are set to build is the one the Beast, the Man of sin, will occupy & where the two supernatural

witnesses: Moses & Elijah will warn, representing the Law & the Prophets.  Daniel 9-12 KJB  Revelation 7-19.  Compare Genesis

17-19 with Revelation 17-19, too.  Ezekiel 28 & Isaiah 14

We know Satan still has access to both heaven & earth by Job, Matthew & Luke 4, James and 1 Peter.  He won't be cast out of

heaven until during the time of Jacob's trouble (Jeremiah 30) and Daniel's 70th week (Daniel 9-12)....described in Revelation 9,

the star that falls w/ the key to the bottomless pit releasing the judgment on these 'immortals' when they will wish to die & not be

able to, Rve mos of torment; and Revelation 12.  The woman is Israel back in the land, see Genesis 37, not Queenie goddess who

is false: Jeremiah 7 & 44, & Luke 1 where Mary confessed sin & need of a savior.

Woman is a type of mankind, either of the sanctiRed & saved, faithful body of Christ or the unsanctiRed, unsaved body of the

whore, consort of the man of sin, false angels, devils, seducing spirits:  idolatry & self-worship, self-willed imagined idols &

salvations, fornicating religion which truth & conscience exposes as well as the scriptures for what they are.  People are lost for

refusing to love the truth that they might be saved. 2 Thess 2.  They are without excuse.  Romans 1&2.  They have no armor or

protection from spiritual deception: 1 Thessalonians 5 and Ephesians 6.
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Stan, Just compare Genesis 17-19 and Revelation 17-19, & see the parallel. Lawlessness is part of it. You can't actually codify

lawlessness though, because it's utter, willful chaos where anything goes, words are meaningless, legitimate science isn't even

possible w/ the rejection of truth. Their rock is not as our Rock, even our enemies being the judges.

Those who go into lawlessness have no touchstone. No reference point. No true north. They are on the sand, not the Rock.

Might makes right comes in to restore order, God's creation abhorring a vacuum, but disintegrates into chaos as the big boys

start betraying & knocking one another off in character.  I'm no C.S. Lewis fan now that I realize what spirit he was of, but the

closing scenes in 'That Hideous Strength' was close enough descriptively in the sense of 'the children of this world' can be wiser

than the children of light....like the unjust steward. Luke 16 KJB Jesus in Luke 21, pardon me: Luke 17 (see also Matthew 24)

referred to the 'days of Noe' --genetic corruption having to do with angels not keeping their Rrst estate (Genesis 6, Job 38

identifying 'sons of God' OT & pre-Christ's incarnation & salvation of men, Jude)....and to the 'days of Lot' which is the bottom of

the Romans 1 &2 slide in the decline, the devolution, of nations into the morass of fornicating lawlessness & corruption where it

becomes willful, deRant, self-justifying and Rnally reprobate when God gives men & women who've willfully coarsened their

consciences against evident & conscientious truth, necessary to any hope of faith in the saving spiritual seed of the word of God

over to their desire.

John 1,3, & 8; 1 Peter 1.  Sudden & swift destruction & judgment is actually a blessing, for men in that condition will devour one

another & descend into ever more diabolical evil...as Jesus said, the time will be cut short, else no Eesh would survive it.
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Intersting! Any ideas on Rev 13 : 17 and 16:13-16?
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I don’t get the statement that “the claim that SARS-CoV-2 has never been isolated and actually doesn’t exist at all is perhaps one of the

most counterproductive arguments of the health freedom movement”. Where are arguments to back up this statement? Because from

where I’m sitting, I see that once we get rid of germ theory, we will no longer be deceived and manipulated to take their toxic

treatments. Watching people slather themselves with harmful hand sanitizers, and all that later going into our waterways, employers

subjecting their ohce spaces and employees to poisons to rid the virus, grocery stores spraying their spaces with toxic ingredients,

harmful face masks, poisonous testing, poisonous treatments, poisonous vaccines – the list goes on.

If we could Rnally get rid of germ theory, and agree that illness comes from poisons and malnutrition, maybe we could stop the FDA

from allowing corporations to poison our food supply, maybe we could get modern medicine to back off from the poisonous pharma

model, and just maybe we could stop the massive poisoning of our planet.
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Amen brother The world has gone mad with being indoctrinated with the germ theory. It’s rubbish. It’s never been proven to exist,

except with fake science. It’s why the PTB knew they could get away with this boogie man story and scare the hell out of the

populace· Rockefeller is to blame for ALL OF THE BULLSH*T that we accept as modern medical and science· It’s all nonsense.
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM
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Have to say, I think you're wrong on this one Dr M. Read Jon Rappoport's blog on how they claim to have isolated a virus....it's just a

chemical soup in a dish....if cells start dying they claim it is a virus when it can be 10 other things. Just like the latest Ebola nonsense

being wheeled out again in Africa......"OMG...it's THEE VIRUS, look there's bleeding just like Ebola", but they never tell us that in west

Africa they have massively overused a class of anti biotics which devastate the gut and the side effects when Rnally being killed by

these drugs and malnutrition is......bleeding.
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Kev isn't ebola what was used to be called scurvy?
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bugeyefy
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Did Kirsch come whining to you about this? I know McCullough thinks it is counterproductive to point out this obvious truth too. There is

no isolate in any meaningful sense nor any proof that a virus is causing infection. You're a smart man, doc, you should know better.
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Steve Kirsch doesn't whine - he provides evidence to support what he says. You should give it a try.
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Steve Kirsch informs us that he is fully vaccinated which includes the Covid MRNA
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What are all those patents about then? They patented the nonexistent, and not only patented it, but built on that platform?

Whether you call it a 'virus' or not, real genetic sequences of information obviously existed & exist, & were re-engineered,

artiRcially...crafted by men with intelligence, & not allowed to progress & operate naturally as designed. They're merging bio- and

non-bio substance & information, creating an artiRcial mechanized thing neither wholly material nor biological.

There are consequences...& apparently multiple reasons with a variety of applications for control over others for this being

engineered & released with such a history of careful planning & conditioning, experimentation. 5g and DEW among the activation

mechanisms?  Could there not be grains of truth in all of these theories? Given what we know of the cherubs, chariots of God,

being mechanistic, yet living things, though bestial, instinctive & limited in their scope & capability, rather than knowing &

conscientious, & with greater choice & capability, as those created in the image of God who created both in the angelic as well as

the physical.

In that light, viruses certainly make sense.  I understand that vesicles/exosomes are excreted from cells into the extra-cellular

terrain...but the dna, or partial rna sequences, themselves would show what is 'self' and what not 'self', or pertaining & originating

in that biological entity or not, would it not?  This parasitical thing, virus to use the common term, coming from the outside & not

demonstrating the sequence of information identifying a biological entity, or demonstrated to come of that biological entity....is

'high-jacking' & going into the cells to replicate because it's not complete or able to self-sustain & procreate....not truly living.

More mechanistic.
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There is no evidence, at all, in the preceding to indicate the existence of the virus. Getting "lost in the weeds" as a proxy for actually

doing the work of Rguring out the truth of the matter is ridiculous. Sequencing a grab bag of biological garbage proves nothing.

Nothing.

At all. Likewise, isolation, as the virologists use it, proves nothing. Anyone can photograph some tiny biological something and call it a

virus. You have to establish the connection between the illness, the virus and the thing in the photograph.

Nobody has bothered to do that. It's embarrassing, frankly, to see the "truth movement" going out of its way to avoid the truth because it

makes their mates uncomfortable.
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I have had trouble accepting the “no viruses” theory BUT, I cannot accept that this particular one was isolated for the simple fact that:

all “vaccines” against it came out in record time and quite nearly at the same time as one another. Further, “…why we don’t have a

vaccine against the common cold, caused by coronaviruses” —- is this or is this not a “corona virus”? And are these not “vaccines”

against it? The tone you set in your statement wondering if they cause ADE feels like downplaying a real threat and we are not out of the

woods with that one yet I get that we shouldn’t be side tracked with other issues surrounding this and that our focus should be on our

freedom, but if there is no virus - this is a smoking gun.
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If the focus should be on freedom, then why are supposedly persecuted Rgures like Mercola/Malone/et. al effectively telling

anyone who argues against claims over this *or ANY* viral isolation to 'shut up'?  This smells more like quelling an *ACTUAL*

revolution in science under the guise of "Rghting" for "freedom" with those who are deemed to be more "trusted" voices of a

FAUX-revolution.  You make a good point, though: if SARS-CoV-2 is actually a real virus, then how the heck did it "spread" like

wildRre despite stay-at-home orders/masks/social distancing/etc While the seasonal Eu COMPLETELY DISAPPEARED in 2020

Geeze if only we isolated and wore masks and stayed 6ft apart years ago, we could've been completely rid of the Eu-- no vaxx's

needed!  (NOT)
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@cmeshine I think David Martin's 'patent trail' covers this subject well.
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Cmeshine, that's because these jabs are not vaccines. These are mRNA gene therapies. That's the technology being used here.

They literally changed the deRnition of a vaccine 1 month before the FDA gave EUA (emergency use authorization).

Otherwise, they would have had to call these shots therapeutics. They can literally make a mRNA vaccine within a couple of

weeks. This technology has been used to treat cancer patients. A cancer patient doesn't have 5+ years for a new therapeutic to

be developed.

Dr. Malone and others created this technique of using this technology to make a vaccine. There's an FDA approved Leukemia

treatment that is gene therapy. Again, the problem with this is that it is not a vaccine. It is what it is: Gene Therapy! That was

Moderna's sole purpose from it's startup.

They were in the business of making gene therapies. Their goal was to cure diseases like Inherited Retinal Dystrophy. Moderna

didn't come up with the cure for this disease, but there is an FDA approved gene therapeutic for this disease. For someone who

has nothing to lose, and everything to gain, it is a wonderful thing.

However, most of the population is safer getting the virus than getting these jabs. The risks of future autoimmune disorders is

very high! If it were just 1 shot ever 12 to 36 months it would probably be OK. You have to get 2 shots within a month and then

boosters every 6 months! For the majority of the population there is nothing to gain and everything to lose by getting these

mRNA jabs.
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Jannjim, i understand the mRNA are gene therapy rather than actual vaccines. I do know also they’ve been working on them for

quite awhile before covid.  Two caveats: 1. there are vector vaccines which are not mRNA and 2.

Still both types were created in record time. They call this “novel” coronavirus. If it was so new, how then did they have the ability

to make their respective therapies so fast and release them all within mere weeks or months of each other?  This is the question

(well, one of many) that people should be asking.
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There is no such thing as a virus. Virologists theorized viruses at the turn of the century because they could not Rnd larger microbes

such as bacteria to explain disease. They went ahead with it even though it wasn't until the invention of the electron microscope that

they saw what might be the virus.  Their beliefs were vindicated and that was that.

No further research or theorizing required. The thought that these "virus" particles were anything else never occurred to them. Keep in

mind that electron micrographs are pictures of dead things, not living things. It is hard to Rgure out the true nature of something that is

very dead.

You can only conjecture. What they thought were viruses are actually exosomes, messenger particles produced by the cells themselves

to communicate with other cells. They are produced by all cells and are not harmful at all. They are part of the whole.

Diseases that do not have explanations because there are no protozoans, bacteria, or visible micro-organisms such as worms, etc. are

probably caused by the body itself. They might be caused by deRciencies, by toxins--there are enough of those around!--by radiation,

environmental factors, or simply by the individual through emotional trauma. This is proven through the use of EFT.

The body speaks the mind. When you are upset, or whatever, you need to check out what body part is causing the pain, and then

working on it emotionally. Louise Hay was one of the Rrst to pioneer this but there are others like Inna Segal who wrote The Secret

Language of Your Body. I have healed myself of so many things by understanding that my body is trying to tell me something, and then I

can do true healing, not just covering up the symptoms.

Fear is the real virus, and it is spread by propaganda and false beliefs.
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Has it been isolated from humans that have not previously received a Eu vaccine? Italy and Wuhan had a massive Eu campaign months

before pandemic with a 5G rollout in late 2019/ early 2020. Also the data bank info is (elsewhere)described as computer generated (not

an actual physical sample) mix of exosomes in mixed animal broth medium (no one believes its possible to alter a digital photograph to

"prove" whatever you want?). This article is disappointing in that Mercola seems to just accept that reference sample as a scientiRc fact

instead of digging down further.

At this timepoint the lack of a physical sample existence only matters to prove to the masses it was an elaborate hoax to control the

masses.
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I wrote an article about the Italian Lie shortly after WHO declared the "Pandemic". This started the worldwide economic disaster

to take out the worlds most dangerous anti Globalist before the US POTUS election, then revectored into the Resetting Hell we

now Rnd ourselves in. worldyturnings.blog/.../plandemic-becomes-clear  
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Go over this material a few times. It is all explained in detail, step by step. CPE, Mutations, Genomes, Viruses, Germs, Cell cultures,

isolation papers, Insilico, ect.. Invite Dr Cowan, Andrew & Lanka to explain.

This homework must be done and addressed. If this information was known the article would have never be written. Hopefully all the

links work.  Evidence: https://rb.gy/le1g55  https://rb.gy/sd6igp  https://rb.gy/jt6ows  https://rb.gy/4rhyfs  https://rb.gy/ja4slh

 https://rb.gy/kh9o4y  https://rb.gy/zjaect  https://rb.gy/emcmea  https://rb.gy/pmgumj  https://rb.gy/wae9jc  https://rb.gy/sfd362

 https://rb.gy/tngqhd  https://rb.gy/d2avin  https://rb.gy/uf0rni  https://rb.gy/6ufwjm  freeurlshortener.net/JNL

 freeurlshortener.net/hpN  freeurlshortener.net/nyn  freeurlshortener.net/eLd  freeurlshortener.net/VRS  freeurlshortener.net/Pgw

 freeurlshortener.net/vNs  freeurlshortener.net/XTb  freeurlshortener.net/SKw  freeurlshortener.net/BaB  freeurlshortener.net/QSG

 freeurlshortener.net/glx  freeurlshortener.net/sGe  freeurlshortener.net/HOc  freeurlshortener.net/Lix  freeurlshortener.net/XJf

 freeurlshortener.net/ulK  freeurlshortener.net/GhF  freeurlshortener.net/hbj  freeurlshortener.net/iFA   The existence of the WHO and

CDC's of the world are built upon the lie of Contagion, the method being used for the economic, political, spiritual tyranny.

There is no contagion = There is no WHO, CDC, Virology, poisonous vaccines and the tyranny we are in.
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Make it easier part 4 of 4 Freedom Talk 1 odysee.com/.../freedom-talk-4-March-2021:c  Freedom Talk 2

odysee.com/@DeansDanes:1/Freedom-Talk-2-medium-quality-version-:2  Freedom Talk 3 odysee.com/.../Freedom-Talk-3-2:b

 Freedom Talk 4 odysee.com/.../Freedom-Talk-4:f  Freedom Talk 5 odysee.com/.../Freedom-Talk-5:b  Corona Investigative Committee:

Dr David Martin (7/9/21): From the angle of patent records, Dr martins shows that there was never a new virus, just computer generated

genetic sequences with patents on them. You need to create the illusion of demand and there is nothing that creates the illusion of

demand better than the urgency of an event that you manufactured.

odysee.com/@thisweekinfascism:3/A-manufactured-illusion.-Dr-David-Mart..  BOOK: Breaking the Spell: The scientiRc evidence for

ending the covid delusion: truehealingconference.com/Bonus-Material/cowan-dr-tom-breaking-the-spe..  
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Au contraire. Knowing the truth - that it is not a "virus", (as they allege), that is causing the illness symptoms, would not only be the

diametrically OPPOSITE to "hampering or slowing down" the [truth movement], it would virtually-immediately put an end to the

diabolical actions being imposed upon mankind. It is precisely Because - an infectious/contagious - "virus" has NOT been

isolated/puriRed directly from human sample, without passing thru a cell culture medium, which itself induces the production of

extracellular vesicle-[EV]/nanoparticles [what is alleged to be the "virus" particle], that - the genetic fragments contained within the EV

are actually indicative of toxicity, which when characterized and "compared" to a database of other alleged infectious "virus" particles,

and are then associated with the symptoms of induced illness, that the claim to be the "cause" of the illness can be declared.

Historically, molecular biology has revealed the fact that, the cells of virtually all living organisms produce these EV'S proliferously in

response to stress/toxicity, which are used internally as an epigenetic immune-modulating function, to adapt to environmental

stress/toxicity.

Virtually everyone exposed to the myriad of environmental toxins, to greater and lesser degrees, will "test" positive, indicating toxicity,

particularly those unhealthy nutrient deRcient individuals, predisposed and highly susceptibility to bacterial/fungal,

micoplasma/parasitic infection. The truth is out there. The world, by and large, is under the sorcerers spell. The toxic injection is the

actual bioweapon.

They had to shut down the conversation indicating that nutritional supplements, and in worse case, pharmalogical therapeutic

modalities can mitigate and prevent illness. This needed to be accomplished so the EUA could be granted, for the "experimental"

injections.
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show us the proof that virus exist and aren't just debris from dead cells. Tell us why you use the word "isolation" in a way that is

completely different from the deRnition in the dictionary. Why didn't you just Rnd a word that describes what you've done like anybody

with half a brain would instead of intentionally misusing the word and then saying that everybody else is an idiot for knowing that word

from the dictionary. You are lying sacks of ***.

I'll go rather with stephen lanka and honest people rather than you cunts.
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Western Rockefeller Medicine, like Maritime Law that has no also spread and INFECTED the entire world, has it's OWN

LANGUAGE whose meaning is often OPPOSITE of the common English words. This is ESPECIALLY true in law where many words

mean the EXACT OPPOSITE of the same word used in common English.  Medicine also has it's own medical language that most

think is done to make things more exact for diagnosis or treatment. While that can be the case sometimes, the original purpose

for this ridiculously convoluted language was to Discredit the Natural Doctors with whom Rockefeller Medicine went to WAR with

in the mid to late 1800's right on up till today.

It was done to make those natural doctors, herbalists and the like LOOK ignorant and dumb while discrediting their simple natural

herbals cures as "Quackery" and nonsense. It's STEEPED in Intellectual VANITY to make doctors and the medical community at

large SOUND so much smarter than they too often are.  One of my favorites is "Immediate Post--prandial upper abdominal

distention".. Which is just an Upper GI pain caused from eating or "Cramps"..

WTH.  Word games and Word MAGIC have been used by the Priest class (elites/ruling class) for THOUSANDS of years to hide

knowledge, truth and to CONTROL the populace, IF they could even READ at all. yet another way to control them. Today, doctors

and lawyers are essentially that same priest class with their own language to confound and confuse the average person BC even

though everyone has a COMPUTER in their pocket, NO one looks up anything BC of the Ridiculous BLIND trust they have in

Doctors.

This seems to be yet ANOTHER case and way in Linguistic Legerdemain Aka Word spells are being used to confound and

Deceive. I have to Disagree with the Doc on this one as too many top people from around the world have said the virus has

NEVER been isolated.  Words Contain POWER which these occult elites KNOW.. that's WHY it's called SPELL-ING.

They're literally casting SPELLS.
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Make it easier part 3 of 4 Dr. Stefan Lanka: Articles: Virologists who claim disease-causing viruses are science fraudsters and must be

prosecuted: wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-virologists.pdf  Dismantling The virus Theory:

wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/Dismantling-the-Virus-Theory.pdf  How dead are virus anyway? All claims of Virus Existence

Refuted wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/die-wurzel-interview-englisch.pdf  The beginning and the end of the corona crisis: Part 1

truthseeker.se/wp-content/uploads/The-Virus-Misconception-Part-1-Measl..  The beginning and the end of the corona crisis: Part 2

truthseeker.se/wp-content/uploads/The-Virus-Misconception-Part-2-The-b..  Dr. Stefan Lanka Seven rebuttals for the virus claim:

odysee.com/.../seven-rebuttals:e  Dr. Stephan Lanka: The Misinterpretation of the Antibodies:

truthseeker.se/wp-content/uploads/Stefan-Lanka-The-Misinterpretation-o..  Dr. Stefan Lanka - Healing Conference 2021

odysee.com/@DeansDanes:1/Healing-Conference-2021_Stefan-Lanka:a  Saeed A. Qureshi, Ph.D. Isolation and characterization of the

virus (SARS-CoV-2)–be watchful of false claims and twisted scientiRc presentations:

www.drug-dissolution-testing.com/blog/Rles/Virus-isolation-revised.pd..  Saeed A.

Qureshi, Ph.D CDC virus testing and isolation claims for SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19: Non-scientiRc and pure illusion!

www.drug-dissolution-testing.com/blog/Rles/cdc-study-article-comments..  Saeed A. Qureshi, Ph.D COVID-19: The virus does not exist

-it is conRrmed! drug-dissolution-testing.com/.../no-isolated-virus.pdf  Saeed A. Qureshi, Ph.D. www.drug-dissolution-testing.com

 resume
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Good info. Thanks for posting
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Make it easier part 2 of 4 Covid-19 Myths Premium Replay [Part 1]- odysee.com/Covid-19-Myths-Premium-Replay-Part-1-Free:b  They

explain how the in-silico genome of the alleged SARS-CoV-2 “virus” is constructed and how this is leading to a new era of vaccine

development. They then explain the recent experiments on pathogenic priming and societal implications.  Covid-19 Myths Premium

Replay [Part2]- odysee.com/Covid-19Myths-PremiumReplay-Part-2--Covid-19-Myths:1  MAGNETISM- AS RELATED TO THE TRUE

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM OF THE BODY AND THE DELIBERATE INTERFERENCE OF MAGNETIC NANOTECHNOLOGY; THE MYSTERY OF

THE SPIKE PROTEIN – ITS ORIGIN AND ITS FUNCTION, AND VIRUS MIMICKERS – THE MISNOMER OF VIRAL CULTURES BASED UPON

IDENTICAL KNOWN BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES.  Covid-19 Myths Premium Replay [Part 3]-

odysee.com/Covid-19-Myths-Premium-Replay--Part-3--%E2%80%93-Covid-19-M..  THEY PRESENT THE ACTUAL LAW SURROUNDING

COVID-19 AND MANDATES, AND BRING FORTH SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES IN LAW TO STAND UP TO MEDICAL TYRANNY.

Dr. TOM PRESENTS AND DISCUSSES IVAN ILLICH’S CONCEPT OF RADICAL MONOPOLIES AND GOES ON TO ELABORATE ON THE

REVELATION THAT IS “THE GIFT OF COVID”. AS A SPECIAL ADDITION BY POPULAR DEMAND, DR. ANDY PRESENTS THE TRUTH

ABOUT IVERMECTIN AND THE WEBINAR PRESENTATION IS THEN FOLLOWED BY LIVE Q&A WITH BOTH DOCTORS Covid-19 Myths

Premium Replay [part 4] - odysee.com/Covid-19-Myths-Premium-Replay--Part-4--%E2%80%93-Covid-19-M..   THERE IS NO EVIDENCE

of the EXISTENCE for ANY VIRUS ISOLATED by ANYONE ANYWHERE in the WORLD! The following written letters are responses from

government's worldwide that were obtained under the "Freedom of Information Act" or FOIA. None of them have a virus: All So-Called

Viruses Are Imaginary and Only Exist as a Computer Generated Illusion and NEVER FOUND in Nature!

 www.drrobertyoung.com/post/lies-more-lies-and-damn-lies-from-those-we-..  
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rom8350
Joined On 9/27/2020 5:21:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HOW IN THE WORLD DO YOU PEOPLE HAVE THE PATIENCE FOR COMMENTING ON THIS SITE? Up/down votes don't show - and when

"signed in" I CAN'T REPLY?!  DONE WITH THIS -
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I'm glad you tackled this subject Dr. Mercola, however you did so very superRcially. I suggest you examine the assumptions made by

standard virology regarding isolating and sequencing viruses. Please interview Stefan Lanka, a virologist who has used the standard

procedures to culture and sequence the SARS -CoV-2 virus, except he did it without any human tissue sample. He used a common yeast

and obtained the SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence, without any human tissue!
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So let's say it does exist (even though I'm not convinced) and let's say that the 'test' is accurate (the CDC acknowledged they did not

have a sample when they came up with their PCR guidelines). If it does exist, why do people with no symptoms test positive, and they

never get sick at all? Oh, maybe because the germ theory IS false and that terrain is, in fact, the key. Time to revisit Bechamp! Yes, the

Mass Psychosis is part of it all, and it is PART OF THE TERRAIN.

When you're already toxic from being overmedicated, eating dirty food, drinking dirty water, then fear will indeed put you over the edge,

and you will get... sick. Or, is your body just purging??!!  Imagine if they started teaching pleiomorphism and quorum sensing in medical

schools! Talk about causing mass hysteria!!
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Make it easier part 1 of 4 The Contagion Myth Seminar - Dr. Thomas Cowan:

odysee.com/@dharmabear:2/Thomas-Cowan-Contagion-Myth-Session-1:d?lid=4..   Early 2020 Dr. Tom Cowan: - Viruses are not

something you can catch. www.brighteon.com/238a2680-6af6-4d13-bfa6-dc077b8239c2   A 30 minute video that explains in a simple

way virology, virologists, viruses, Does Sars Cov-2 exist and the whole Lie and Fraud. drive.google.com/.../view  Cov-19 Immunity in 19

Minutes: You will never "catch" a virus again after this. Ever.

odysee.com/.../Covid19Immunityin19Minutes:c    Germs Debunk Corona: The truth about ALL germs and the history of germ theory.

Viruses aren't the only mythical unicorns out there. odysee.com/.../Germs-Debunk-corona:1   Virology Debunks Corona: Germ theory

and Covid 19 are thoroughly debunked here and over. Period.

If you believe in viruses, mutated strains, herd immunity, 99.7% survival rate and any other such nonsense, you won't after you see this.

odysee.com/.../Virologydebunkscorona:4   Once Were The Living: The story of the 4th Industrial ModiRed Reset Man. What's been put

up your nose in nano dust "test swabs" and in your mRNA, 4th Industrial Revolution, Great Reset, how the nano dust tech works, it's all in

there. odysee.com/.../Once-were-the-Living:7   Statement On Virus Isolation (SOVI): Article: Sign the document.

andrewkaufmanmd.com/sovi  Andrew Kaufman M.D. -  The Rooster in the River of Rats - Koch's Postulates:

odysee.com/@DrAndrewKaufman:f/The-Rooster-in-the-River-of-Rats-EDIT:4   Does sars cov-2 exist Dr. Andrew kaufman:

drive.google.com/.../view   the  Genome ect Dr. Anrew Kaufman: drive.google.com/.../view  
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KRRoberts
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This guy is suffering from severe cognitive dissonance. People who do not believe in evil-doers like Fauci and Gates should not be

given a credible forum like this.
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I neither read this article, nor watched the video yet and I have to agree with you. Unfortunately, as a scientist,I have to admit that most

of the main stream science today is nonsense. While I have been researching metabolism and genetics mostly over the last 25 years

plus, I've realized what is being assumed as facts is mainly garbage. We could start with the main causes of cancer, neurological or

metabolic disorders, which are assumed to be mostly genetic.

Nonsense! Some types of cancer are supposedly caused by up to 10 000 genes and it became clear to me, and people like Dr. Thomas

Seyfried, 85% and up of cancers are related to metabolic disorders. As this "pandemic' was unfolding about a year ago Dr. Geert Vanden

Bossche predicted that the mass "vaccination" would lead to immune escape mutations (convergence) that will make the "virus" be

more everything including making it more lethal. In my discussions with him on Linkedin I told him that according to population

genetics and quantum biology (information theory) the more mutations the "virus" acquires the less lethal it will become. Now we know

at least in this one aspect Geert was wrong, as Omicron, whatever it is that is found in people with Eu symptoms, is like a mild cold.

Why was Geert so convinced that escape mutations will make the "virus" more everything, including more lethal? Because he was

convinced to believe evolutionary theory with its magic creator natural selection must be true. Natural selection can't add information

into a quantum system due to the law of conservation of quantum information. Geert never got back to me regarding omicron not being

more lethal than delta...
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Geert was partly correct, that mutations would occur at an ever increasing rate, as mass innoculations occur. And now we have

one that is far more contagious, however not nearly as lethal.  - - - - - - - Perhaps you would like to watch/listen to this 2011

lecture, given by a Canadian professor:  PROF. RAYMOND OBOMSAWIN - INFECTIOUS DISEASE AND VACCINATION -

www.bitchute.com/.../VANDG6O4bHr1  - its stunning that this information could be suppressed for so long, look how the proRt

motive and high return on investment leads to GREED, insuring wool pulled over the collectives' eyes for decades now.

More breadcrumbs on this latest trail of tears.  Or as RFK Jr said 2 plus years ago, we have a $61 or 62 Billion USD per year

vaccine industry supporting a $550 plus Billion per year injury treatment industry. Science is bogus, Safe and Effective slogan,

NOT! Incestuous relationships like this are out-of-date, antiquated, not supporting mankind. The eye of Horus is one big clue.
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The pandemic is allegedly caused by the generic virus Covid 19, right? It now seems that there are variants of the virus, alpha, delta and

omicron each with its own characteristics of severity and transmissibility. The virus does not suddenly change across the planet from

delta to omicron. There must be ongoing deaths and infections from all three varieties, but the deaths and infection Rgures are not

stated for each variety of virus.

The same argument holds for the vaccines surely. This is all very confusing especially when the government makes statements that if

you test positive for the virus you need to self isolate for 5 days the you are OK to go back to work, this is crazy, if you test positive then

you are a danger to others for longer than 5 days. The timetable ought to be in the Rrst instant you test positive, then you continue

testing until you get a negative result, then you carry on testing until you get 5 clear days of negative tests. All this assumes you are not

sick enough to go to hospital, and the blanket assumption that everyone obeys the rules.

During the height of the lockdown last year there were people ignoring the one way systems in supermarkets and walking around

without face masks.
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That might be a good idea if there was a reliable test. The PCR (which can only acknowledge particles, not infection, nor

infectiousness) gives 95% false positive readings on a good day. And Rochelle Wallenski recently said that you can test positive

up to 12 days after... oh forget it. This is all such BS.
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Well Dr. Mercola, it might be a real virus, but is a virus what is taught it is? "....Allopathic medicine is based on the “germ theory”, that

microbes and viruses, cause disease. Medical science bases the use of vaccines on the theory that the body forms antibodies to “Rght”

natural viruses. They believe that these antibodies live on after the virus is contained, thereby creating immunity.

First we must consider the facts known to evaluate medicine’s viral theory. Science has proved that virus are not alive, that they are

predominantly protein but that they contain organic DNA. Science has proved that virus increase only in the presence of live cells, and

that they cause certain cells, and/or parts of cells to dissolve. What is believed and taken as fact but not proved, is that viruses are

nondiscriminatingly destructive “things” that self-replicate.

That is like saying that laundry soap, because it is found in homes inhabited by humans, self-replicates. Those assumption and

conclusion are shallow and ludicrous. Medical science operates from fear, and it attacks the body. All medical procedures for treating

disease are written by pharmaceutical-related individuals and groups.

That is a severe conEict of interest. Self-produced health or medication-dependent proRt, which do you think that they want? A rational

and logical conclusion would be that virus are solvents (cleansers) manufactured by individual cells to dissolve degenerative tissue

(disease) caused by accumulated waste and industrial toxins, including medicines. Virus contain DNA because cells have used

substances within themselves to synthesize virus; DNA is a part of that.

When the cleansing and healing processes cease, cells stop producing large amounts of virus...."
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Cell parts labelled "viruses" could also just be the packaged waste of disintegrating cells. There is more evidence for that,

especially from nephrologists.
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kimo84
Joined On 2/21/2017 2:31:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there is no virus , what we call virus is the cold weather/air that make stress on our body/cells then our body react to that by showing

symptoms of cold and Eu and corona etc, this is why the majority of the infection happend in the winter and not in the summer.
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kimo, then explain why infections are rising rapidly in Australia in the hottest time of the year. Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand and

Mexico, all hot countries, also have rising number of cases. I Rnd that when it comes to information, so many Americans are US

centric, unable to see beyond their own country.
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Sorry to disappoint you but the virus exist - right now I have it - and I am capable to differentiate between the Eu which is a light

inconvenience for me whenever rarely I get it - and this horror that I got from bending into the face of a double vaxed too softly

speaking charity case....I’m a counsellor. For days I was barely alive - could not even remember/think to take my heart

tablets....then I had no medicine...being in Australia. Certainly I would rather expire at home than go to my vax pushing so called

doctor or to the hospital some calls killer Relds. I had no medicine but I remembered by God’s grace that I saw a research paper -

in it they treated covid with 10 thousand mg vitamin C intravene/day.

So I braved with 4000 mg vit C/day. Then certainly by God’s grace I could get ivermectin for horses - but as I have a heart

condition I was afraid to take it... then I found some internet pages where people were advising their experiences about taking it -

so I began it with 15mg zinc. Also I take 1000mg garlic 1000mg vit C 50mg vit D3 500 mg quercetin + 15mg zinc 1000mg omega

3 50mg vit K 2 1000mg vit B 12 probiotics BiRdobacteria 4 bill & prebiotics some curcumin & glucosamine ....and still I am sick

and weak - although I have my age too but without comorbidity only arrhythmia & HBP. The worse is I cannot get advice if I am

doing right or wrong - or where am I in the course of this sickness like am I going into lung problems without air where I could

have no help and I cannot get medicine not even some supplements as melatonin So, YES - the virus exist...I got it from a double

vaxed.
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HEY DR. MERCOLA-- How about instead of writing a piece meant to silence, why not HOST A DEBATE between whomever you like and

someone along the lines of Dr. Cowan/Dr. Kaufman/Dr. Lanka/Dr. Sam Bailey/or another well-versed in the "anti-viral theory"?

Make it 2+ hours, cover every topic, point/counter-point. Have it out, like science is supposed to be done. Let people ACTUALLY HEAR

BOTH SIDES in one digestible debate.  Stop drawing these sort of battle lines to divide the movement.
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Anthony_Zappia
Joined On 9/27/2007 3:41:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, you are so way off the mark on the subject of the isolation of this virus. May I suggest that you read Dr Andrew Kaufman's

refutations on this subject: blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/04/21/isolation-of-sars-cov-2-refuted-in-..  Also Christine Massey's FOIA

requests on the existence of the virus: blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/07/the-non-existent-virus-explosive-in..  
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TreeIsKey
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What speciRcally don't you yourself agree with?
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Treets - the assertion that CERTAINTY has been established
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www.sott.net/article/437019-Typical-human-virome-includes-HIV-hepatiti..  " A normal human virome is full of viruses, even

'scary' ones like HIV & hepatitis.[...]the normal human virome contains a multitude of different viruses, including many strains of

coronavirus" raypeatforum.com/community/threads/hiv-was-a-test-run-for-covid.37333/  
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Similar in this link . . . principia-scientiRc.com/open-letter-to-steve-kirsch-january-10-2022  
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We could ask if Pasteur isolated rabies virus and made rabies vaccine? Certainly not- because at that time there were not

electron microscope , so not having virus -Pasteur couldn't make rabies vaccine. But virologist insist that Pasteur was genius not

charlatane and he made that rabies vaccine . It would be good if dr Mercola made an interview with dr Thomas Cowan, the author

of "The Contagion Myth"
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Cedricpermaculture, great name by the way, the only way Pasteur could get his hypothesis to work was to poison the poor

rabbits, ironic really when you think about it. The cornerstone of allopathy is Pasteur, so he falls, it all gives way and becomes a

pile of dust. 'Virus Mania' is another good read, you can get it for free here, the chapters about WW1 are particularly telling

because all this happened before, it's just nobody bothered to read the diaries of the time:

archive.org/details/virus-mania-how-the-medical-industry-continually-i..  
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pasteur merely proved that bacteria existed& could cause disease. He isolated them & demonstrated their disease-causing

capabilities. That biological life comes from biological life. Those are facts.

How people spin, interpret or use that information is quite another matter. Bechamp thought life sprang from non-life.More

sophisticatedly & philosophically than those who thought meat bred worms or slop buckets, rats: but the same principle.

Alchemy. He could never demonstrate that, & when things got more sophisticated, the best scientists applying external

knowledge by design,& external stimuli, only managed to produce some non-life-supporting partial proteins....proving design &

information can rearrange what's there& counterfeit things, but not create true life.

And even if they COULD, they couldn't create the raw materials, elements & energy, which they manipulate, OR the innate

information & capability of men, or ARTIFICIAL intelligence to rearrange them. Where did information come from? This is a Christ

or antichrist faith issue at root. This partial mRNA stuff is Bechamp-think to the nth!  I don't think Pasteur had anything to do w/

viral disease & virology,but applied what he knew of bacteria to viral theory at the time as w/rabies.

It's bizarre this either-or & personal attack stuff that's circulating, & looks to be political propaganda & spiritual differences at

root, hardly objective truth-based science that is veriRable, measurable & predictable, repeatable. Are you the man who signs

your own paycheck, or who creates the Rnancial & political system in which you live, & are you responsible for what they do w/

your labor, insights& so forth? Pasteur was just a man looking for solutions to problems bringing death& suffering. Like

Bechamp, or you & I, he got some things right & some things wrong.

So point out precisely, giving the reasons for those things, which are which....& leave off the personal attack & demonizing. It's

childish & it gets old
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Wow! I'm shocked and disturbed that the good doctor would actually discourage the debate of whether SARS=CoV2 has been isolated

and exists. THAT SHOULD BE, AND SHOULD HAVE BEEN, THE FIRST AND ONLY DEBATE AMONGST ALL OF YOU DOCTORS AND

SCIENTISTS. I got stuck here 2 years ago, and from all the digging I've done, I am pretty darn convinced you all in the virus exists camp

have not bothered to dig into this question very far. In fact, I commend Dr. Mercola for even addressing it here in this level of detail, but

this article is still surface level.

Dig deeper into the quesiton. DO NOT brush it off and quote a "journalist" who would argue that it is "one of the most counterproductive

arguments of the health freedom movement." IT IS THE ONLY PRODUCTIVE ARGUMENT THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN HAD BEFORE ALL

OTHERS!!!!!!! LOGIC! Meanwhile, the actual evidence that exists that says there is no virus/are no viruses was not addressed in this

article. Stefan Lanka's control experiment. The lack of understanding isolation and puriRcation and the genome sequencing process

(which is done in silico and pieced together).

I highly encourage all scientists and doctors who have integrity and want to do no harm to DO THE RESEARCH, DO THE SCIENCE (REAL

EVIDENTIARY SCIENCE, not blurry science) and HAVE THE CONVERSATIONS WITH THE ACTUAL DOCTORS AND SCIENTISTS that

make the case for no virus. And DO NOT hand wave this. IT IS VERY UNPROFESSIONAL and UNETHICAL. Which path you choose, Dr.

Mercola, will determine whether I bother to follow or support you from here on out.

Are you truly interested in truth. This is a tough one, but it is ESSENTIAL!!!!
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Exactly. This is a real test of integrity for the Covid critics who attack the establishment narrative at a more superRcial (but still

salient) level. Do you value the search for the truth, will you investigate with due diligence, or will you argue that people aren't

ready for terrain theory or that it is a better communication strategy to pretend/assume viruses exist. The problem with the latter

is that at some point you are going to have to reveal that you were wrong, or that you chose a lesser lie for strategic purposes.

In my opinion, this is not the time for wa�ing and strategy, it is a once in a lifetime opportunity to get to the truth. No virus means

a complete end to the vaccine industry, is that not a worthy goal to pursue?
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More CDC admissions...Doc - you should have avoided this one... Let’s go to the Rrst Smoking Gun. The CDC document is titled, “CDC

2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel.” It was originally published in February 2020, in the very

early days of the “pandemic,” and re-published in July 2020. Buried deep in the document, in a section titled, “Performance

Characteristics,” we have this: “Since no quantiRed virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV [SARS-CoV-2] are currently available, assays

[diagnostic tests] designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV RNA were tested with characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full length

RNA...” The key phrase there is: “Since no quantiRed virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV [virus] are currently available…” Every object that

exists can be quantiRed, which is to say, measured. The use of the term “quantiRed” in that phrase means: the CDC has no virus,

because it is unavailable.

THE CDC HAS NO VIRUS.
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Isn't it just a tad irresponsible not to at least mention Koch's posulates when discussing virus isolation?
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This is the same, tired, sleight-of-hand claiming its existence that we've heard for the last 2 years. "According to Kirsch, the scientists

he spoke with did not agree that this (soup of all kinds of genetic material including Monkey Kidney Cells) was a concern". That is

nothing more than an opinion and not very scientiRc. More inportantly, permitting such 'proof by assertion' allows the claim that it's

been isolated to continue without question - no matter what other junk is included in the isolation process (and there's a lot of that

junk).

If, as claimed, it doesn't matter, then why has no 'control' been conducted until Stefan Lanka did last year to show that the process itself,

produces the same result - even without the inclusion of any supposed, virus? Similarly, the claim that the "whole-genome sequences of

the various strains are available" is used to prove that they exist. However, all of those strains just live as computer models in

Genbanks, created in a computer and that's the only place they've ever been proven to exist (in silico). McCullough has made similar

claims about 1.8 million samples existing but when Christine Massey mentions that they all only exist as computer models, seems to

have no response.

brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-tom-cowan-amp-christine-massey-foi-requests-..  "The virus has actually been photomicrographed" Have

they? or have only the effects of a process been photomicrographed and those 'effects' have been called 'viruses' without

acknowledging that the same effects appear even without the addition of any viral material. It's made to sound as if a virus has been

photographed in the same way that bacteria have been.  This is just more of the same loop of claimed existence without any real proof

of isolation, let alone puriRcation
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Wish I could boost this to the top so more people will see it.
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Thank you. That clariRes the argument, & gives direction what to focus on investigating.
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Correct as this SAME PATTERN IN "SCIENCE" based on ridiculous amounts of ASSUMPTION seems to occur in ALL FIELDS of

science. The SAME predilections exist even in Astrophysics, evolutionary biology, cosmology & more. This is why the

evolutionary theory of the origins of species and life is taught as if it's a 100% fact when nothing could be further from the truth.

While it's true that micro evolution has been observed which is really nothing but adaptation within viruses or within a species,

the idea of one species morphing into another has no basis in observable science or even in the clean fossil records whatsoever.

But such assumptions continue to be taught and people even with the highest IQs continue to be brainwashed by these

delusions.  This is most prevalent it seems in Western allopathic medicine as we have seen discussed in all of the phenomenal

comments here today. I read long ago about this tendency in science and biology of making these ridiculous leaps of so-called

logic and assumptions such as because the cells died it had to be a virus even though such a thing was never observed directly.

They seem to take this method from astrophysics where many of the outer planets in our solar system were discovered by their

gravitational effects on other bodies.

But no one made a pronouncement that there was a 7th or 8th planet discovered until it was directly observed through a

telescope. But Western medicine which everyone must remember is nothing but a for-proRt business, makes these ridiculous

assumptions based on the Eawed and disproven germ theory because Rockefeller knew the vast majority of people could be

easily convinced in an invisible Boogeyman that's responsible for making people sick. He can then sell you poisonous drugs and

Chemical vaccines loaded with more poisons to make you sicker and thereby sell you more drugs.  This is actually one of the

oldest medical scams in the history of the world and even happened throughout ancient China.
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Many unscrupulous doctors in China would be called in by a family to cure an illness, which they would actually cure with herbs

and other techniques but within the herbal cure was a slow poison to make the person sick several weeks or months later. The

same Doctor Who was successful would then be called back and give the antidote and claim it was a weakening of the person's

body from the Rrst illness and the doctor would look like a genius and his proRts would grow. This scam eventually reached

epidemic proportions around the second or third century DC during the Han dynasty I believe it was and they instituted strict

medical licensing and monitoring of doctors and the retainer system was instituted. Doctors would get paid a monthly fee as

long as their patients all remain healthy.

If they fail ill his payments stopped until he returned them to health. This quickly got rid of not only the scammers who would

lose money if they were poisoning their patients but also rooted out the fraudsters because if they didn't actually know what they

were doing they would quickly put themselves out of business.  This model is what should be adopted throughout the world as

medical bankruptcy is the number one reason for people to lose all of their savings, their homes and everything they work for and

they're being poisoned and given new diseases at the same time by the constant invasive slash and burn methods (drugs &

surgery) of Western medicine. Yes drugs and surgery can be Lifesavers in acute situations and serious accidents.

But they are next to useless for just about everything else including so-called infectious or communicable diseases as the history

of vaccines and the fact that 2 million people are hospitalized every year through the proper prescription of drugs and 100,000

are killed a year in the us alone thus making doctors the third leading cause of death.
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History is riddled with these critical periods when humanity is faced with a choice: "get it right", or "compromise". At this point giving

any credence whatsoever to "germ theory" or virology in general is nothing but compromise. It's becoming pretty damn clear which

voices are about true scientiRc independence and which ones are about the continuation of absolute falsehoods in favor of an agenda.

Thanks to this article, there should be no ambiguity where Dr. M stands If the whole damn world's going to burn down anyway, then let's

get this thing f**king right for a change-- shall we?
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I TAKE THE POINT OF THE ARTICLE AND AGREE WITH ITS INTENT....INSTEAD OF BATTING THIS BACK AND FORTH AMONG

JOURNALISTS AND DOCTORS, YOU NEED TO HAVE AN ACTUAL DEBATE BETWEEN SOMEONE LIKE ROBERT O. YOUNG WHO CAN

REPRESENT THE "NO VIRUS" SIDE WITH SCIENCE AND MAYBE MALONE WHO CAN REPRESENT THE "THERE IS A VIRUS SIDE" AND

THEY CAN TAKE APART THESE VARIOUS STUDIES WHICH HAVE FLAWS AND DON'T CONFORM TO THE TIME-HONORED "KOCH

PRINCIPLES" THINKING AND AREN'T RAZZLE-DAZZLED BY NEW TECHNOLOGY.
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From this article it is 100% clear Dr Mercola has not understood the case against the existence of any virus, which is a huge disservice

to his readers. Further, his case as presented here is simply a string of appeals to authority. This is very disappointing.
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AGREED! I have to strongly disagree with our good Doctor on this one.  You might Rnd these interesting too.  Top Pathologist: ‘NO

ONE Has Died From The Coronavirus!’ principia-scientiRc.com/top-pathologist-no-one-has-died-from-the-coro..

 www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-11-covid-does-not-exist-novel-isolated-vir..  
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Then why hasn't anyone made a TRUE vaccine with it??? If we have the actual virus isolated, then why not create a true vaccine? Just

like we have with every other dangerous virus.  No, they'd rather create something that forces your body to artiRcially Rght the virus.

Why? Short of sounding like a conspiracy theorist, what's in it or what will it do that they reeeeeeally want going on inside us? Makes no

logical sense to me.
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Your last question should be asked by everyone by now. It was never about a virus. These aren’t vaccines. What’s in them?

Why the strong arm push?
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Dr, Mercola, please understand that it is purely computer-generated spoof. I hope you will 'get it' someday soon because your voice will

help bring down this tyranny
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I understand what you’re trying to say, but I’m unsure wether this is helpful or unhelpful due to how it’s written. I’m a very big fan of Dr

Cowan, Dr Kauffman and Dr Bush and their work, and you don’t even mention them by name even if anyone who knows about terrain

theory is aware. I completely agree that unless a virus is puriRed, and from a human, it’s not isolated. If you took blood cells from a

horse, spat on it, mixed in some pig, blended it and stitched it back together, you wouldn’t say that was a human blood cell… However,

as a believer in terrain theory vs germ, I too feel I must put this aside for now for the simple reason that most people do not believe in

terrain theory, and virologists understandably get very upset when you claim their job is nonsense.

It seems to me that humans are deliberately attacked on multiple fronts: • GeoEngineering with toxins being sprayed at us from the sky

(watch documentary The Dimming) • Crop spraying where we’re being poisoned through the soil and through our food supply • Drinking

water is poisoned (rivers and lakes) • Radiation, not only 5G introduction but already it was bad through 4G • Pharmaceuticals which

mess with our bodies natural processes • Injections & the big vaccine lie (multiple brilliant documentaries & books on this subject) We

are sick. Because we are being deliberately poisoned from absolutely everywhere. I’ve had Covid 19. Have I been infected by a virus

SARS Cov2, or was that a result of a concentrated attack of aeorosols combined with radiation?

I don’t know, it produces the same symptoms. But what I do know is, we are sick. So I’m Rrst going to pretend germ theory is correct so

we ban mandates and passports which will kill us all. Then, I’ll tackle the rest of it...Let’s not be under any illusion that the powers that

be wish for us to get along.... They love this division... So with respect to the doctors mentioned above, I believe they’re right and their

time will come...Not now
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I'm not sure why you have to accept germ theory to oppose mandates and passports.
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Dr Mercola, are you seriously recommending not to look for the truth (not to get "too far into the weeds")??? I'm shocked!!!
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I agree
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that was my reaction. except, appalled rather than shocked.
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Just because someone did a photoshoot with an extra cellular vesicle doesn’t mean it is the cause of disease. This article is a

disappointment to everyone who follows the terrain theory. It perpetuates the status quo that we are all vectors of disease giving

germophobes more credibility to live in fear. Disease starts from inside.

Dr Kaufman described “viruses” as the bodies “Rre Rghters”. Does Mercola and his crew believe Rre Rghters start Rres when

surrounding a building?
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Upvoted - not sure why cannot see up & down votes on this site.
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Early on in this chaos, I began listening to David Crowe’s podcast. Sayer Ji sent out an article David had written. I was so impressed with

the article, I looked him up and discovered his podcast. I listened through his previous podcasts by June or July 2020.

His various interviews convinced me to be wary of “viruses.” Stefan Lanka, measles, polio, Andrew Kaufman, HIV/AIDS, and more.  

When I was growing up in South America in the 70s and 80s, it was kind of a running joke when someone was diagnosed with a “virus”

that it meant the doctor didn’t know what was wrong. If they couldn’t pinpoint the cause of illness, it was a “virus,” so I was prepared

ground for what I heard and learned from David Crowe. With the questionable history of “viruses,” I am unconvinced (to put it mildly) of

this latest “virus” claim.

The word “virus” means poison. That, I believe. If that is your deRnition of a virus, then I can agree with that.  You don’t need a “virus” to

cause polio.

Some DDT will do just Rne.  Kaufman, Cowan, and Lanka produced the same test results WITHOUT ADDING a human sample. The

chemical concoction, viro cells, etc. are enough for a “positive result.”  Several relatively recent podcasts on the Weston A.

Price Foundation are very revealing in this regard. An interview with Christine Massey (#339) is worth hearing. She has collected

documentation from over 100 health agencies around the world verifying they have not isolated SARS-CoV-2.  Jim West is another

medical researcher.

I read a long article by him last night on the causes of the symptoms that are being labeled “covid-19” and claimed to be caused by a

“virus.” Also very interesting.  I had heard some interviews with him by David Crowe.  Bottom line: Until I see more convincing evidence

or arguments, I don’t believe in viruses. I have heard too much evidence showing they don’t exist.

(My paragraphs are rearranged and chopped up.  I tried to edit to Rx it and it did it again.)
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Your comments make me realize just how convenient the idea of a virus has been in this age of chemical and EMF pollution,

GMOs, and so on. Just as the 2009 swine Eu, as Jon Rappoport showed, was a convenient way to hide the deaths in a Mexican

village most likely caused by the toxins in pools at a SmithReld pig factory farm. The lesson, since polio, as you remark, has been

that viruses can hide a lot and are all the more valuable since they can't be found and proved to exist. They leave people arguing,

like in the comments here, over a red herring.
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This is weak argumentation. First, the strawman: people who claim that all covid deaths are the result of 5G. (Okay, maybe someone

says that somewhere. But the more nuanced view is that there are many different causes for all the deaths thrown in the covid basket,

including - but not limited to - the vaccines.) Why doesn't Mercola take on Lanka, who has performed the control experiment that none

of the authors he cites has?

Finally, the argument that we who question the existence of the virus should shut up is offensive and an affront to science.
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Maybe because Lanka and that camp are all about semantics, relabeling and revisionism ....and demands an either-or choice

where none is required? Please provide references to this controlled experiment because I sure can't Rnd it. What I do Rnd is just

subjectivist and relativist mumbo-jumbo & blind faith, blind leap just-so spiritism which is an insult to the intelligence of anyone

yet attached to truth.
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fundamentalassumptions, you could look here: odysee.com/.../cpe-english:f  . I don't know if Lanka has been able to publish it

yet. But, are you saying that the research that Mercola cites does include control arms of the experiment? How did Lanka win his

court case in a German high court regarding the lack of proof that the measles virus exists?

Here is the 1954 paper by Enders and Peebles (journals.sagepub.com/.../00379727-86-21073 ) that did contain a control arm of

the experiment, in which they admit that they got the same results as with the alleged measles virus. These are good questions

these guys are asking. I don't see what you mean that they are demanding a yes-no answer. It's quite the opposite: they are

pointing out the weakness in virology.

Those are good scientiRc questions. Necessary.
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I thought Dr. Mercola has previously acknowledged the fraudulent nature of using PCR tests to "Rnd" a virus and has mentioned what

Kary Mullis has said about how it was being used by Fauxi.    If that is so, then why is he citing sources that use the PCR test to "Rnd"

viral genomes?  It seems to me that you cannot both argue that the viral genomes for "viruses" (SARS-CoV-2 or otherwise) exist while

also believing that there are fundamental issues with PCR testing.   I also can't believe Mercola-- or anyone-- continues to use

elctron-microscopic pictures as "proof" of anything.

By deRnition, all of these pictures are of dead/dying tissue which has been separated from the living thing it comes from. They are NOT

an accurate representation of anything as it exists alive in nature.
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First time ever I am completely suspect of Dr. Mercola after this weird article by him. Flies in the face of common sense

throughout the entire article. BS. Too bad.

He's starting to sound like a typical Deep State Doc to me.
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The reason I don't buy this is no one has been able to explain how inEuenza was practically eradicated without even trying. No effort

whatsoever and the Eu almost disappears. Could covid just be re-purposed Eu numbers? What about overactive PCR results?

What if you took away the 3+ co-morbidities at time of death? Once all these things are accounted for you end up with almost no

isolated covid deaths.
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Did anyone even read the references?  The article references "Hazan’s paper, “Detection of SARS-CoV-2 From Patient Fecal Samples by

Whole Genome Sequencing” as proof that "sars cov-2" has been isolated from human fecal matter.  If you read the study, in the

"methods" it outlines the process which was claimed to be used for virus isolation. This process involves the mixture of the "sample"

with a variety of pharmaceutical products and then subjects the sample to a variety of physical forces and procedures.

These added products and procedures are what well-respected doctors such as Andrew Kaufman and Tom Cowan have pointed to as

suspect in the claimed "isolation" of a "virus".  Their contention is that if you take what you claim to be a diseased cell from a human

body (and just how how does it continue to live?), mix it with a variety of contaminates and subject it to violent physical forces and

processes, how can you claim that the end result is something that exists in a living human body? I've followed Dr. Mercola for years

and consistently purchase his products to the tune of 1000's a year. I believe he is an intelligent, well-thought man and hope that he can

Rnd it in his heart to have a discussion with Dr. Kaufman or Cowan on this matter.

I do not trust Dr. Malone and believe he is leading those who have decided to follow him into a group that is intentionally ironically

consumed by "mass psychosis".
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bugeyefy
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This. I did read the paper too. It's the same as all the rest of these crappy isolation papers, isn't it? You end up sequencing a pool

of biological trash, Rtting the bits you like from a selection of millions of pieces to a framework in order to get something you

like.

No proof whatsoever that the sampled RNA in the supernatant came from one source alone. It's ludicrous. If they wanted to be

taken seriously they could at least attempt to falsify their results. But they won't.

They never do. But hey, I guess I'm "lost in the weeds."
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t.j. - Does it matter, when the spikes are clearly toxins that are causing these issues? I look at the virus as a vector for delivering

spikes, by re-naming-calling these newfangled mRNA shots, innoculations, as vaccines, a smokescreen was created to deliver

toxins and other markers to the body. Unfortunately many people appear allergic to spikes alone, some instantly for others,

reactions slowly occur over time· We may be nearing the precipice of a large chronic illness pandemic the likes of which the

world has never seen, related to spikes not any virus· Time will tell.
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MaxDuncan
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about Dr Malone: received his BSc in biochemistry from the University of California, Davis in 1984, his MSc in biology from the

University of California, San Diego in 1988, and his MD from Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine in 1991. He

attended Harvard Medical School for a year-long postdoctoral studies program. In the late 1980s, while a graduate student

researcher at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in San Diego, California, Malone conducted studies on messenger

ribonucleic acid (mRNA) technology, discovering that it was possible to transfer mRNA protected by a liposome into cultured

cells to signal the information needed for the production of proteins. In 1987, Malone performed a landmark experiment on

transfection of RNA into human, rat, mouse, Xenopus, and Drosophila cells, published in 1989.

A follow-up study also published in 1989 found that frog embryos absorbed such mRNA. A 1990 paper, in collaboration with Jon

A. Wolff, Dennis A. Carson, and others, Rrst suggested the possibility of synthesizing mRNA in a laboratory to trigger the

production of a desired protein.

These studies are recognized as among the earliest steps towards mRNA vaccine development. Malone has served as director

of clinical affairs for Avancer Group, a member of the scientiRc advisory board of EpiVax, assistant professor at the University of

Maryland, Baltimore school of medicine, and an adjunct associate professor of biotechnology at Kennesaw State University.[20]

He was CEO and co-founder of Atheric Pharmaceutical, which in 2016 was contracted by the U.S. Army Medical Research

Institute of Infectious Diseases (https://www.wrair.army.mil/ ) to assist in the development of a treatment for the Zika virus by

evaluating the ehcacy of existing drugs. Until 2020, Malone was chief medical ohcer at Alchem Laboratories, a Florida

pharmaceutical company.

(https://www.alchem.com/ ) (https://www.alchem.com/ partners) He's well connected to big pharma.
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interesting read: miningawareness.wordpress.com/2022/01/06/robert-w-malone-ms-md-co-auth..  
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Hi Max, Thanks for your links. Also had issues (my bullshit alarm went off) the Rrst time I heard Dr Robert Mallone speak, hasn't

gotten any quieter since then. Clipped this disclosure from your second link  "- 16. I supported the Indian corporation Reliance in

development of a second-generation SARS-CoV-2 vaccine that is now IND approved by the Indian health authority for initiation of

clinical trials which are anticipated for Q4 2021.
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It's good to see so many of Mercola's followers not buying the new alternative-turned-mainline narrative led by Malone (and

McCullough to a lesser degree). It's clearly an attempt to hijack the non-conformists so as to be able to control their narrative

and herd them in the desired direction.  I believe Dr.s Cowan and Kaufman are the future, and hope that Dr. Mercola comes

around. Again, it's good to see so many like-minded folks "lost in the weeds", maybe we can Rnd our way home together.
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At the end of the day, the theory about isolating viruses is not consistent with the facts. Bacteria can cause people to become ill but

there is no proof of viruses and their ability to infect people. As Dr. Zach Bush has pointed out, we have 10 to the 31 "viruses" or most

likely antigens in the air, in the sea and in the land. They are not infectious agents but one of the means by which we exchange

information partly through the immune system with the environment.
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Joined On 12/1/2020 6:00:51 AM
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Dr. Mercola, you blew it on this one. Interview Dr. Judy Mikovits for clarity - Interview Dr. Andy Kaufman Also read: To conRrm this, the

CDC document links to an FDA release titled, “SARS-CoV-2 Reference Panel Comparative Data.” Here is a killer quote: “During the early

months of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, clinical specimens [of the virus] were not readily available to

developers of IVDs [in vitro diagnostics] to detect SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, the FDA authorized IVDs based on available data from

contrived samples generated from a range of SARS-CoV-2 material sources (for example, gene speciRc RNA, synthetic RNA, or whole

genome viral RNA) for analytical and clinical performance evaluation. While validation using these contrived specimens provided a

measure of conRdence in test performance at the beginning of the pandemic, it is not feasible to precisely compare the performance of

various tests that used contrived specimens because each test validated performance using samples derived from different gene

speciRc, synthetic, or genomic nucleic acid sources.”
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Virologists cannot and have not complied with "Koch's Postulates" in identifying a "virus". What to do? Presto chango, just change the

deRnition of "Isolated". See how that works out?

If you want a perspective, watch Dr. Andrew Kaufman, challenge Dr. Judy Midouts, PhD, while throwing dust in the air, proffered the very

same arguments...brutal... www.bitchute.com/.../7IZCuhy5s4mG  
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Sridhariitm
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It is sad to see Dr. JM struggling with this virus myth issue. He needs to understand that no such thing exists. It is a century or so old

scam. What they erroneously call viruses are just tissue debris.

Read these challenges, Dr. JM, and you will understand - awakenindiamovement.com/aim-control-challenge . If you follow Jon

Rappoport, Dr. Lorraine Day, Dr. Stefan Lanka, Dr. Barre Lando, Dr. Cowan, Dawn Lester and David Parker, Amandha Vollmer, Ethel D

Hume, Dr. Kaufman, and many others you will understand.  Can folks propagating this myth answer the following questions? How can

non-living particles (called viruses) know that they should get into someone’s body and head straight for their lungs?

b. How can non-living particles (with no digestive system, no reproductive system) be killed by soap/sanitizers? c. How can non-living

particles mutate?

Cheers
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Sridhariitm - I'm a Profession Engineer - Fire Protection. My forte are mechanical and low-voltage electrical systems. In my

profession, 100% accuracy is the passing grade. No errors or lives may be at risk.

And I ask a lot of questions, as they are required to formulate an optimized solution. That being, I'm challenged with biological

systems, very challenged. But - If you want legitimate answers, ask legitimate questions. I found your questions compelling.

Thus a new "rabbit hole" for me (as if I didn't have enough "rabbit holes" already).
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Yes! Also note this from JM's article: Researchers have veriRed that the genetic sequence of the virus obtained from the

American Type Culture Collection, a global resource center for reference microorganisms, is an exact match to the virus found in

people with symptomatic COVID-19. The ATCC is just more "data" from another unisolated set of genetic code. Just what

"microorganisms" and "sequences" are being referenced? It begs the entire question, as the ATCC has spurious origins and asre

just computer models.

And how can it be an "exact match" from symptomatic people when you have NO actual samples from these people (only a

sample from these people would count, but that would be true isolation, which there is not). As Kaufman says, all this matching

comes from in silico material. We can isolate everything else, just not viruses. Thomas Enders started this fraud in 1954 (or very

close) when he claimed to have "isolated" the measles virus from a cell culture soup.

Got a Nobel Prize. Problem is that he managed to do the control test where he did the same cell culture but WITHOUT the "viral"

(snot) sample. He got the SAME results--just identical tissue decay and breakdown. He thus refuted his own claims because he

got the same results with and without the putative virus content.

That little disclosure was forgotten, it seems, and this is how virology is still done, now with the aid of computer models bearing

no relation to reality/biology. And the good doctor has fallen for it.
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The way I see it, Jeremy Hammond is a gate keeper, propagating the myth of a "pandemic". He make sweeping statements and even

goes so far as to say: "I don't think Bill Gates would have done it intentionally".  Why you would air this, Dr. Mercola, is disappointing, to

say the least.
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First time ever, I will have to disagree with my favorite doctor. More and more evidence is coming out that viruses in fact may all be a be

hoax originating from the Rockefellers. HIV, Ebola, Marburg etc.... all manufactured substances used as bioweapons. So this may be the

last time I visit this site after 15 years.

Too much evidence from many labs and scientists saying this is nanotechnology for 5G. I got heavily magnitized this year even though I

am not vaxxed. If I had not become magnetized myself I might think those graphene hydroxide articles were BS, but my own body is

evidence there is much more going on than a silly "virus".  Sorry Dr. Mercola, you are way off here and perhaps hanging out with Deep

State Doctors or whatever.

Your article is complete bullcrap. First time ever though. Too bad.
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I'm rather disappointed myself, and I've followed Dr. M. for many years. I suppose I can understand wanting to Rght against all

this using a framework of what we've all been taught to believe. It *may* be beneRcial in the short term, but not long term.

And I agree with you 100% about the manufacture of all these 'pathogens' (a certain 5-letter agency seems to be a master at

manufacturing these things). I also agree about the magnetism - my daughter, who is not jabbed - is highly magnetic after living

in San Diego for a couple of years. Seems they've been doing a lot of spraying down there as well as ramping up the 5G. For

myself (also unjabbed) every single time I go to an event with a lot (hundreds to low-thousands) of people who have had the

injections (and i noticed this last time there were a LOT of 5G towers surrounding the event) I get ALL the symptoms of radiation

poisoning.

Blinding headache, body aches, overall malaise, loss of appetite, and the giveaway for me - immediate vomiting (usually just

water because of lack of hunger and generally feeling awful). I am NOT a person who vomits, no matter how nauseated I may be -

but this is so instantaneous and uncontrollable and not something I've ever had happen to me in my almost 7 decades of life.

NAC is the only thing that helps get me back on my feet.
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So to test if sars is a pathogen, lets use monkey cells to see if they are pathogenic. Right. Once the sars viruses are Proven to multiply

(in monkey cells) automatically its ASSUMED they also harm human cells. Right.

Next, lets check how sars affects other monkey cells. Forget checking to see if they're harmful to human cells.  It is known, the sars

germ exists, it just doesn't exist in human cells as they're incompatible. And yea, only monkey kidney cells are affected by the killer

virus, ONLY, when you add gentamicin and amphotericyn, which the vaccine contains.

Look up new laws Rr china dec 1st 2019. AND DO NOT USE GOOGLE! Hey, anyone aware, patient 1 had a coronavirus AND also had

monkey kidney cells. How did those get there? Almost a month after the mandatory jabs.

Dr Metcola must be turning on us. China had 10,000 MACRO cells in Wuhu alone. Macro cells are the ones with a trailer next to it. The

big metal poles disguised as trees, not the ones in front of houses or street lights.

Anyway, they're all off in wuhu except for 3. And also the germ is no where to be found in any animal including humans and bats.

Radiation doesn't use germs to infect you. Look up corona discgarge and how it uses electric Relds to oxidize matter containing

ELECTRONS.

When biomolecules lose electrons, they've oxidized. Gain it back and the biomolecules are once again useful. PERIOD. Sorry Dr. AND

"experts" i know it doesn't exist in normal human life.

It exists but in bats only. See the work of Dr Magda Havas and catch up Dr Mercola. Rf directly affects blood cells' ZETA POTENTIAL,

instantly effects are noticeable. Too low ZP they agglutinate.

High ZP they repel and Eow easily. No burden on the heart, rich blood oxygenation, no palpitations/arrythmias due to heart not pushing

mud. Also, radiation is photons. Photons w/electrons is Electricity.

Use ac scale on meter, one lead on ground, other on your palm. Hold a phone. Youve induced, idk, 16 volts. PlugItIn & check new

voltage.
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ark9349
Joined On 10/9/2020 7:57:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very disappointed at this headline. I do not believe in the virus doctrine. Of course someone who has worked in virology for their

lifetime is going to be pro vaccine. You should have avoided this one.
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aurelio.sablone
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, you are incorrect on several points including that the CDC has isolated SARS-COV-2... They have clearly admitted this is

their own documentation. Please also see all the FOIA requests to organizations around the world (including the CDC) for a truly

isolated virus and all responded that they do not have one: www.Euoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-a..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 9:29:35 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

adriaen
Joined On 2/21/2018 3:38:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have great respect for your work but on the subject of viruses you are absolutely wrong. Get in contact with Dr Steven Lanca and Dr

Andy Kaufman. I am sure they can explain to you were you mis out on information.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 9:52:55 AM
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salbowe40gmail.com
Joined On 1/17/2022 1:09:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola please can you state where to Rnd the transmission studies that once the virus is isolated it can be transmitted to a healthy

person.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/17/2022 1:11:15 AM
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brtanner
Joined On 10/4/2009 2:27:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People who want to catapult the "SARS-CoV-2 is real" narrative will double and triple down in their lies to protect this global attack on

human kind. Joe Mercola, can you please link to just one single study that describes the methodologies used to purify, capture the

genomic sequence, and physically sequence it (nucleotide by nucleotide)? Because there are dozens of people of high integrity who are

looking for such a study, and it's nowhere to be found. BTW, The CDC, whom you say have samples available for researchers, has

responded to multiple FOIA requests, as well as attempts to procures samples from CDC by saying it has no such materials at hand.

How is this article any different from any of the apologetics from captured "scientists" protecting the narrative?
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IgsonNegrin
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:26:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Joseph Mercola makes false factual claims: media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/sars-cov-2-real-..  1. Dr.

Joseph Mercola falsely presents “Whole Construct” as the alleged “Whole Genome”. Dr. Joseph Mercola publicly carried out the

fabrication process. Fabrication is the creation of non-existent data and results and the act of recording and reporting them.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../NBK214564  The Rrst scientiRc publication used a sequencing platform called Illumina. With the help of the

mentioned platform, short sequences in the length of 150 nucleotides were determined, and not 30,000.

journals.asm.org/.../JVI.00543-20  In the second scientiRc publication, a sequencing platform called Illumina was used. With the help

of the mentioned platform, short sequences in the length of 76 nucleotides were determined, and not 30,000.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7272567  All scientiRc publications in virology deal with fabrication because they report something

complete, but in experiments they document short sequences. There is no "whole Genome" but short sequences. Unfortunately, Dr.

Joseph Mercola is also involved in this severely punishable anti-scientiRc activity. More info: 1.

"consensus sequences are all constructs in our brains." 2. "the model of reality (the consensus sequence)" 3. "It is surprising, then, that

scientists forget this and treat the consensus as reality." www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC1852464  Recall, Stefan Lanka sent a letter to

the German Minister of Health about the sars-cov-2 construct because it does not exist in reality:

wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/the-end-of-corona-a-chance-for-ev..  
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bjohn22
Joined On 1/10/2012 7:38:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joe, I'm no scientist, but I have some questions. We are supposed to accept that "the virus" has been isolated because we obtained a

sample from a person who "tested positive but had no symptoms at the time of the test was used to isolate the strain?"  "Tested

positive" but with no symptoms of illness? Tested positive with a RT-PCR test with a high cycle threshold? Why would I accept this as

evidence the virus has been isolated?
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